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'— Shultz, former business school dean at 
the University of Chicago, announced > 
several weeks ago that he would be leav^v. 
George P. Shultz as Treasury Secretary, ing some time in May. He is the last " 
holdover from Nixon's otf£irial Cabinet^, 
I which he joined as ^retary in 
pi 
WASHING^ (UPf| - Energy direc-
tor William E. Sim<m was nominated by 
President Nixon Wednesday to replace 
4* >>1 
Ji Simon's assistant; John C. Sawhill,. will 
succeed to the energy post. 
Simon, 46, has. -been doubling since 
1 December as head of the Federal Energy 
Office and as Undersecretary of the 
Treasury. In announcing his promotion — 
4 ^ subject to Senate i confirmation — the 
if ? White House made clear he will not face 
the wide range of economic respon-, 
. sibilities the President assigned to Shultz. 
THE PRESIDENT himself "intends to 
* 'play an increasing, expanded role in for-
' mutation of economic policy and will 
^assume chairmanship of the council on 
r economic policy" which Shultz headed, 
. the announcement said. 
» \ ,  S i m o n ,  a n  i n t e n s e ,  e n e r g e t i c  m a n ,  w a s  
making millions on Wall Street as an in­
vestment banker when he accepted the 
• Treasury 'undersecretary job in January, 
1973. He was Shultz' personal choice to 
v •. succeed him in the'top job.- r 
ly 1969. 
Sawhill, 37, joined Simon at the 
5W£ 
:1T1974̂  
At the same time, he said, the FEO will 
continue its fuel allocation and pace, 
regulation programs to prevent spot shor-: 
tages*" 
Announcement 
; which had been 
returned to Washington from Atlanta, 
, x ^ L1 , . w where he told the .American Society of 
last December, and was chief architect of Newspaper Editors that Americans* still, 
the fuel allocation system and the cot*^.; nmgj sacrifice if futureenergyc.riSesare' 
Energy Office when it was created early 
f 
tingency plans for gasoline rationing. 
^•SAWHILL is a former college professor 
•tfith a doctorate in economics who 
previously .had served as associate direc­
tor of tne Office of Management and 
Budget. 
Gerald L. Warren, deputy White House 
press secretary, said Sawhill will be main­
ly responsible in the next several months 
for working out Project Independence — 
aimed at making the nation self-sufficient 
in energy by the 1980s. 
SAWHILL told reporters that this will 
be his first goal and "I am committed to 
placing this blueprint on the President's 
; to be staved off. \ 
In announcing that Simon's role^in 
economic policy will be more limited than 
Shultz', Warren stressed tfeat t&is aid not. 
indicate the president lacked confidence in,,, 
him merely that Nixon wanted to take 
more of a hand. • : 
WITH THE JOB deduced W^ore J 
traditional- linesr Simon still will heatLthejyi 
so-called ^'economic troika" including the, f 
chairman of the Council of Economic Ad­
visers and the OMB director, and the 
quadriad'' which includes: the 
Reserve Board chairman. - • • 
%vtT 
SLA Robbery 
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* SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — U.S. Atty. 
Gen. William Saxbe branded Patricia. 
Hearst a common criminal Wednesday, 
and a federal grand jury began con­
sidering whether she willingly wielded a 
gtiti in a terrorist bank robbery. 
Saxbe said in Washington he was con­
vinced the 20-year-old newspaper heiress 
was "not a reluctant participant" in the 
$10,000-robbery Monday by a heavily arm-
Hearst, he said, "Miss Hearst is a part of 
it." 
. Miss Hearst's father, newspaper 
ecutive Randolph A. Hearst, called Sax-
be's comments "speculation" and refused 
further comment. - . . 
CHARLES BATES,' the FBI agent in 
charge of the case, also refused comment 
other than to say: "The FBI is continuing 
its aggressive investigation looking to a  
< ed gang which wounded two persons in its solution of the 
getaway. . a -•••-'^•.%anl?robbery.,-'' ^ ' 
THE TERRORIST Symbionese Libera-, 
tion Army dragged Miss Hearst scream­
ing from her Berkeley apartment two and 
a half months ago. In-a "communique"-
April 3, she renounced her family and 
swore she had been converted into a 
revolutionary fighter. 
U.S. Atty.'^a%^ "Brbwntng i$!f -^pnen.K 
evidence in the bank robbery is being 
presented to a grand jury and that in­
dictments are possioie oy next week. 
"It is entirely possible that the evidence 
will show that there was no duress or coer­
cion on the part of these people, but that is 
- "It would appear to me that she was.not a matter for the grand jury to determine," 
a reluctant participant in this robbery, 
Saxbe told his weekly news conference; 
adding that SLA members all are "com­
mon criminals.'' Asked if he included Miss-
ftM# 
he said: 
ACCORDING to a guard at the t>ank, 
Edward Shea, Miss Hearst took an active* 
part in the robbery — "giving ... orders 
and all that, saying shet would shoot the 
first guy that moved. ^ ?< 
ex" ,; ; "She wasn't scared. She let it be knowd 
that she meant business," the 66-year-old 
guard said Wednesday. "She had a gun and. 
looked ready to use it." s. 
Bates said 100 to 125 federal agents are^ 
working on. the case and again said he does 
not know the location of the SLA hideout! 
Police ,$ay«thp SLA. is a heavily 
tnultiirapiial group of about. 25 men iai 
• -  -;<«v ; * ;  
Bank cameras photographed Mis1 
Hearst along with three other white, 
women and a black man during the 
robbery of•a Hibernia Bank. The 
photographs showed Miss Hearst and two 
other members of the robbery team 
holding weapons. 
.Federal bank robbery warrants halve' 
been issued for the three women and the 
man, and Miss Hearst is sought for arrest 
as a material witness. ' , vX 
V 
K. Galbraifh 
By ERMA SMITH 
Distortions of public priorities by 
"mature corporations" are hot accidental 
but are a fundamental requirement of the 
U.S. economic system,. economist and 
former 'presidential adviser John Kenneth 
Galbraith said Wednesday in the Union 
Main Ballrpon^- . 
Small businesses and industries have Wy 
advantage over large businesses bec^use^; 
they can better program "unstandardized -
tasks," which are impossible to incor|'/':|^| 
porate into arbitrary schedules and*i;^ 
motivation behind a corporation's ^geographically dispersed tasks," thaV^' ' 
«wcc^ *^re difficult to organize. 
Growth, Galbraith said to the audience 
of approximately 2,006,tis the dominant 
Through ^hat Galbraith described as an . 
"interlocking relationship of reciprocal 
advantages," -major Industries such as as 
General Motors, Exxon and General Elec­
tric are not subject to free market or 
government controls over prices and 
supplies of raw materials. 
m 
471-459 
diseconomies," such as air pollution,^ 
only mentioned as an Afterthought in the 
teaching of economics. "An organization. 
is at a disadvantage when it exploits itself ;:^ 
I® 
SS&i 
w Galbraith classified small business ani| 4 
InddStry as belonging to the "market/ 
system." This system is still subordinate 
to the market and the government. In con­
trast, he said, "We know the head of IT? 
has access to the attorney generat." 
'kL- To assume the "market system" and •-
stockholders and the boatd. of '"''ff'ph® s™'i w in ^mai. conventional economic theory is, 
conwrate 0"«>raitt> MM- Economics i« 
' supervisors, Galbraith said. Since cor- . when It recites a problem 
porations are guided collectively, he said,' ««• 
corporate expansion would be most iM 
beneficial to"techna" members, becausells ^^'d^^ NIxoti, Galbmtn declared, 
expansion means* ̂ more promotion anrf;"^'is disliked more for failed economics 
" 'than failed burglars.'' Even Nixon's con­
servative government was forced to go to 
more pov?er. . 
-ft. i >•9-,' 
The' United "^St^tf's now fates an wage and price controls, he said, though 
economic crisis comparable to that of the the choice was jppre''^jpmM^tial tiiahr? 
1930s-because':''modern: industrial S9ciety-''.videological.'^^^ 
has moved away from the textbook con^i X -•r '1 
ventions" of the equality of supply and de-^'' The goals of the public and the"gb&ts Hti 
mandt Galbraith ^t|id< ^ , Corporate expansion are different, 
^ - Galbraith said and the public should take 
"Economic' expansion is decreasing the the state to task for its inherent contradict 
Quality of life/' Galbraith said.-"External 4 jtions< 
•W$. 
V VITf I V 
^#eKite Staff Wrtfer. _ 
The Texas Student Publications (TSP) 
Board Wednesday appointed Randy 
EdwardS editor of th% 1974*75 Cactus and 
BJ Hefner summer managing editor of the 
< 1974 Daily Texan. 
Law student Bruce Patrick was ap-
, pointed editor of the 1975 Peregrinus, the 
law school yearbook. 
... The board also approved a motion by 
^member Ronnie Franklin to authorize a 
Relegation consisting of Michael Moore, 
^-TSP Board president, Franklin and Loyd 
Edmoods./reP general manager, to meet 
a'it/s/ Hefner Tti MaMigeG6ctu^T§^qQ 
with ,&n attorney to investigate 
possibility of taking legal aetian ^iiosini 
the decision by the University System 
Board of Regents eliminating mandatory 




7:30 a.m. Friday in the Varsity Cafeteria; 
emphasized to the board his idea that the 
yearbook be more attuned to the "theme" 
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By LISA E. SMITH 
. . . •v;-'(\Texan Staff Writer 
Coinit '^our blessings, if you are one of 
the less fortunate who has stuck with your 
first bike that has long since shed its train­
ing wheels but not shed you. 
It's a well-known fact that 10-Speeds, 5-
speeds or foreign bicycles are more at­
tractive to most than your standard 
coaster brake bicycles. The fancier they 
come, the more willing someone is to 
"pedal" them around town. (Pedal — as in 
hotfooting it to the nearest pawnshop with 
your bike underfoot.). 
Mj|NY 10-SPEED owners and their 
friends are learning the hard way that ̂ ou 
have to pay the price both literally and 
figuratively. Adapting numerous antitheft 
measures to combat the ubiquitous thefts 
has become their hobby. ^ ; 
^ Most cyclists rely on the chain and lock 
method. But it takes awhile for some to 
learn just what type of lock and chain is 
best. One Dallas bicycles dealer reported 
he had a customer that worked up to his 
third Raleigh before finding the proper 
-chain that defied the teeth of the most 
Paranoia Strikes Pedalers 
^vicious bolt cutter. v *•-»' -
^ The 10-pound tow chain can only be cut 
with a torch, with which few dare venture. 
BUT BICYCLERS have devised another 
solution for simplifying matters. They ^as quite original. 
merely stake out strategic spots for leav- "One day this New York buddy saw 
ing their chains and locks about town. ' these guys sawing on his bike. When he; 
irfa tree outside the Experimental Science 
Building. Out of sight, out of mind. 
Andy Howell, a Dallas bike salesman, 
said he knew of a man in'New York who 
One University undergraduate claimed 
he would just detach the wheels and lock 
the frame. 
"I admit I got a few stares by carrying 
them around with me. But wheels don't 
have serial mimbers and are the most ex­
pensive part'of your bike. It was worth it." 
David Patterson, a former Austin' bicy­
cle repairman, claims he just doesn't let 
his bike out of sight. 
"Wherever 1 go it goes. Out to eat or to 
a show. Of course, it limits where you can 
go when you insist on taking it with you. 
But if they don't like my company then I 
don't care to stick around." 
Patterson admits he has .found himself 
eating out less and less., - V' ^ 
ANOTHER UNIVERSITY student 
adhered to the "out of sight" adage in a 
different manner. He used to hang his bine 






yelled at them to stop they ran. But the 
damage had already been done. They had 
sawed his bike in half. 
"So the guy took it to a plumber's pipe 
place and had some pipes made to replace 
the top and bottom sawed frame bars. He 
had them fitted to the bike so he could un­
screw them at any time and just leave the 
bike in two pieces. 
"I GUESS it works discouraging 
anybody because he's still got the bike." 
^ Other extensive measures have been in­
stigated by a paranoid bike owner on cam­
pus. He recently told a shopkeeper he was 
tired of trying to outsmart the thieves. 
So he drove his van to campus and park­
ed it there permanently. Now all he does is 
ride to school and into the van — hidden 
from possible gretedy eyes. 
THAT'S NOT a bad idea, as long as vans 
don't reach the rip-off priority list. 
Then there is the "dude who says he has 
a piano crate in his dorm and just opens 
the lid and deposits his. bike," an 
anonymous undergraduate remarked. 
The student works part-time in a cycle 
store. Knowing good bikes is his business. 
"I know of a really fine bike on campus 
whose owner has wrapped it with 
handlebar tape completely. That way no 
one can see the make. It looks dirty 
enough to deter anyone; No one would ever 
suspect it," he said. ' 
- THE POLICE department would never 
be suspected to be anything but burglar 
Dallas Pblice* Department^ 
however, which works in conjunction with 
the University's stolen bike problem, 
recently had repossessed stolen bikes 
stolen from their auto pound. 
So rejoice if your bike isn't among the 
elfte, bjit a family hand-me-down. 
But beware of the approaching years 
when your heirloom becomes dated. Then 
>ou may have a .problem with the antique 
dealers hot bn your trafl. 
two'ttiabi 
pie. 
Subdivisions; such as feature,'athletics 
and administration would remain but be 
vfTM .^ordered 
Qajre Charlton also had appU'eS fdrThl 
THE DELEGATION will meet with art ; position of Cactus editor. 
Austin attorney Thursday and report on it^<v MS. Hefner said her main ptbblem as 
findingstotheTSP^oardatameeting^atW g^mg,. managing editor of The Texan 
" "" ™ 3J • *- recruitment of qualified staff 
members. 
The breakdown created between Texan 
% staff members and journalism students 
: after moving Texan offices and labs to the. 
^Communication Building could be recon­
vened by actively se&ing the students' par-
ticipation as Texan reporters, she added. 
MS. HEFNER emphasized the need for 
The Texan and the TSP Board to initiate a 
public relations and advertising campaign 
to encourage students to check off funding 
:for The Texan during preregistration. 
- Other applicants for the posilijpwere 
fM^D^ett1:^?'.Be^ 
J In other action Wednesday,? We TSP 
' Board approved an advertisingrnews ratio 
of 58 percent-42 
Daily Texan. 
• T h e '  p r e s e n t  r a t i o n  i s  ^ r ^ t ^ p C T -
cent. 
UNIVERSITY LAW STUDEffT Steve 
Sinkln advised the board on research he 
had done concerning the feasibility of tak­
ing legal action against the Bo£|rd ol 
Regents oh Its funding decision. . : 
The board postponed a decision on any 
such action until its Friday meeting. 
The board also approved a revised-. 
v budget for 1974-75 which 1s expected 
•f2t 
result in a savings of (23,500 over the prior 
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... * 
^Thursday's forecast 
calls for partly cloudy 
skies and warn? 
peratures through 
Friday, with a 
chance of. showers:v| 
through Friday.-High#$gf| 
Jhursday  w i l l  be - in  
ihe low 80s, low Thurs­
day night in the mid-
605. Southerly winds 
^vlll be 8 to 18 m.p:ti. 
-WW 
asseuse 
PS •• -t 
Kit#-
iy JANICE TOMLIN ALTHOUGH the defendan tl{tised to send an undercover 
Texan Staff Writer i^cknowleged she performe# *fegeht into six places of 
fc' two-man, four-woman an act to "sexually relieve" ^business — with Hall getting, 
tfury found Denise St. James Hall, Defense Attorney-Phillips Asexual satisfaction at the tax* 
guilty of prostitution Wednes* Presse attempted to proved payers' expense," Presse 
,»|ay in the first of 14 trials ' 'Ms. St. James was entrapped.'' said. 'Tdon't think that's ever 
resulting from undercover by the 200-pound deputy con- been done before." 
agent SteVe Hall's investigate Stable. Iv,, -The 24-year-old masseuse 
fion of Austin massage^ Pressfe"' questioned Hall's was charged with prostitution 
artors.C , ... 'motives for allowing the act to 4inder the 1974 Penal Code, but 
continue to its climax whei*p«Presse told the jurors "this 
.  "he could have made Bis caser  ̂ case involves ' i l legal  
simply by coming to the;., touching' not La Grange-style, 
agreement" with 
masseuse that she would per^ j Hall told Asst. City At-
form an illegal act. fr 5torney J. Clayton Strange he 
Ms. St. James, who pleaded: 
ot guilty to the charge, was 
ined $50 after Hall testified in 
Municipal Court No, >1 she 
Engaged in sexual activity 
with him during his March 23 
investigation of the "MagUM*" Several hundred dollars of .( paid $15 for a 30-minute' 
1 JI^Atink MMitn^^ mm* .U. r u - 1 i I Touch of Venus" parlor. the taxpayers' funds were ^massage, and an additionali 
WRK "T, sinT&W ff * J- | 









list Priee ,̂ ,*140 
1^*109.95 
lie supply lasft. Wee includes spot attachment kit & case.) 
sC#Op 
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m 
We lost the picture of the light meter, so here's one of an Australian 
spiny anteater instead. 
Specifications: 
Moving power-scale aligns itself to show shutter speed — f/stop 
combinations directly ... no need to transfer reading to separate exposure 
calculation dial ... film sfced range: ASA 6 to 25,000 ... shutter speed 
range: 1/8,000 second to 2 hours ... f-number range: f/1.0 to f/90 
«nge (at ASA 100): mjddent: 3EV to 17 EV ... reflected: 0 EV 
to 20 EV. „ 
Co-O 
Second Floor va* mh irw: win 
pvrcbeso el SI er Mere. 
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The Co-Op's Seconds 
Sale 
Friday & Saturday, April 19 & 20 
As you'll recall from our last installment, Cuddles the Trout had just told 
Mr. Hyrax that he didn't care whose turn it was to wash the car, he was 
taking Unca Cabbagehead to the country and that was that! Meanwhile 
Perky Placenta was stuck with the job of explaining that the Co-Op 
Warehouse Book Sale was a sale on the books that are usually sold to a 
wholesaler, so that the prices the books were being offered at were ex­
tremely low. "Could you give us a few examples, Perky?" asked little 
Gary Gilamonster, who was asked to direct his attention to a place direct­
ly below the paragraph in which he was represented ... 
New Hardbacks— $2.00 Used Hardbacks—*1.00 
New Paperbacks— 79c Used Paperbacks— 49c 
Special Group of Paperbacks— 39* «.or3 J1.00 
A Few Qf The Books On Sale: 
Hayakawa: Language in Thought & Action 
KirscliMR Radio & Television 
fine: The American Past V. II 
Poirer: American lit. V. II 
Kahlen Art of Rome & Her Empire 
Merrill: Catullus 
Carter: Man & The Land 
Longwell: Physical Geology 
Eaton: Mind of The Old South 
Van Vlack: Elements of Material Science 
Simonson: Trio: Stories, Plays & Poems 
Mack: World Masterpieces V. I 
Reinhardh Germany: 2000 Years 

















At The Warehouse In The 
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University Co-Op 
BankAm«icard A Mast«rCharg« WdceiTM 
i Wm igfcMfc.xff* 'aC'C-; Om hww fra* »wUai «H)i. Hfriwi «l $] «r am. ' 
/ c.' 
0 for a "nude local.^% 
A "local" massage involve! 
chand manipulation of the male 
, genitals and violates, the 
)'newly-revised codCV' iKSIl . 
TESTIFYING that%6 its 
"bored" and "had no feeling 
of enjoyment" during the act^ 
Hall said he let Ms. St. James' ' 
perform the local because "1, 
didn't want to blow my 
cover." 
Ms. St. James took the 
stand, telling the court she v 
performed the local "to get 
. him (Hall) out of her? so he 
wouldn' t  bother  me 
anymore," not to sexually 
131# Ĵ peitaMe||li 
-Mu • of ,h° &sm &S 
University Co-Op 
Board of Directors 
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v C* . In The ̂  
Student-Faculty 
Mr. 
* ! > e ' ' u 
;• "I J Lounge" 
i, 
Union Building 
l • mx 
1 1 
Attending the 
Sufnmer .Session? M 
-
NOT 
TRY THE BEST! 
• 21 Great Meals per Week 
^ Maid Service 
• Close to Campus 
• Private Transportation 
• Private Pools 
ALL THIS AND 
EVERYONE GETS 
A PRIVATE ROOM 
. -1.' v s 
MADISON HOUSE 
4> 
709 W. 22nd St. < t 
478-9891 , 478-8914 
Madison - Bellaire Apts. 






limit 2 to customer 
Reg. $2.00 
$1.39 










16 oz. i 
t. 1 Vs/Si-iA 
55 
1?*) *{• M 
-K"-
gratify him^. 
In the state's closing ar| 
ment Strange argued he h 
"proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt that'she (Ms. St'. 
James) knowingly engaged in 
sexual conduct, with the in­
tent  to grat ify sexual  
desires." 
University police hired Hall 
last spring as an undercover 
agent to investigate the Gay 
Liberation movement on cam­
pus* Hall acknowledged this 
assignment but refused to 
comment on who hired him or 





Stimulation of library development 
was the main topic of the Governor's 
. ̂ Conference on Libraries in Texas 
Wednesday at .Municipal Auditorium.. 
| * "Libraries are essential, for now as 
;jjever before. Accurate and easily 
available information is vital for all of 
us," Gov. Dolph Briscoe said in an 
opening speech sto the. conference 
.Wednesday morning. "Since libraries 
have the responsibility of mainlining 
and making available this information, 
fcre. must see to it that libraries are 
''adequately supported. 
"Libraries depend almost entirely 
.upon tax support. All citizens have a 
voice in the kind of library service they 
; enjoy.. By using resources, they direct 
tlSPK' -
^Zitenc 
^3P» PW * m 
what is made avaiM>le. As titters diey 
determine who will direct tbeir govern-. 
• ment and make budget decisions," 
Briscoe said. 
. The Library Act, passed in 1969|pf; 
makes it possible for existing libraries! '̂! 
to work together as systems, Brisco^# 
ppi said. This legislatipn leaves respond 
sibility for maintaining basic librarjife 
service "with the local community, iMgfjp; 
ii ^Texas ranks 41st in the nation in per 
c^t>ita support for libraries. I think our 
goal should be to move Texas from 41st 
to the finest library system in the 




•Briscoe told the con-
Subcommittee Review 
|p . -• '• <•' ;• , ~;.V- "y'r-
Commission 
The Senate Subcommittee 
on Consuiher Affairs held a 
hearing Wednesday to con­
tinue consideration of utility 
companies to decide what 
kind of state utility regulatory 
agency to recommend to the 
Senate. 
Municipalities and area 
1$$ 
governments presently 
regulate utilities. Texas is one 
of the few states without some 
form of strong central con­
trol. : 
Robert Means, a University 
law professor, said there were 
two feasible,  regulatory 
systems which could be es-
MIRANDA STUDIO 






Ideas and Issues Committee 
Presents 
"Political Forum '74 
J.J. Pickle: 
, U.S. Congressman 
running for reelection 
Thurs., April 18 Union 104 
12 noon  ̂ Sandwich Seminar 







, Diced. 1 
4> i ^ 
tablished to .control state 
utilities. 
" Electr ici ty,  gas and 
telephone utilities could be 
controlled by a state commis­
sion which would set all, rates < 
in the state and have authority 
.over all utilities, he said, 
'Q -The other alternative was to 
give the .ci t ies  more 
assistance. This would entail 
a state commission which 
should have a staff of experts : 
who would send out informa­
tion concerning utilities. This 
commission also would have 
regulatory control over rural 
areas. 
Mayor Dan Matkin of Irving 
' gave the subcommittee in­
sight into the regulatory 
problems of the medium-sized 
, city in a large metropolitan 
area. . „ 
''As the larger ciues go, it's 
kind of hard for the smellier 
cities not to go likewise," he 
said in referr ing to 
negotiations with" utilities by 
small cities /next to large 
ones. • . jfi, 
Bill St.Clair, an attorney 
who represents 77 electric 
cooperat ives and three 
generating plants throughout 
the state, said he felt one 
regulatory commission for  al l ;  
utilities should be established 
with a special staff to deal 
with each utility. 
St. Clair pointed out that 
cooperatives in the past have 
been "men without a country" 
m4he case of court decisions 
'becaus^ 'df  their  self-
regulatory and nonprofi t  
status. 
* Oral B 
Toothbrushes 
40's & Ws 




: Rtg. $1.93 . 
$1.23 
Right Guard 
Powder a k" p 
VtVv": 
5 oz. • / 
$1.25 Vefee 4 : 
1 * / 3 Bi 
University Go-Op 
Supplies • Street Floor ® 
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NEW HOUSING^POLICYH 
DEXTER HOUSE 
1103 W. 24th 
. . .  .  - •  . •  ; ; .  :•  
OCCUPANCY ONLY 
Semi-Private Rooms as Low as$60 p.,™ 
Luxurious Private Rooms $| qq^ ; - ^ 
At' 
Maid Service • Private Bus 
i1 4 
Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerators • Ihtereom 
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines V3 
• StudyAreas * ^ 
• 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lobby .•«-
• Off Street Parking • Close to Campus >4 
- • Special Me'al Contracts * 
v - . Available At Madison House 
|tew accepting Fall '74 ContractsPiiM 
tor U.T. Men and Women 
"HOUSING OFFICE 709 West 22nd CttfeB 
478-9891 . 478-8914 
DEXTER HOUSE 
* Come See Come Live 
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ewsmart 
NEW YORK (UPI)*»C>?$ain. He entered ColinnbiJS He hosted the "Hth Houtf 
Frank W. McGee, the host of ^resbyterian Hospital FYidayl^ ̂ ews'' and "The Frank MDT TYPm ml. ' a _ 11 ml. u. , • / i« 1 VJ-^ V* ^ - ***•* NBC-TV's Today Show and a 
national braodcast newsman 
known (or his coverage of 
space shots and political con-
Mentions, died Wednesday 
from complications of bone 
^cancer he had suffered for 
several months. He was 52. 
McGee continued to broad-l 
iCast until Thursday, although 
riends described him as hav­
ing been weak and in great 
The cattee of death was atjji|jjMcGee Report" before 
tributed to pneumonia||{!succeeding Hugh Downs, 
described as a direct com4!f " 
plication of multiple 
myeloman, a rare form of 
bone cancer. McGee, a native 
of Monroe, La.,- joined the 
network in 1957; assigned first 
'as a Washington correspond 
dent specializing in space and 
politics. Two years later he^ 
was transferred to New YortfliNixort 
pring Happenings 
<• -ft™ Festivals^ 
As a,newsman, McGee 
- broadcast 450 instant news 
specials and during the 1960 
'presidential campaign 
• moderated the secowd "great 
- debate" between President 
John F. Kennedy and then 
Vice-President Richard M, 
• m  
, He was the recipient in 1966 
of a George Foster Peabody 
award, one of the highest dis­
tinctions in broadcast jour­
nalism, and received several 
other awards and citations for 
his reporting. 
McGee is survived by his 
wife,. Sue, two children,' 
Michael, and Mrs. .Sharon 
Labovitz andj,-" two 
grandchildren. >*> 







Are Austins city limits get- .Saturday, and the fleet will be*< Alan Ramsey, Townes Van 
ting to be a drag? If soff blessed Sunday. S^Zandt, Asleep at the Wheel, 
several events and sights April 25 to May 5 are Bue^r Ray Wylie Hubbard and Plum 
nearby are accessible to even caneer Days Hi Corpus 
the tightest student budget. ^ jChristi. If you get there the 
Festivals in neighboring ' first day, you will witness the 
' towns and cities are scheduled, 
this spring for little or no 
money, and historic and 
- natural landmarks surround 
''the Austin area: 1 , 
EVENTS: The 79th annual 
San Antonio Fiesta begins Frir 
day and lasts through April 28.' 
Events include mariachi and 
band festivals, a street dance, 
art and flower shows, an 
oyster bake, charreadas, Bat­
tle of Flowers Parade, car-; 
nivals and fireworks. 
T H E ST RAW B ERR Y 
• Festival will be celebrated in 
Poteet Saturday with a 
pageant, parade and fiddlers^ 
contest. 
1 In Galveston, the Shrimp 
,4 Festival will continue through 
Sunday. A parade will beheld 
Pirate Queen's kidnaping of 
the mayor, which begins 10 
days of music festivals; 
i sailboat regattas and art jai% 
j,borees. & 
New Braunfels will host a 
Cinco de Mayo celebration 
May 3 and 4, and the annual 
Shrimporee will take place 
May 18 and 19 in Aransas 
Pass. 
THE LAGUNA Gloria 
Festival will be held May 18 
.'and 19 near Lake Austin., Ac­
tivities at the festival will in­
clude art shows, Working 
craftsmen, boat rides, 
' ican food and 
Nell. 
The festival will take place 
at the Quiet Valley Ranch 
south of Kerrville, 
tickets for each night's per­
formance are $3.50 in advance 
r#;.. and $4.50 at the gate. Advance 
tickets are available at the 
University Co-Op and the 
festival ticket office, 6615 N,, 
Lamar Blvd. 
THE TEXAS State Arts and 
Crafts Fair also will be held in; 
Kerrville, May 24 to 27. 
Phil Davis of the Texas 
Tourist Development Agency 
which sponsors the event, said 
the fair will be an < "old-
fashioned country bazaar type 
of tojng -T very, r^lax^, att- mid-summer. 
blacksmithing and china pain­
ting. An oldtime fiddlers' con­
test will be held May 26*;:- ^ 
Admission is $1 for adulte 
aaji 50 cents for children. & 
SIGHTS: South of Austin on 
IH 35 one encounters San Mar­
cos, home of Southwest Texas 
State University. San Marcos 
also boasts of Aquarena 
Springs, famous for its glass-
bottom boats, and .Wonder 
World, with a wildlife ^park 
and Wonder Cave. 
THE LB J Ranch - is near 
Stonewall, west of Austin on 
U.S. Highway 290. Stonewall 
also is the center of Texas 
Peach country, and' peach 





Buffy St Marie goes her own way. lo»e words offiejr The unique thing about Buffy is that it allwbrks. Other 
new song, "Generation," she doesn't want to go to thp„ ^4)erformers may have made bigger hits with her tunes, 
moon, she just wants tp dance with the Rosebud Slouxp^. but few can match the loyal, growing Following that slie 
Eveh before it was fashionable to be Indian, she wrote ,^ihas built over the years. Buffy St. Marie does everything 
songs indicting a country for its continuing mistreatment ?%o beautifully that people listen. 
of Native People. Before streams of young men fled into William Newcomb, Texas Memorial Museum director, 
her native Canada, she placed the blame for war on the-. jSi&oes his own way. Despite objections of his colleagues, 
Universal Soldier who gave his body to the war. That was students, state and national figures, he insists on 
pretty heavy considering JU>at_priot ta Vietnam, jmore qt displaying a desecrated Indian grave in aglass box/Beset 
i 
her own Indian people served in wartime than any other 
ethnic group. Buffy was so up front with her antiwar 
stand, She recorded a tang few radio Stations would play 
. because it contained a four-letter word description of the 
^war. 
Those who try to stereotype her as an Indian singer are 
confounded to learn that her French is as fluent as her 
mother tongue, Cree. Yet her pride demands that she in<v>, 
elude Indian songs in her new rocking act. 
^Overcoming a folk singer image, Buffy turns on 
Audiences singing Country and rock. Those lucky enough 
to hear her here in Austin will find her backed by a tight 
with mounting costs, dwindling attendance find low staff 
.^.morale, it is little wonder that Newcomb is often un­
available for comment on this latest problem, 
A few years ago I sat with other Indians in protest at 
the headquarters of the Ford Foundation in ^ew York. 
We surely would have been thrown out save the presence 
of a beautiful young Indian woman named Buffy St. 
Marie. 
They listened then and .perhaps „witjj her heUj^his 
weekend, Newcomb may listen. • 11111I 
Viewpoints expressed in Minority Report are not 
rock band. Is she afraid of displeasing folk purista| tf Necessarily shared by The Daily Texan. This column 
Anyone who remembers that she was on the bill at the ^ptffers a free and open access to all minority students and 
Newport Folk Festival when Dylan was booed for going ptpontributions should be made to Burke Armstrong, 
AM inority Report Box, Daily Texan Office <471-45(1). electric, knows she's acting as her own Womanlyf 
Students' Attorney Policy Affirmed ip® 
. :&The Student Senate voted 
Wednesday to affirm the 
current policy of the students' 
attorney's office of defending 
some students in cases 
against other students. 
A_ complaint was brought 
before the Senate by Heman- Students' 
§1H 
Attorney Ann 
The Kerrville Folk Festival? 
May 23 to 27, will feature 25 
performers, -including 
Kenneth Threadgill, Willis 
The fair,"on the' Schreiher 
Junior College campus, will 
feature 165 pioneer art ex­







• 2 bsdroom. 1 Vi' bath« 
•large enough for a ' 
study room f 1 v-
• furnished 
• al| bills paid ' 
only • 
Sl75.00/mo. ' 
v, # plenty of parking 
s ->• city transit to campus 
«H|» 2 swimming pools fMj£ 
• 24 hour maintenance1'^ 
FOR MORS INFORMATION 
: CALL: 
'444.7555 
[Cji * t tMHj 
?£ ,#*Sj 
I 'f 
PEACE CORPS - VISTA 
seeks volunteers for positions in all 50 states and 69 coun­
tries. Modest living allowance, medical and dental can, 
transportation expenses, and monthly stipend: 
MUST APPtY NOW FOR SUMMER PLACEMENT 
People in the following skills are needled: 
ARCHITECTS/CITY PLANNERS UWYIRS - • 
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS 
ENGLISH MAJORS 







PHYSICAL ED. MAJORS 
BIOLOGISTS 
ENGINEERS / •>.; 
Contact former volunteers on the West Mall in front of 
the Student Union, in froht of BEB, or beside the 
Math-Physics Building from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., April 15 -
19. Find out how and where your skills can best be 
utilized. Free films will be shown about VISTA pro­




ffc Photo Service 
222 W. 19th 5324 Cameron 
i RESUME' & 
IDENTIFICATION TYPE 
PICTURES 
, students' attorneys to drop 
do Centeno because the office ' Bower said at the meeting the Nasr's defense. 
has refused to represent him office has a policy of not •*&! A suggestion that the Senate 
counseling plaintiffs in any *" imove to prevent the attorneys 
case. - - from defending any student 
A two-thirds vote of the' against another was disi-
Senate would have required couragedby Ms. Bowers : 
in the appeal of a case he 
brought against another stu­
dent the office defended 
earlier, Faysal. Nasr. 
Tours thrOiign the Lone 
and Pearl breweries in San 
Antonio include free samples 
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WE CARE FOR THIS CHILD -
UNIVERSITY STUDENT DAY CARE CENTER 
v ' ^ 
: "4 PRESENTS 1 A" '.** 1 v 
L THE BEST SHORT-RLM FESTIVAL 
EVER SEEN ON CAMPUS 
R0A0 RUNNER SPORTS SPtttllNPERS 
DOOM OF DRACUIA . ,̂.1  ̂HAHUNG Z-ZOItO " . ' ? 
EM AUTRIY SINCS $ w - mon a'cosTEiio:: iitm 
-^1 ^IRONIMO-AUDY MVINP i > MEETS WAKtNStBH i 
 ̂ V , * >:3° P*. April 19 A 30 
r UNWERS1TY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
1 , " 2203 SAN ANTONIO " 
$1 ADMISSION OOES DIRECTLY TO USDCC 
SPONSORED BY STUDENT GOV'T. • • . 
Habitat Hunters' 




Who said you " 
< can't get . 
• Wtnothina? II 
FREE" APARTMENT LOCATORS 
VVe re betier ihan the Yellow Pages! We don't even 
make your fingers do the walkfng because we've done 
it for you/ What better way to save energy? . 
Have you made plans to roservm your habitat for 
this summer and next fall? If not there's still tlmo if 
you act now. Habitat Hunters havo bean looking out 
for your interests. We have listings on more than 16.-
OOO rental units specializing in apartments. 4-piexas, 
duplexes, and houses in'all areas, sizes, and prioe 
ranges. We know all the properties St their regulations 
on pets an<i deposits. We know who gives good ser­
vice when problems occur, and who's'good about 
returning your security deposits when yoiir lease Is 
terminated. Habitat ffunters is the only ho?hassle 





37 DAYS IN EUROPE: 
MAY 31 - JULY 6, 1974 
ACCREDITED FOR 3 SfMCSTCR HOURS IN, 
ART 309, 376.3, or 386 
TAUGHT BY 
DR. TERENCE GRIEDER 
' , ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
DEFARTMENT OF ART flf 
w "UNlVfeRSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN"'1" 
"No amount of book learning can aubalilute for pcraonal ac­
quaintance with the treat monument* of th? European culture. 
Thi* t'«urw rcflectii the belief that ftrat-hand experience of our 
L'ullural hcritaitv, under the guidance of a trained and experience^ 
obMtrVer, ut baxic to a genuine education." ' 
ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS MADE BY: 
MERIT TRAVEL 
2200 GUADALUPE (SECOND LEVEL) 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78705, /5ia|478^4# 
for further information pl**»e conteci 
DR. GRIEOER OR MERIT TRAVEL 
<ri T } 







of v DenmorklSls^ • • • • • m am wu 
Willing To Give You A 
$73%2fd«leJ'Of :T^s 
Stuff ! Free *lf You i Buy 
Something^Of Hers 
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Let Anita of Denmark show you a beautiful way-to glow! 
For that look of natural freshness, the radiant glow that 
doesn't hint of a too made-up look, use the beauty help* 
that models and stewardesses have used for years. It's a 
great way to glow. 
I N S T A N T  G L O W  F O R  Y O U R  B O D Y ,  4  ^ U  
ti Wiwlww «Nb whlri wHb vMmbIm I, A «m t, 
APRICOT NIGHT CREAM, 4 n .  v v . * . i K $ B 4 B  .•mMmiMS M**v.nS4ab 4rrmm bmim +* •-
THROAT CREAM, H ii. *.«•*•*,)»', $7»S0 
-HwKw Wilua.ii mt limlKu fcr 1mm. i 
FACIAL Oil, I St.  ̂ $7J0 
, -tun nam rf.lMnil VMrih IW * Ml». " . 
CREAMFOAM WASH; 3 sz. tsbe . . ....... S5M 
IkMr..: •• V;' • .) • • ' v'V '.'h * 
One liebr frit parking with purchase of $2 or 
BankAmericard I NknterCharfa Welcome. 
Ml d  
^rKENEpiv 
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A *5 doll 
that looks like a 
^million dollar baby! 
Soft little baby-doll of nylon tricot satin all 
trimmed in wide lace interwoven with tiny 
satin ribbons. Completely machine washable 
and dryable. In many, many colors, sizes S, M, 
L. At this great price you can buy a fjw f< 
dw^Miwg°me twWMvinm'T 
TARING'S 
ON-THE-DRAG, 2406 GUADALUPE; 
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The lites o^ spring 
• Austin's annual nte of spring has begun once more: the local business-
conservative community is again summoning a dwindling antistudent 
vote for local elections. We've seen it before. Spring, 1971,brought the 
first local student voter registration drive and "bring the Drag to City 
Hall" hysteria to the front steps of Austin American readers. In spring, 
1972, the "Alarmed Citizens" emerged in opposition to a student-
supported slate of liberals, chicanos and women. Spring, 1973, found 
Austin's Solid Citizens backing Dick Nichols, who was drubbed by former 
student Bob Binder. 
. THIS SPRING the antistudent sentiment is subdued, but nonetheless 
present —:in the South Austin campaign literature of school board incum­
bent J. Don Smith. Smith sells insurance. In 1971 he sponsored advertising 
for the losing House campaign for Harold Davis, the local representative 
who pushed legislation through the House prohibiting students from 
voting in their campus hometown. The law was quickly struck down as un­
constitutional, but Davis and sidekick Smith survived. Smith now faces 
DeCourcy Kelley for school board Place 2 in Saturday's election. A cam­
paign letter distributed only in South Austin, one time breeding grounds 
for student backlash, reads: 
•'Mrs. Kelley, whose husband is a professor at the University of Texas, 
has said the 40,000-member University campus should have representa­
tion on our school board. We believe the 55,000 taxpayers of South Austin 
deserve a say in the operation of our public schools. But it's up to us.: We 
can stay home Saturday and lose our voice on the school board, or we can 
go to the polls and vote for J. Don Smith." f ' ' 
AUSTINITES, BE YE South, North, East or West, don't be fooled with 
this devisive last-ditch effort of a candidate whose issue has died. DeCour­
cy Kelley is a schoolteacher^ and surely that counts more than where she 
lives. She also is working for cooperation between the Austin public 
schools and the University, where Smith is attempting to polarize the 
community,. That,tactic hasn't been working lately, and it's not about to 




What common cause? 
What do the following people have in common: Mrs. Ben Carpenter^bf 
Irving, Rex Caubel of Denton, Mrs. Jess Hay of Dallas, R.J. Nunley of 
Sabinal, Robert Parsley of Houston and Royce Wisenbaker of Tyler? 
Each is a Dolph Briscoe political appointee. Each contributed more than 
$10,000 to Briscoe's campaign fund within three months of their ap­
pointments. They are by no means alone. 
In a dramatic revelation Tuesday, Sissy Farenthold listed 89 appointees 
making contributions within 90 days of their appointments. The political 
plums ranged from seats oh the Energy Advisory Council to the regency 
of TWU to trusteeships of the Teacher Retirement System. Briscoe's , 
receipts amount to a quarter of a million dollars. $ 
BRISCOE DENIED rewarding contributors with appointed positions, 
after dodging reporters all day Tuesday. Farenthold said the list raises "a 
serious question as to whether boards and commissions are still for sale 
to campaign contributors." |The oiily question in our minds is whether the 
contributions were prerequisites for gubernatorial appointments or 
whether the kickbacks came from sincere gratitude for political rewards. 
In either case, the actions are deplorable. 
" Bringing the issue a few blocks north of the Governor's Mansion, we 
recall the surfeit of $50 contributions to that same campaign fund by 
University administrators early this year when we first raised the ques­
tion of political pressure on Briscoe's behalf. Maybe we really are raving 
paranoiacs, but this, plus Briscoe's hedging on the reappointment of 
Regent Erwiii, plus Briscoe's desire to constitutionally bar dismissals of 
his appointees adds up to some pretty shifty dealing among the political 
biggies in town. It will take more than firm denials to convince us 
otherwise. 





fite " \ 
' xDon't I have enough trouble without you upsetting Ronny like this?' 
. . . '  t i o n .  T h e  e d i t o r i a l  s h o w e d  v e r y  l i t t l e  d e p t h  
lack of knowledge concerning sex 
EARL J. MdNlfAGU 
It is unfortunate that Wednesday's 
editorial chose to neglect the issues facing 
public education and the Austin school dis­
trict, and instead chose to concentrate on 
attacking the person of Jerry Nugent, one 
of the candidates. I have personally work­
ed very closely with Jerry Nugent on the 
educational issues and would like to 
elaborate further; however, the charges 
leveled at Mr. Nugent in the editorial are 
so patently false and misleading that they 
must bcr answered first. . •• • 
These accusations are reminiscent of 
the personal smear politics that were used 
against Bob Binder in his successful cam­
paign against Dick Nichols. June Karp 
directed that Nichols effort. Is the same 
thing being done here? 
Jerry Nugent is not a conservative but 
has labored long and hard in his legal prac­
tice for educational change and improve­
ment. He actively has participated in 
cases involving integration, academic 
freedom, students' and teachers' rights, 
due process and other constitutional 
issues. He has, by and large, been an ad­
vocate for students and better education. 
Sex education 
This leads me to the ridiculous charge 
made against him concerning sex educa-
and a _ 
education by trying to connect it with the 
controversial issue of abortion. It is an 
attempt to create a straw man, an imagin­
ed enemy, the proverbial red herring. 
Nevertheless, the abortion accusation 
must be answered. He does not advocate a 
return to back-alley abortions and has 
never attempted to have his own personal 
views legislated into law. His relationship 
to the issue has been on a professional 
basis, and it is irresponsible to label him 
'oh that account. Lawyers represent many 
kinds of people, and it is simplistic and 
grossly misleading to categorize a lawyer 
on the kinds of clients he chooses to repre­
sent. Under our system of law all citizens 
are entitled to be represented. Is The Tex­
an suggesting otherwise? 
Jerry Nugent has publicly stated many 
times during the campaign that he will run 
for re-election to a full six-year term on 
the school board if elected for this two-
year term. He has never said he intended 
to run for the Legislature-against Mrs. 
Weddington or anybody else for that 
matter. Any representation to the cori-
. trary is nothing short of libelous. 
Real issues 
Finally, let me address several of the 
real issues in the school board race. Jerry 
Nugent was the first candidate to ad­
vocate permanent committees or councils 
to be /composed of nonschool board ap=-
pointed parents, students, teachers, ad­
ministrators and minorities to ensure that 
there are open channels of communica­
tion. Jerry Nugent has been responsive to , 
teachers and stands with them. He has 
committed himself to raising teacher 
salaries to a professional level and 
providing an',; adequate instructional 
budget for the materials so necessary to 
effective teaching. 
Jerry Nugent is not without support 
from local teachers. At least 90 Austin 
teachers are publicly endorsing him. 
Jerry Nugent is a respected member of 
our community and has a firm grasp of the 
educational issues involved in our local 
school district. 
I know that thinking students see 
through the personal, slanderous attack 
made by The Daily Texan and will make 
up their minds on the real educational 
issues. I urge all of those who are concern­
ed about the quality of education provided 
our children to support Jerry Nugent in 
the upcoming runoff election for Place 4. 
Earl J. Montague is a professor in the 
College of Education. 
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN'; 
©1974 Washington Post- £ „ 
King Features Syndicate 
WASHINGTON — It happens every time 
they acknowledge a crime. "See," they 
shout, "the system works! "-Doubtless we 
shall be hearing those words TOW that 
eight miserable Ohio National Guardsmen 
have been indicted for the Kent State 
killings. . 
Eccentrics like William Saxbe and 
chautauqua-faced, Goody Two-Shoes 
Howard Baker are right — the system 
l^does work. But what's the system? The 
•^system is that four college students are 
'^gunned down, and nine are wounded. For 
^ political reasons, the Justice Department 
does nothing about the slaughter; and 
then, four years later, for other political 
reasons, it goes after these eight guys. 
Noticeably unindicted is James A. 
Rhodes, then governor of Ohio, Who sent 
the Guardsmen armed with rifles and live 
ammunition onto a college campus. 
Even when they are acquitted, for sure­
ly no jury that can read a calendar is going 
to convict them, they will have been 
punished. With the cost of lawyers today, 
indictment is punishment. 
The way the system works is that the 
farther down you are and the less respon­
sible you are, the stiffer the punishment. 
Therefore, it follows that the biggest* 
losers in the crimes and punishments of 
Watergate will be those pathetic Cuban 
burglars. 
. Light punishment • 
By some sort of foul-up they've got 
Stans and Mitchell standing trial for a few 
crimes. But if they are convicted, you can 
expect them to get about as much punish­
ment as was given to those businessmen 
who pleaded guilty to illegal campaign 
contributions. ' " ' 
I 
A 
fries and a malt 
The Burger court took another swipe at freedom of speech this week in 
upholding the LIoyd-LaFollette Act which permits dismissal of federal 
employes whose public comments impair the efficiency of their agencies. 
This means a civil servant making statements which reveal impropriety 
or neglect of his superiors is liable to lose his job. Justices Marshall, 
Douglas and Brennan opposed the ruling for its lack of criteria for a 
punishable offense and its "chilling effect" on the exercise of free speech. 
Juxtaposed with Frank ErWin's comments about making ad­
ministrators' jobs so difficult, this ruling sent shivers down the spines of 
members of the UT Staff Association at their legislative forum Tuesday 
night. We posed the question of what could be done to safeguard the rights 
of University and other state employes should a similar law come up in 
Texas, and the responses of the panoply of candidates ranged from out­
right disbelief to cries of "it can't happen here" to deep concern. 
None of our legislative hopefuls were willing to endorse a state law 
protecting Texas employes from such dismissal. Although Texan staff is 
afforded the shelter of the freedoms of the-press even on a University 
campus; other University workers might find themselves in a less advan­
tageous position, should Texas accept the federal precedent. 
What is this country coming to, anyhow? 
-C.W. 
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To the editor: 
I want to take this opportunity to ex­
press the importance of the upcoming 
school board runoff eilection. As everyone 
is well aware, the school board is the 
policy-making body for a system that will 
educate future generations. Many have 
attempted to keep. University students 
from voting for the school board, but 
many others have worked to insure your" 
right to make such a decision. I cannot en­
courage you strongly enough to exercise 
that right — for Austin, for Texas, and for 
yourselves. 
Additionally, I want to encourage your 
support for DeCourcy Kelley. She has 
worked for progressive candidates for a 
long time — including some whose 
chances looked slim. DeCourcy was 
always there, and she will continue to be 
there — as a progressive, competent 
representative on the school board. 
Bob Binder^ 
Pickle peppered 
To the editor: 
I believe a measure of political com­
mentary is due concerning one of Jake 
.FSckle's campaign slogans, to wit, "com­
mon sense in uncommon times." So final­
ly, Jake Pickle has articulated an issue, 
however inadvertently, that is central to 
the May 4 primary. At a time ("uncom­
mon") when this nation and district d#»' 
mand innovative leadership, the irjetim-
bent offers us his low-profile, fenpe^itting 
style of "common sense" a£>aisey to un­
raveling present day political dilemmas — 
the same-dilemmas that such "common 
new school board president and likely" a 
new superintendent. What a good oppor­
tunity we have to effect an enlightened 
educational policy through what might be 
one of the few model school boards in our 
state. . 
We, as students, have a unique respon­
sibility in these days 6f a decreasing con- . 
cern for academic excellence to support 
and indeed fight for the interests of educa­
tion. In what will likely be a dismally low 
turnout on Saturday, students can make 
the difference in determining whether new 
and progressive voices will be elected to 
this board or whether the old voices of in­
action remain in control. 
I join the Young Democrats and the Stu­
dent Action Coalition in urging you to vote 
for DeCourcy Kelley and June Karp. For 
just as their election requires the full sup­
port of students, their election will also 
place the full stamp of our concern for-' 
academic reform on the education process 
here in Austin: ; 
PLEASE VOTE SATURD^T 
/ Sandy Kress 
former President 
Student Government 
Larrib of God 
To the^fitor: 
Regarding the sheep/swine controversy 
^r&ging in this week's Firing Line: if Jesus 
was such a compassionate, all-loving and 
omnipotent fellow, why didn't he simply 
cast the demons back into the bottomless 
void? Why victimize helpless livestock? 
And while I'm at it, remember-the time 
He was jeeping about the countryside and 
brought upon us^ He offers us that came upon that fig tree which was "not in sense _ 
same "common sense" that led him to un­
swervingly support the military ravishing 
of a small and insignificant (in terms of a 
threat to American security) Asiatic na­
tion. 
The "bottom line" question for May 4 
becomes whether we return to Washington 
an incumbent with negligible, if any, 
evidence of leadership or a candidate who 
will bring to the 10th Congressional 
District a role in leading this nation? Ten 
years of waffling acquiescence is now un­
fortunate but downright dangerous for 
America's future 
P.A. Lansky 
Vote vote vote vote 
To the editor: 
The school board runoffs to be held r 
Saturday are vitally important to Univer­
sity students. 
.We have spent far too much time this 
year discussing the need for more minori­
ty recruitment at the University to forget 
how important equal and quality education 
is at the elementary and secondary school 
level. If we could only devise creative and 
dynamic educational systems in the early 
states, how much more productiye an ex­
perience the University would becoipe for 
minorities, and indeed all of . us, in later 
years! 
In our community this year, we have a 
chance to turn the school board around. 
The election of progressives will mean a 
its season?" It seems the son of man was 
hungry, and not finding fruit for his 
heavenly consumption, proceeded to 
wither the tree. 
And, oh yes, he clearly believed in Hell, 
what with all that scare-talk about wailing 
and gnashing of teeth. I prefer my Saviors 
to be a bit less sadistic. 
Steve Rogers 
American Studies 
More cross words/ 
To the editor: 
Allright! I've had it! I'm through*! I can­
not tolerate one more 1-aeross bitter 
vetch, 3 down-dance step^SD down Guidos 
high note, ad infinitum,' ad nauseum. 
As graduating seniors, we feel that the 
least we cptt do for our successors is to 
fight farla more challenging and mind 
enriching crossword puzzle. 
Doesn't the United Features Syndicate 
realize that students who don't dig The 
Daily Texan and who only look forward to 
the daily crossword need something more 
exciting to look forward to than the same 
old repetitious nonsense? 
What could be worse than not having a 
meaty crossword to keep you going during 
those hub course electives. Really, have 
you ever tried the Houston Chronicle Sun­
day Crossword? Now there's a real mind 
boggier, and real variety too! 
So, all you puzzle fanatics who desire to 
raise the moronic level of The Daily Texan 
Crossword, write Frank Erwin today! 
1 .. ^ Patti Martin 
Sharon Newberry 
School of Natural Sciences 
Former Atty. Gen. Richard Kleindienst 
is getting the fix put in for himself so he 
won't have to stand trial for perjury. Ac­
cording to The Washington Post, his plea , 
bargaining with the special Watergate 
prosecutor's office is being held up while 
all parties scour the law books to find a 
.misdemeanor minor enough for him to 
plead. guilty to. Agnew still has a govern­
ment office and staff; and then they go in­
dict William E. Perkins, 28, of Canton, O., 
for what he may or may not have done at 
the behest of the Agnews and Kleindiensts 
on a spring day four years ago. -
He and the other Guardsmen have been 
jettisoned right out of the system. A man 
who is still in the system is Agnew's 
successor-in-crime. as Baltimore County 
executive, Dale Anderson. On Wednesday, 
March 20, this crook was convicted of 32 
counts of extortion, conspiracy and tax 
evasion. On the following Monday, he was 
invited to dinner at the governor's man­
sion. / 
Anderson, a Demqgfat, has more brass 
than his predecessaf, Agnew, who pleaded 
1  i .  J — T h i o  n h o p j l p t o r  nolo contendere'and quit. This character 
won't resigiv — after all, he too has an 
ovierwh£.tming mandate from the 
people^'and Rep. Lawrence Hogan, run­
ning'for the Republican gubernatorial 
jntimination in Maryland, doesn't think he 
' should. Give the felon "the benefit of the 
doubt," says ex-FBI man Hogan, who 
serves on the House Judiciary Committee, . 
where he can exercise the same elevated 
sense of ethics on the question of. impeach­
ment. . : f .:,X ' ' 
Inventing new rights 
When it comes to giving a crooked politi­
cian the benefit beyond a reasonable 
doubt, there is bipartisan unity. Let's not 
be premature in judging Anderson 
because he's been found guilty by 12 jurors 
after a two-and-a-half-month trial; we're 
certainly not going to kick Agnew around ; 
and we feel great sadness for Mitchell's 
tragedy. As for Nixon, Ron Ziegler- is up 
nights inventing new rights for the Yo-Yo 
King as defendant. He gets to veto any 
charges he doesn't like, he gets to select 
and censor the evidence, he gets to make 
Congress keep the evidence secret and he 
gets two-hundred-grand-a-year tax free. 
This is their system, wherein they ride 
in limousines from place to place to ex­
plain the sacrifices of public service. 
After which they name bridges, schools, 
dams and highways after themselves and ; 
aspire to have their likenesses cut into 
mountainsides, while recordings of their 
voices instruct us that the highest form of 
citizenship is to vote for them and refrain 
from displaying hostile placards,. 
a 
m 











My CHARLES E. WATKINS sfbout, mind'S^flising^ the i972 Wilson 




fathers' designs located the 
Austin IPublic Library just 
across People's (also known 
as Wooldridge) Parte from the 
Travis County Courthouse. 
This curious juxtaposition of 
enUghtenment and befuddle-
ment.(and an overdue book) 
led me past the courthouse 
just in time for Tuesday's 
meeting of the UT Staff 
Association, a legislative 
forum on staff interests, 
featuring most of the 
Democratic contenders for 
the Texas House races and a 
lone Raza Unida candidate. 
No Republicans showed, 
perhaps because of an aver­
sion to courthouses sweeping 
through the party. It was just 
as well, thp Democrats put on i 
enough of a show without hav-', ; 
ing Republicans to kick' 
around. What follows is a very 
personal account of the 
proceedings, filtered through 
a mind systematically im­
paired by eight ye*trs in 
Austin, four years in graduate 
school and three months with 
The Daily Texan. 
Ronnie Earle and Sarah 
Weddington are unopposed in 
their primaries,; and it is a -
tribute to her industry and 
acumen that Weddington 
appeared at all. Bearing the 
sleek smugness of the incum-. 
bent, Rep. Weddington dis« 
pensed political , platitudes as 
readily as health center doc­
tors dispense placebos. I am 
about as jazzed with Sarah 
Weddington and Ronnie Earle 
as I was about George 
iSicGovern and Hubert 
Humphrey. I voted for them, 
but didn't sully my bumpers 
on their behalf. 
Place 1 candidates Delco, 
Mugge, Lewis and Minor 
treated the staffers to a 
fascinating display of political 
.hijinx.. Mugge and Lewis 
provided excellent foils for 
Delco's polemics. Mugge is 
the one with signs all oVer 
town-with the cute little happy 
faces made out of the U in his 
name. He never cracked a 
grin. In fact his most 
memorable expression was 
the open-mouthed silence 
which punctuated his 
ramblings on the highway 
fund. His most definitive 
statement was that as a 
former highway official he 
thought that the voters ought 
to think about (just think 
schools.-Hotcha. 
Candidate Lewi^^uidoe' 
third runner-up In the Preston: 
Smith look-alike contest and, 
has got to be the dead winner ; 
of the Dolph Briscoe thinks/ 
alike contest. His solution to 
the energy crisis? Leave it op­
to you young people, you're 
the hope of tomorrow, you'll 
work it out somehow. (This 
remark was dittoed by can­
didate Mugge.) Lewis also is 
recipient of the Nixon award 
for oral candor with his ad-, 
.mission "Now I know how to 
twist figures around...." Why 
these bozos are in the race, 
I'll never know. They do seem 
to be having agood time, and 
it does keep them off the, 
streets. 1 
5 Wilhelmina Delco was 
splendid in her tough-
mamma, upfront, liberal-chic 
form. Her bleary eyes and 
tension-lined forehead scarce­
ly betrayed her dynamic 
defense of thoroughly trodden 
issues— nuclear power, tax 
, reform, education, staff 
rights. Nothing we didn't want 
to hear, but nothing new 
'either. She continues to trade 
heavily on her ethnicity and 
her gender, but what the hey. 
When someone can turn dark 
skin and earrings into political 
capital in this state, we might 
just be getting somewhere. 
Jace Minor may • shake a 
weak hand, but he shakes it 
often enough to make a Recent 
impression. Throughout, the 
evening, his statements were 
unequivocal, concise and well-
spoken. His main liability isa 
boyish appearance which 
belies his claim to have hung 
H around the courthouse for the 
last three years, but this may 
prove an asset when it comes 
to gleaning the votes of 
Austinites turned off by 
Delco's outspokenness. 
Somehow, I kind of like Jace 
. Minor. We could do much 
worse. 
Place 4 features a rematch 
Foreman?-, 
mudfight 
Vith enough darkhorse 
berserkos thrown in to' 
guarantee a runoff as well as 
choice cbmmittei?4"* 
assignments. He mentioned 
no committee in particular. 
Barrientos maintained 
humble poise despite some 
srn interesting primary. §f^truly foolish statements by his 
^ Lou McCreary, looking for'"* opponent. Barrientos tears 
all the world like Laugh-In's the mantle of man-of-the-
Henry Gibson without his people yrearily, but well. J 
flower, spoke softly and.-.would almost vote against 
sincerely about pride and in* him to protect him from the 
tegrity in government, about 
American freedoms and 
heritage, about doing his best 
to serve. I found myself wan<' 
ting to believe in him, wanting " 
his simple faith to move 
masses, wanting his innocent 
charm alone to catapult him 
into office—the highest office 
of the Boy Scouts, the 
Methodist Youth Fellowship, 
. or the Junior Chamber of 
^Commerce. Not the Texas 
Legislature. J*-
Gerald Weiss was outstan^ 
"ding only in his non*-
descriptness as he un­
derwhelmed the nodding 
crowd with a slow stream of 
uh-huh's and me-too's. Maybe 
it just seemed that way 
because be was sitting 
between, the main contenders 
— Foreman and Barrientos. 
Foreman strutted his 
patented vehement non-
statements and decisive 
stands on nonissues to the glee 
of the staffers. The voice of 
experience and the status quo, 
he enjoined the group to 
return him because his 
seniority would allow him his 
ravages of the Legislature. 
Lest you readers think me it 
complete cynic, I close with 
. unequivocal support for one 
candidate — Armando' 
Gutieirezrof the Raza Unida 
Party. On the ecology issue, 
Gutierrez scored high with his 
reminder, "Ours is the sign 
you don't see." He's matter-
of-fact, intelligent, witty, and 
I'd give anything to see him in 
the Legislature... But against 
;• Foreman and Barrientos, he 
doesn't have the chance of a 
. Republican in a special elec­
tion.' 
The only noteworthy in­
teraction in the forum (aside 
from Barrientos scolding 
Foreman for interrupting) 
was the exchange on scouting. 
Foreman fended his initial 
statement, with a reference to 
the fact that although he was 
expected at .the-Executive 
Council meeting of the Boy 
Scouts of Camp Winnebago or 
such, he would remain with us 
as long as we wanted; 
Barrientos replied that he was 
a high-muck-a-muck with the 
Campfire Girls. And, of 
course, Delco is a Girl Sfcout 
bigwig. Gutierrez said he had 
$ once been to a Cub Scout 
meeting, stayed for 
refreshmentsand never went . 
The only enduring artifacts 
of my brief encounter with the g 
political process are a renew­
ed belief that anybody hut 
anybody caii seek elected of­
fice in this state, an eager an­
ticipation for the newest cir­
cus in town and a fascination. 
with the way Rev. Mr. Lewis 
wears his tie without a knot. 
I'l V\l IS 
Joe Anthro was an 
authority on Egyptian 
and Babylonian culture. 
His greatest aaaqriishinent, 
however, was his famous 
work an thelhroat culture. 
The Austin chapter oi^ 
the Red Cross is seek­
ing volunteer drivers 
to transport disabled 
persons. Drivers may 
use Red Cross cars or 
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YOU see. TH£ ANX£7Y BUTLDS 
UPASD UP, ANPTHE PRSSSIM 
BECOMES UNBEARABTB ASYOU 
mr DAY AFTER, aw APTER. 
DAY, UONDERM IF WU HAVE 
ANY FUTURE, ANY CAREER, 
ANYTHM 10 UVEFOR! , 
. . . . . .  
FORTUNATELY, SOME 
WHEN HME WHAT N TAKES 
ID PERSEVERE, TO HANG ON, 
10 HOLD THEiR HEAPSHI6H 
NO MATTER. WHATTHE OVTOOME'L 





Crossword Puzzler FFLJAFAIBTM to Yesterday's Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Muscular 
Y -1% .S 
church parish 
: 3 Part of "to..,^ 
contraction r . d® 3jf 
8 Desert t S080^ . 
dwellers 5 S.°ly®L5,®b,B8 
11 One Who V R rJnNB^fmn sleeps out- 6 Si1us " 
doors - £ ®8 . .' 
13 Large cat I So??0 
14 Bone - 8 Ma"8 
15 Adiudoed - • - nicKname ? 
17 Symbol for < ® Container, , 
tellurium Jg Vapor : 
18 Southwestern J; Knocked 
Indian I Aroma v 
20 Trail" 18.Highway 
21 Greek letter ™ °tut 22 Rocky hlilsr l Weirdest 
24 Equality X,rapv A 25 Til ler  -% « Quadruped 
28 Raged "4̂  V Cravat 
28 Golf cry ^ *28 Distant a 
29 Declared 30 ^'a0 
30 Italian -
seaport-1 
31 Ireland "r * 
32 Analyzes, as 
sentence 
34 Girl's name 
35 Male 
38 Slave <. •/-. 
38 Urge on j? 
39 Mints v 
41 Numbef & 








48 Sharp reply 
50 Rule 




2 Head of 
Dlitr. by United 
laoa nnciH 
afsra 
raraBrara DSIIS i 
HM F3KS aramiiI fzassraa 










34 Norse gods 
35 Groan 
37 Growing out 
of 
39 Sect 'ti 
40 Walk 
43 Hog 






tur« SyiMl^e«U, Inc. 
Austin Tomorrow: your last chance 
April 2i Campbell Elementary, 1600 ChiconSt. 
2 p.m. Chairperson: Neal Gra|iam/477-9036' 
April 22 Reagan High School, 7104 Berkman Drive 
^7p.rrt;" Chairperson; Nadea Gizelbach/836-281ft '? ;; 
^%ri\ 23 Pleasant Hill N. Blttff DriW' 
^7 p.m. Chairperson; Ed Penak/442-3698 
 ̂April 24 Dawson Elementary, 3001S. First St. 
7 p.m. Chairperson: Audrey Brians/441-1517 
April 28 Campbell Elementary, 1600 Chicon St. 
: 3p.m# Chairperson; Father Joe Znotas/926-4188 " 
April 29 Lanier High School, 1201 Peyton Gin Road W. 
,^p.m. Chairperson: Cecil Rigsby/836-5284(ljS> 
. April 80 Zavala Elementary, 310 Canadian Sti 
7 p.m. Chairperson: Richard Roland/441-5121 
MM 
UjrK 
BACK BEFORE THE STUDENT ACTION COMMITTEE, 
THE YOUNG DEMOCRATS,'5AND THE' UNIVERSITY 
COMMUNITY BECAME INVOLVED IN AUSTIN 
POLITICS, THE CITY COUNCIL WAS HARD TO 
DISTINGUISH FROM THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. 
THE COUNTY DELEGATION TO THE STATE 
LEGISLATURE WAS FILLED WITH FOSSILIZED 
INCUMBENTS WHO LED THE FIGHT AGAINST THE 18 
YEAR OLD VOTE AND STUDENT VOTING RIGHTS. THE 
COUNTY SHERIFF RAN ONE, OF-THE. MOST 
INHUMANE JAILS IN THE STATE. 
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...AND 25,000 CAMPUS VOTERS HAVE HELPED MAKE 
THE CHANGEB THERE I^A 'JlLONGfelLIST OF 
CANDIDATES WHO HAVE BEEN ELECTED WITH 
OVERWHELMING UT SUPPORT: 
CITY COUNCILMEN 
STATE REPRESENTATIVES ti® 
SSiSisiJPNNlE 
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JUDGE 
< <****»»'ft*'**.. ̂  
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS 






SHERIFF RAYMOND FRANK 
L •>, 
ffedch/ f&r 
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WE MUST NOT DRIFT BACK INTO THE APATHY OF; 
THE FIFTIES! BECAUSE AS HARD AS THEY MAY TRY,. 
THEKPEOPLEWE HAVE ELECTED CANNOT 
ACCOMPLISH THEIR GOALS ALONE. 
THIS SATURDAY WE CAN ELECT TWO NEW SCHOOL: 
BOARD MEMBERS. ON MAY 4, WE CAN ELECT A NEW! 
GOVERNOR, A NEW CONGRsESSMAN, TWO NEW STATEf 
REPRESENTATIVES, A NEW COUNTY JUDGE, AND] 
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TOMORROW WE WILL ANNOUNCE OUR 
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orns Defeat RiceP5-2 
•r 
By ED DALHEIM 
Texan Staff Writer 
The Texas tennis team with 
one of its top performances of 
the season beat Rice, fr-2, at' 
Penick Courts Wednesday in a 
match that may have decided 
third place in the Southwest 
Conference.' ?'1 
Texas' record now is 26*16 
while Rice is , 22-13 with 
ill!? atches with Houston and 
w^^rexas Tech left. Texas' last 
•sJF match will be against Texas 
&M at College Station Satur-
ay. 
Houston is running away in 
e conference race, and SMU 
as safe lead on Texas and 
ice. Rice figures to drop at 
east six of its remaining 
atches while the Longhorns 
.rff, A.fshould dominate A&M. 
' Texas took four of the five 
ingles matches from a 
sw ^ im . ~ a Tp»i 
sluggish Rice' team that-.'.mounted on his last sem:' bv against Rice's No. 3 player 
hadn't been able to practice... "Right before that lasfcl" was improved over recent 
since Saturday because of wet iVserve I was thinking about last .performances as he beat 
conditions in Houston. ^'summer (the finals in the 
"TODAY IS the worst I've ^Labor Day tournament) when 
seen them play in a month," I. double faulted to lose the 
Rice Coach Jim Parker said. » third set. But I have been ser* 
"But Texas really played ving well, and I was confident 
well." t *|Ll would get it in," he said. 
• Texas' senior1 captain Dan ^'Nelson made the serve and 
then won it on a forehand 
Volley, - jjpSnet." • 
"THAT'S NOT a bad way Graham Whaling at No. 4 is 
go out," a jubilant Nelson said another Longhorn that has 
after leaving the court. "It been working on his volley, 




Nelson, .playing in his last 
match at Penick, narrowly 
edged Emilio Montano in the 
No. 1 singles on a nine-point 
tiebreaker. Nelson took the 
first set 7-9 and was behind 
four points to one in the 
tiebreaker. 
"I thought if I could serv6" 
wide, I could break his 
momentum," Nelson said. 
Nelson broke his momentum 
and went on to tie Montano at 
4-4. Nelson faulted oh his first 
.serve and the pressure 
Brice Alexander, 6-1, 6-4. 
"THE LAST two weeks I 
"have played like I played 
against Trinity in the begin­
ning of the season," Nunez 
said. "I've been working on 
my volley and speed. I'm 
moving a lot better at the 
M Anders Johansen, 6-2, 6-1. 
Es&J! 
match." 
f In the No. 2 singles, Texas'*^ TEXAS' JIM Bayless was 
"Stewart Keller easildefeated by Rich Silverthorn, 
defeated AUen Boss, 6-1, 6-3^ajf6-4, 7-6. Bayless lost a close' 
Keller has been a little off his ; ; tiebreaker 5-4. 
game in the last. two tour- : <*****.•**** 
naments, and his showing was 







Texas peaked out in the 
^singles and only managed to 






•§PP§S - STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY CO-OP  ̂
WOMEN'S PROFESSIONAL TENNIS " ' f 
COMES TO AUSTIN ' 
ROSEMARY CASALS NANCY RICHEY GUNTER 
and two WCT players to be announced 
 ̂WCT 
Women's Singles Men's Singles 
Mixed Doubles 
Playing for the 
AUSTIN JUNIOR TENNIS BENEFIT 
Saturday, April 20th 12 Noon 
at 
The Lakeway World of Tennis 
Sponsored by 
Westwood Country Club 
The Courtyard 
University of Texas Men's Tennis Team 
University of Texas Women's Tennis Team 
The Lakeway World of Tennis 
General Admission 
Students 
VIP Reserved Seating 
Complete mail order form 





Alt ticket profits go to citywide junior tennis development 
program andUT tennis teams 
Name. -Address. 
/ / '  
City, state & zip. 
Please send me. 
.Phone. 
.ticket(s) for the AUSTIN JUNIOR TENNIS BENEFIT. 
Enclosed is my check or money order for full amount of tickets desired in amount 
of $_ ;• 
Make check or money order payable to AUSTIN JUNIOR TENNIS BENEFIT and mail to 
Lakeway World cf Tennis. Ticket Office. World of Tennis Square, Austin, Texas 78746. Mail 
orders will be held at will-call window under purchaser's nam* to be claimed on dav of 
matches. Tickets also on sale at the gate. For: more information call Ticket Office,-261-6009. 
Nelson and Whaling con­
tinued their aggressive play 
arid beat Boss and Montano in 
the first set, 6-0. Montano and 
Boss controlled the second set 
from the start and won, 6-2. 
Then they held onto the 
momentum and won the third 
set, 6-2. 
In the other doubles match, 
Keller and Nunez easily beat 
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« The Texas basketball team" Clarksdalts, Miss., averaged 
announced the sighing of three 15 rebounds and 21.6 points 
Texas high school stars 
Wednesday, and more are ex- -
pected in the next two day^ 
The first and most promi-" 
nent signee is Austin Crockett 
star center Mike Murphy, who 
averaged 26.6 points and 12 
rebounds in leading the Coogs 
to a 26-4 season. " 
The second signee was 6-10, 
225-pound ^  Houston 
Sharps town'^center  Bob 
Nichols, who averaged 11 






Austin. Texas 76701'5)2-477.6204 
Blooming 6 Fodoge Plants 
Antiques • Art Gallery 
Am Look* . DobGrlgsby 
Sunday 1-5 
Daily 9-6 
^Concerned Teachers for Jerry NUGENT 
Dear University Students 
. . . .  :  • • • . . •  "  < 0  .  " -
As you well know,,Jerry Nugent is a Place 4 candidate for our School Board. 
We are very .concerned for the welfare of students and ourselves as teachers. It 
is our strong feeling that Jerry Nugent would be an effective voice for teachers 
on our School Board. He has promised to be accessible to teachers and to be an 
advocate for our concerns. We believe this promise because Jerry Nugent is an 
honest and dedicated individual. 
's *rue in many political campaigns, some individuals have seen fit to 
spread misleading and false rumors. It has been said that Jerry Nugent would 
use his position on the Board as a "stepping-stone" to higher office. Others 
are also suggesting that he would be Will Davis* man. Both rumors are without 
foundation. Jerry Nugent has stated publically that if elected he would seek 
reelection to the Board. Further, it is our firm conviction that he would not 
be the pawn of any other member of the Board. He has also stated publically 
that he supports the policy of rotating the chairmanship of our School Board. 
Jerry's strengths as a School Board member would be'many. He has worked 
for two Federal courts including the Fifth Circuit on school matters such- as 
desegregation, discipline, teacher and student rights, and academic freedom in 
the time when all school systems face these problems. His two young children 
in Austin's Schools make his concern for our schools intensely personal. But 
we believe that one of his most significant attributes is that he has closed no 
doors for teachers, or any of those genuinely concerned for our schools. He is 
a responsive, respected voice in all areas of Austin who will listen and be 
listened to. For these, and many other reasons, we believe that Jerry Nugent 
wi11 be an effective voice for teachers. 
If you share our concern for students, and ourselves as teachers, please 
join us in this effort tc> support the candidacy of^erry Nugent. 
APRIL 20 Respectful ly, '• j 
Concerned Teachers for Jerry Nugent 




Ann Powell—Pecan Springs 
Janet Sawyer—Under • 
Marcia Lind—Hill 
Molly Lou Keeling—Wootdridge , 
Ron Cirtltdg*—-Martin 




Virginia McMordle—Highland Park 
Camilltt Ulmann—Travis 
Joyce Stahl—O'Henry / 
Bobbte HuW—Oil! 
Joyc* Wolen Pecan Springs  ̂
Nan Bkins Cooke-—e«dlctiel̂ S|Ef:« 
Gregory Cwlng—Murchlson 





Mary Lynn Bragner—Hill 
Dorothy Brand Smith—Highland Parfc 
Charlotte Birdwell Paean Springs 
Margaret Purcall—Webb ' 
Carolyn Mart—Highland Park (on leave) 




Mary Beth Carpenter—Oobie 
Dorts Owens—Harris 1 
Lynda Niemann—Highland Park 
Ted Schneider—Walnut Creek 
Zelda Blanchetta—Casta- „ 
Chns Jones—Under s ' 
Mabel Schmer . Pecan Springs 
Batsy Rtggan—Anderson . • / 
Oorts Panosh—Blanton V A 
Jean Richmond—Bumet • ; 
Political adwMtMng paM tar by »»*»"" ***»*Wmtt iwt i i i . r f lw<, l> i». i ,  
Chairperson, 823 E. 5  ̂St- Austin, Texas 








* • Jeanne Fowlet—Joslin 
Verginla Stevens—Odom 
Eleanor HeM—Casis 
, Virginia Oraham—Cunningham 
, ( ; ,... Ann (.Icata—Blanton 
Louis Lancaster—Travis Height* 
f Ann {tollman—Blackshaar 
"Jo Martin—Cunningham 
• • Oana Blanton—Lae -
\ ; Muriel Morris—Odom 
, Bobbie HuH—Oill 
'r ; Grace Moore—Campbell 
' . '* Lutse Sanchez—St. Johns AnnM 
***» Ma#burger—Blanton ""X. j 
" - Lorrene Laird-Webb Egj 
MWiad at the Brty Tenn, UP AeeMa, Teaak'' "̂1 
Wl grf-
—Texcm Staff Hiotv by CMp Kowfimm 
Stewart Keller leaps after shot.  ̂
If Ypy Nead Hblp 
Just Someone Who Will Listen ! -v - , 
Telephone 476-7073 
At Any Time 
The Telephone Counseling and Referral Service 
« ;Texas also signed 6-6 Gary 
Goodnex f rom Denton.  
Goodnex averaged 18 points 
and 14 rebounds and was nam­
ed second team All-State. 
gf • • • -1 j 
® FORT WORTH (AP) 
Texas Christian University 
signed two players to basket­
ball scholarships Wednesday. 
The recruits are Thomas 
Bledsoe, a 6-7 product of 
Howard County  Junior  
College in Big Spring, and 
Dirk Hoyt, a 6-4 forward from 
Houston Westchester. 
Bledsoe, whose home is in 
per game for Howard County 
this year on a team ranked 
14th in the nation. He was 
twice All-Texas junior college 
and twice All-Region. This 
team won the Texas Western 
J,C. championship this year 
and was 62-19 during his two 
seasons there. 
Hoyt, son of a former TCU 
eager, was the most valuable 
player in his district, averag­
ing 22 points and 11,5 
rebounds, He was named high 
school All-America. > 
% 1 
r 'riVACO (UPI) - Baylor an­
nounced Wednesday the sign­
ing of  three  basketbal l  
. players, including an Allstate 
i high school player. j 
X'jArthur Edwards Jr., 
180, an All-Stater from San 
Antonio Brackenridge, and 
Craig Bishop, 6-7, 200, from 
Arlington High, were the two 
high school players. ^ ^ . 
Danny McDaniel, 6-2, 180, 
played last season at Western 
Texa3 Juniot College at 
Snyder, where he averaged 26 




Armadillo World Hdqtrs. 
& KRMH 
presents 
Delbert & Gleen 
FREE in the Beer Garden 
Shoe Shop . 
We make and ' 








Beautiful Colors 1750 
• LEATHER SALE* 
Vorioui kinds, colon - 75' per ft. 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca " Austin, Te*as 478-9309 
525 'A BARTON 
SPRINGS RD. 477-0357 
C&iu '̂Keon l̂bMiî  Boats 
Mktd-CMlt 
Sawyer 
BmvMit* Wotsr-proot Bags Accessories 
Whole Earth Provision Co. 
504 west 24iK 478-1S77 
{TOAD HALL SALOON 3 
* TRINITY & 6th , ., - 476-5365 2! 
t, TONIGHT * 
* , HOUSTON'S * 
* DOGTOOTH VIOLET J 
* IS BACK FOR MORE FOOT t 
* STOMPIN, DOWN HOME LICKS X 
{ TEQUILA NITE J 
^ If you heard 'em at Liberty Hall, J 
+ you'll be there ^ 
••••••••• ••*••••••••••*•*••••*•• 
I ; U VI RIKKI JO } 
' (JO JO) * 
is NOW mm ' J 
xJLAJLMIi 
BARBER SHOP 
Ic | H b 2512 V4 Guadalupe -
Formerly With ; . "' J 
X University Barber J-
{"GIT IN SHAPE FOR ROUND-UP. COME BY TODAY! J 
**•#•*••••••••***************** 
mm 
IL, J-l-X 4^ >r" 
Montezuma Tequila 
- - - . . 
One bottle Montezuma Tequila; 4 v 
Two quarts orange juice. - V " * ; r , 
s^ssLte,*̂ :. • a 
Mix in punch bowl, water bucket, or wasnltub^ 
Garnish with: , 
 ̂2 peeled orttnges,-; A 'I  ̂










In my four semesters on The Daily Tex-''k?1jehind Janis Ogawa of Boise State, was 
1, I nave experienced many things. I held in a theateivin-the-round at Kent 
covered an intramural track meet. I satgsp-State University to Ohio. The stables were 
through the entire Texas-Wake Foresti^Splaced on a stagein the middle of the 
football game. I shook hands with Shelby 
Metcalf. . ' 
' somehow, I missed women's 
billiards—that is, until I watched Low-
down Lucy shoot pool at Gordo's place 
down on Sixth Street Tuesday night 
Lowdown Lucy is Lucy Valiunas, a"24^ 
year-old graduate of Cornell and currently 
a graduate student in sociology at Texas^ 
She also happens to be the second best£ 
theater with mi electronic scoreboard and 
TV cameras above. 
The tournament qt Kent State was call?, 
ed (grab a deep breath): The Pabst Blue 
Ribbon National Intercollegiate billiards 
.tournament. The Pabst beer people spon-
: sored it along with the Association ol 
College Unions-International (ACU-I). 
Vy( i,Both groups handled all of Ms. Valiunas' 
% expenses, except for $100which she says 
Shark 
, call all their shots, getting one point for 
every ball they sink. 
r But the good players do more than shoot 
• a ball into a pocket. They concentrate on 
! setting themselves up for another shot, 
j • 'The idea is to 'draw' the cueball to leave 
' yourself another easy shot," Lombardo 
explained. 
; At Gordo's, Lowdown Lucy (she got the 
,( name because she leans vety close to the 
table) ran almost every ballon the table in 
one turn with little difficulty. 
On one shot, she sliced the one ball, 
which nudged the IS ball, which in turn 
sent the 15 ball rol! 
pocket. No problem. ^ 
Ms. Match 
'•ti -'5] 
women's collegiate billiards player in the® "hopefully 
1J*tcare of. 
....... . . „ rthe Texas Union will take 
country. Gordo s is a wood-paneled pooit 
jwlace with a carpeted upstairs bar andf* ^ Botljtthe men's and women's divisions of 
Jom Mitchell mi the stereo. t; the tournament played pocket billiards or 
And, needless to say, the game of pool is ^ "straight pool." It is a deceptively un-
a little different these days. \ 
, First of all, nobody ever said a woman's** 
place was in the pool hall. Ms. Valiunas;f 
picked the game up from a male friend/' 
when she was 19 and living in Columbia^ 
Mo. It was not easy to pick up. 
"At first, I didn't want to learn," she' 
•recalled. "I was inhibited by the whole ' 
thing because women do not normally play-
pool. I felt real inferior and inhibited for ey1 
long timte. But as I got into the game, I got 
over that kind of crap." . f; -
One time, she walked into a Missouri^ 
bar and was promptly kicked out for mere* * 
ly watching some men shoot pool. "I've 
been tempted ever since then to go back 
into that same room and try to play," she., 
\-:said. - :V: _  
"It is a fact that when a woman walks* 
into a pool room she is noticed," Ms. 
Valiunas added. "A man is more or less ig^ 
•nored. He is no big deal. Historically, the 
pool room is not the place for a woman to 
go. But you can tell that things are-. 
changing." ^ 
The game of billiards, for one, certainly 
is. Some very serious men—and; 
women—are pushing the sport toward a 
high level of professional and amateur 
competition, trying to get rid of the 
hustler image. They would rather talk 
about people like Willie Mosconi and Ir­
ving Crane instead of Minnesota Fats and' 
Boston Shorty. 
"Nowadays," said Stan Lombardo, Ms. 
Valiunas' coach and a graduate student in 
classics, "most professional pool players 
have to do something else for a living 
besides play pool." r 1 ' 
. The national tournament in early April, 
where Ms. Valiunas finished second 
Still, no matter how good Ms. Valiunas 
is, most dedicated men players are better, 
simply because they have been working at 
the game seriously for a longer period of 
time. She plays men occasionally but does 
not try to prove anything. 
"I'm really interested in the way guys-
react to me," she said. "Some guys just 
try to beat the s- out of me. They want to 
beat the woman who got second in 
nationals.* Some guys are really ob­
noxious." 
And some guys are just deeper into the 
sport. "Most serious men play four or five 
hours a day," said Lombardo, a serious 
man who has co-authored a book on 
billiards. "Sure, Lucy got second at 
nationals, but most serious men eat, sleep 
and drink billiards." 
Between her studies and a fulltime job 
with the Austin Health Department. Ms. 
Valiunas doesn't exactly have that kind of 
time to spare. But Lowdown Lucy is high 
in the rankings, anyway. 
NEW YORK < AP) —The American ^^chosen ina secret draft last month 
" and ended with the completion of the 
The 6-11 Malont. one of the moil 
highly coveted school prospects 
in the nation, was grabbed by the 
Utah Stars in the openinground of the 
draft's final phases. 
"WE THINK he might bo in the 
calibre of a Julius Ervlng or a George 
McGinnls, both of whom left college 
early and became outstanding pros in 
our league," said Arnie Ferrin, the 
Stars' general manager. 
While Malone's selection caused the 
biggest furor, the choice of 50 NBA 
Basketball Association, drafting 
without limitations or hesitations, 
chose an assortment of players 
Wednesday that included high school 
senior Moses Malone, Rhodes 
Scholarship winner Tom McMillen, 
veteran pro Bob Kaufman and 
National Basketball Association ^cor-
.Ing champion Bob McAdoo. 
Malone's selection perhaps caused 
the biggest shockwaves at the ABA's 
three-ring circus, which began with 
the drafting of players from the rival 
NBA. It was followed by the an­
nouncement of collegiate players 
players by the 10 ABA teams—five 
etch—also created quite a stir. 
First NBA player drafted, by the 
Virginia Squires, was the burly Kauf­
man, a 6-8 reserve center-forward 
with the Buffalo Braves/ %% 
The 6^10 McAdoo, also of Buffalo, 
was taken by Utah on the final round 
of the ABA's draft of NBA players. 
VIRGINIA chose McMillen, the 6-11 
center from the University of 
Maryland, as the No. l choice in the 
secret draft conducted March 6. 
•Ferrin said the Stars would send a 
representative Thursday to meet with 
Malone and his familv. The youngster 
mmm$m 
led his Petersburg High School 
to 50 consecutive victories and, two . 
Virginia state championships. •' -tV* 
"We are not going to pressure him 
to sign with us," added Ferrin. "If lie 
and his family think his needs a. 
college education, that's fine. We 
don't Want to take advantage of 
^ahybod^^PfS^^ftrfl^P 
Meanwhile, Atftfetifc Diftxtor Btfc 
Kilbourne of Petersburg High School 
said, "The Squires already had asked 
if they could look at him. 1 told them, 
'You'd be doing the kid a big favor if 
you'd lay off him and let him go to 
collem. 
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305 W. 19th , HIGHLAND MALL 
»"•"/ -'XNQJI:. EVERY NITE 
r  - r '". "Vf'iaw TILL 9 KB 
Far Behind UH 
• P,; : 
HOUSTON (Spl.) - Texas 
golfers wasted no time 
"Wednesday as they fell back 
to 10tli place in the All-
America Intercollegiate In­
vitational here after the open­
ing 18 holes of play. 
The Longhorns finished the 
day with a 10 over par 298. The 
University of Houston, defen­
ding champion and; home 
team, led with a five under 
283. 
North Texas State was m se­
cond place with a 285 and was 
followed by the University of 
F1 orida, the defending 
national champion, with a 286. 
SMU and the University of 
New Mexico both came in at 
290 to tie for fourth place. • 
In individual play, Houston 
freshman David Ishii fired a 
67 to take the lead. Teammate 
Keith Fergus was two shot^ 
back witii a^69. 
In the four-ball competiti 
Florida led with a record 
followed by North Texas at 61 
and Houston at 62. 










Kappa Alpha . 
Haircuts for people 
Mon.-Fri. 10a.m.-6p.m. 
409 W, 14th 476-4890'f 
Melissa, Mae, Mary 
lf'? 
£ T»XM iv 
VI 
tm •: ̂  
Vf V 
L ^ .GRAND PRIZE^3 DAYS IN ACAPULCO ^ 





In town or in the 
saddie. nothing _ 
beats the comfort 
and good looks of 
Levi's Saddleman 
--cut straight from 
the knee to fit easy 
over boots. Pick 
from a wide range 
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R R PRIZES AWARDED IN MANY CATEGORIES 
H FINEST BANDS IN THE SOUTHWEST TW^T 
• • GREGORY GYM PW ;? M, 
• APRIL 19 and 2<ft*s-"tn«rV FW%,S$10.00^B: 







'if . favorite 
fashion leans. 
mmS: 
active sports of 
I ages jn a 














LEVIS BOOT CUT JEANS 








NAME OF SCHOOL _! 
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY CALL 
* RETURN FORM TO TEXAS UNION RM. 340 
: 
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By HERB HOLLAND 
gS • Texan Staff Writer 
?®Some athletes try to break 
their backs getting into shape. 
Tfexas high jumper {Wyatt 
^Tompkins did. * 
%yompkins, a 6-4 "A' .senior 
Trom Friendswood, underwent 
back surgery last year and 
missed the entire 1973 outdoor 
track season. 
? Before he was hurt, he set a. 
!> personal record of 7-1 as a 
| junior. In 1973, he jumped 6-10 
| indoors but was hospitalized 
I before the first outdoor meet. 
"I refonember it was. the 
Sunday before the Border 
Olympics,'' Tompkins said 
Wednesday. "I was working 
out at the track, and all of a 
sudden I lost th&feeling in my 
leg. 
"The doctors put me in the 
hospital to find out what it 
was," Tompkins said. ''Six 
weeks later they cut it up." 
TOMPKINS HAD two rup­
tured discs in his back that 
were a result of a poor weight 
program. 
"Bill Elliot, a former Texas 
high jumper went fa) California 
and made trips back every 
once in a while to train with 
us^* Tompkins said. "He 
started me on a weight traih-
ing program-
'•The only problem was that 
I didn't know how to lift 
weights," Tompkins, said: 
"And I lifted weights wrong 
for two years. That's how I 
got hurt." 
He was unable to work out 
through the entire summfer 
and worked sparingly through 
the fall of 1973. His future was 
# *.*-* -
'X '&  m'<r V 
I 
o- -?vt J 
W, > 1 
ft* 
> * ̂  
»< 
PANTS 
H K* % 
PRICE 
Your favorite brands & styles 
FREE ALTERATIONS 
THE SHOP FOR MEN AND WOMEN m 
Bob Elliott's 
2426 GUADALUPE - OPEN THUR. TILL 8 
questionable entering the 1974 
track season. 
After struggling to hit 6-7 
through most of the season, 
Tompkins jumped 6-9 at the 
Dallas Invitational and, most 
recently, cleared 7-0 at the 
Texas Relays. His jump in the 
relays was a welcome sign of 
a comeback. 
TOMPKINS' seven-foot 
jump also tied him with 
Baylor's Kevin Delorey for 
the Southwest Conference'? 
best this season. 
Like the Texas runners, 
Baylor is the team Tompkins 
would most likev beating. 
"Next time I see him 
(Delorey)-I want to have fire 
in my eyes," Tompkins said. 
"I'm sure glad that I'll meet 
him at Rice for the SWC meet. 
I always jump well at Rice. I 
jumped 6-9 for the first time 
at Rice. ; 
"In a way/Tsort of wish 
aboutljf^ 
watch 
A plant and cut flower 
shop in Highland Mali; 
from the same people who brought 
you the Croum Swops, > \ 
Delorey would be at Kansas 
this weekend," Tompkins 
said. "His very presence 
would push me to jump 
higher." . 
Delorey won't make the 
trip. He and the rest of his 
teammates will be at home, 
hosting the first annual Baylor 
Relays in Waco. Texas, 
meanwhile - will send 
half of its team to Manhattan,t 
Kan., for the Kansas Relays. 
'•0\ TOMPKINS .'BEGAN his 
r NSareer as a highjumper as a 
way. to get around running 
track. , .. 
"In FMendswood, the only 
way you could get to play foot­
ball in the fall was -}o run 
track the spring before," 
Tompkins said. "And I wanted 
to play football and sure 
. panted to play basketball. 
•r '.SINCE THERE was no real 
highjump ' coach at 
Friendswood, Tompkins 
learned from watching films 
of Valery Brumel, the former 
Dynaglass Belted "22" 
Sears Highway Passenger Tire Guarantee 
If you do not receive the number of miles specified 
, because of your tire becoming unserviceable due to (1) 
defects, (2) normal road hazards, or (3) tread wear-out, 
We will: At our option, exchange it for a new tire or give 
you a refund charging in either case only the 
proportion of the then current selling price plus 
Federal Excise tax that represents mileage used. 
If the tire is unserviceable due to any of the 
above causes before 10% of the guaranteed 
m-vfu®e rec®iv®d» the replacement or refund 
will be made with no charge for mileage received. 
Nail punctures will be repaired at no charge. 
Guarantee applies to tires on vehicles 
used for private family purposes. 
V 
Tires tor 
A 78x13 Tubeless Blackwalh Plus $1.80 
Each For F.E.T. and 2 Old Tires 
2 Fiberglass Belts—2 Nylon Plies 
Guaranteed 22,000 Miles -
Two fiberglass belts and two nylon 
cord plies team up for toughness! 
Wide 78 series tread grabs the road. 
Whitewalls—Most Sizes 
Only $2.00 More -
Heavy Duty Mufflers 
Guaranteed for as Long As 
You Own Your Car 
MeHltr GwraatM 
If muffttr Wis wide Mm srigissl 
pvrdwMr mms tfa* car, It wM 1M 
rtpfecri epon rstvm, frw *f 
cfawf*. If Hm ithcllw awHWr 
wot by sMn, w« wM 
iastolt HM MW IWLFLW wM M 
ctwrs* for labsr. 
Installed in 1 Hour 
Or Your Labor TREE Installation Extra 
•v .  
W'4 
I; SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE 
Sat is faction Guaran teed or Your Money Bach 
p > \ 
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 
fitt Most' .. 
American 
Mad* Cars 
Russian world record holder, 
jumping into sawdust pits, 
v Tompkins' motivation 
through his collegiate career 
has been his roommate, 
William Oates, who "set the < 
University; highjump record, 
-7-1 Vi, last season. This year, 
Tompkins swears he'll break 
that record for Oates' sake. 
"I really tooled him around 
last year," Tompkins said*v ^ 
V'fte really had to beat 
when we were sophomores, sr* 
Every height I jumped . was^-£ 
because he pushed me there. ' " 
? "I GUESS he lost his * 
motivation to *ork when I got 
hurt last year," he said. "I 
have to jump higher to beat 
his record just to show him 
that I could have done it. I 
hope I caif convince him that 
he could have jumped higher 
if I would nave been there. A 
*1 also hope to convince him 
to come to California with me 
Tompkins plans to go to 
California with teammate 
Greg Hackney and train fpr 
the 1976 Olympic trials. ^ 
After fiveJyears, Tompkins 
has no regrets about coming 
to  the Universi ty;  
"Everything here is better. 
coaching,. 
meets and everything else 
than I'd have at just about any 
other school. 
"I've also seat how*ttr 
athlete can burn himself out 
early by working out too hard 
and not even know he's doine 
it." I've had better uatuiug^a 
better equipment, better-^ Tompkins learned 
training facilities, better-wesson the hard way..& ttgii sg •sears. VH-* Sf Baseball ;.lStandings ? ? St 
? i 
•y tlx Aiwtif 
AMBHCAN UMMC 
Il 
NATIONM UMTUT V "V 
EM -A' " 
W t M. OB 
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jbatifornia. 
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1206 E. 11th 4771297 Presents 
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 
PAUL RAY 
Sj|. & Tlw Cobras 
i;c Showtime 9:00 P.M. 
Specializing in Floitr Tocos «: 
Wednesdays free keg of beer 
at 8 p.tn. 
Wine, Food, Beer, Set-Ups 
Chock ft Out! 
RENT NOW 
PAY LATER! 
LEASE NOW FOR JUNE AND SEPTEMBER 
EFFICIENCIES - ONE BEDROOMS 
TWO BEDROOMS - THREE BEDROOMS 
Furnished and Unfurnished 




805 West 10th Suite 105B 
Boston 4, New York 1 
Milwaukee 5. Cleveland 4 
Baltimore 6, Detroit 1 
Texas 4, Kansas City 2 
Chicago at Oakland, late 







J. Wadnwday't : Montreal 7, New York 1 
Chicago 18, Pittsburgh 9 M,$ 
Philadelphia 12, St. Louis S --ife 
•.Los Angeles 14, Cincinnati 
• Houston 3, San Fransisco 2 W1 %' 
mil 
'W$M 




FRI. DOAK SNEAD 
2610 GUADALUPE k\L 
24th & Rio Grande 









Lone Star - 1.45 
Pearl 1.39 
Slhiner 1.35 
SAVE ON CASES 
v Wine Special 
. Annie Green Springs Country Cherry 




HEAD & SHOULDERS 
DANDRUFF SHAMPOO 
4 Oz. family tube 
* < r 
"KE'rnt"-?1 22 P"' Pri~ With 2 Ow Tires Tubeless Blackwall Excise Tax 
A 78x13 2 For $38.00 1.60 
C 78x13 2 For $42.00 2.00 
D 78x14 2 For $46.00 2.25 , 
E 78x14 2 For $46.00 2.33 
F 78x14 2 For $48.00 2.50 
G 78x14 2 For $54.00 2.67 

























-i. « •a'*. 
Automotive Center 
41st and Interregional 
inuiii 
^33 
Y PACK OF 5/17C 
 ̂ DUTCH MASTER 
PANETELAS 
4,1 Great, flavoir! 
RER.̂ 87C V^PTL 
, ULTRA BWT^» 
TOOTHPASTE! 
Reg. or Mint£~ " 
7 oz. Limit "" 
HHWKgm 
XRftiUl'AR 
C REG. $1.39 
T M0DESS TAMPONS 
t-t or Super' *  ̂ - 30 s , > 
•4 il"r' W i» In > r f -9. 
>• 
1 "fw-. 
Tire and Auto Center 
T DIAL 452-8866 * 
SUOOENTAN S-F-Y 
II Get a jump o» QUANTITY M6HTS RESERVED. PRICES NX 
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ii ''Cable TV: Pact or ric*^ 
11 tion?" will be the toplo of d'^ 
public lecture at 8 p.m. Thurso 
day in Humanities Research 
Center 4.252 by Dr. Harold 
Wigren, author and telecom-
OEDunications specialist 
political 
;: Vv.G. ErnJt, professor Ofgeology at ; 
•0b* University of California. Los '• 
\ Angeles, speaK on "Blueschist 
'Metamorphlsm «nd pr»t«v-T«tv". 
ionics.** - . •-
WTHNATIONU UNIVaSITY KHKDANCri* 
Will meet at t p.m. Thursday in" 
 ̂v -Unton Junior Ballroom to instruct In; 
/ f Jn,er''«*ional folkdanclng tor both 
' 'beginning and advanced dancing. 
Attacks 
Wigren coordinates ac>i£?*IXIC*N.A»*MICAW YOUTH 
%vities in the area of cable TVv 
and satellite communication 
for the National Education; 
' Association land also is chair-
Wan of Publi-Cable Inc., a" 
hational consortium of 
organizations and individuals 
aiming to protect the public 
interest in the development of 
AUSTIN TOMOHKM^'.' C V? 
; -X-WAH M NOOHMMMOOO MRMA for 
Zone 7 will be from 2 to 5 p.m. Sun­
day at Campbell Elementary, 1400 
'•'?Chlcon. - "7J 
ANNQUNCtMCNTS 
ACTION {PeaceCorpsand VISTA) will be . 
on the West Mall in front of the 
Business-Economics Building and 
Robert Lea Moore Hall from 9 a.m. 
v.. ; . to 4 p.m. Thursday to distribute 
literature on Its programs. 
, c, FACUITY-STUMNT COUOQUWM, mSTITUTK "*"•> or IATM AMIHCAN STUDIES will hear 
Prof, Pat Blair speak on "Current 
Changes in Mexican Economic 
Policy" at 3 p.m. Thursday in 
Business-Economics Building 151. 
, INTW VARSITY will have a book trade to 
collect contributions for Central 
African Famine Relief from 10 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. Monday through Friday on 
the West Mall. 
THi LYNbOH*. JOHNSONSCHOOt O* MMUC 
AFFAIRS AND THI MMRTMCNT OF 
OCOORAWY will sponsor a lecture by 
Or. Kevin Cox, political geographer 
. , ;at Ohio State University, entitled 
"Space, Property Rights and En­
vironmental Quality" at 10:30 a.m;.: 
Thursday In the East campus 
• Auditorium. 
- WAWNO AND STUDY SKKIS lAKMATORY 
will meet at 4 p.m. Thursday in 
Jester A332 to discuss concentration 
and creative time .use. Pre-
enrollrhenf is hot necessary. 
UNION AITS AND THCATU COMMITTH will 
•, present "Lawrence of Arabia" at 7 
p.m. Thursday in the Union Theatre. 
. Admission Is SI for students, faculty 
and staff; $1.50 for members. The' 
movie stars Peter- O'Toole and won 
• i the Best Picture of the Year Award. 
UNION MIXICAN-AMUICAN CUITUII 
COMMITTH AND CtNTHI FOR MIXICAN-
AMSRICAN STUDliS will sponsor a 
• brown bag sandwich seminar featur-
•J , ing Tlno Villanueva of the Spanish 
department at Boston University 
and author of "Hay Otra Vox 
Poems," speaking on chlcano poetry 
from noon to 1 p.m. In Union: 
. Building 304-05. Bring your own,-
lunch. ' -
MHTINGS 
AMIIHCAN INDIANS NOW TCXANS will meet 
; at 8 p.m. Thursday In Union Building 
jr"4 '104 to discuss a rally in support of 
' -(< removal of the Yellowhouse Canyon 
; .̂ skeleton from Texas Memorial 
r f?. Museum and also to prepare for Buf-
fy St. Marie's Austin visit. 
BAHA'l ASSOCIATION will meet at B p.m. 
Thursday in Union Building 329 to 
have a fireside on the Baha'i faith. 
CCNTiR FOR ASIAN STUDIIS will meet at 7 
p.m. Thursday in Parlin Hall 1 to 
watch "The East is Red." The film 
has been scheduled for last Thurs­
day but didn't arrive in time. 
; THi MMRTMCNT OF OtOlOGICAl SCICNCSS 
• will meet at 1 p.m. Thursday In 
Geology Building 100. to hear Or. 
QMOANOATMN will meet at 7:30 p.m. 
'.Thursday in the Student Catholic'-
-i.;--Center to discuss scholarship fun­
ding 
wuynsiTY YOUNO DCMOCXATS will meet 
. fc«t 6:30 p.m. Thursday at the Young 
'̂Democrats parking lot at I.O.A. 
• r-'.'f̂ Motes on 24th Street to endorse 
.JMfitatewlde candidates and canvass 
:'r •?•>.' 
m k r ; ; .  S ! M i N A « S ; f f g ^ S v : ;  , - i i g g -
D»*RTMBIT Of AST*0N6MY WI1I hold a 
seminar at 4 p.m. Thursday in 
;K!S«$Robert Lee Moore Hall t5.2t6. Four 
'-.î ji-Speakers will, talk on "A Series of . 
,-.'̂ Short Expositions by Department of 
> i>, Astronomy Researchers on their' / 
" current research Interest No. 4." 
UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH will spon-
.aor a soup and sandwich seminar at 
t?.̂ v7noon Thursday in Nordan Lounge to 
;-A*:.r^hear Wladislaw  ̂Krasnov, Russian 
. defector teaching at the University 
. :'-.*vV-',:and. specialist on Alexander 
jSolzhenltsyn, to discuss the writings )WW 'ofSolihenlstsyn. 
'{HI: 
The /University personnel 
office is "dragging its fe$t" in 
finding employment for 37 
.Union pining Services 
' employes who will be laid off 
•While the Union Building is 
remodeled, a state represen­
tative candidate said Wednes­
day. 
Armando Gutierrez, 
.University instructor in 
government 'and La Raza 
Unijda candidate for the 
House, Place 4, said the 
. employes, whose jobs at the 
Union .will end May 15, have 
been treated with "callous in­
difference" by the University. 
Gutierrez said he learned of 
the termination order after 
talking with five of the dining 
sehrice employes about three 
weeks ago. 
Norman Minter, director of 
•the personnel office, said his 
• • . • . . 
A ustinCitizens 
Pressed 
; "So often neglected" South 
Austin voters are urged to go 
the polls Saturday by J. Don 
Smith, Place 2 School Board 
candidate, in a letter to 
residents of the area. 
After pointing out that his 
Opponent, Mrs; DeCourcy 
Kelley, has a University 
'professor for' a husband, 
Smith also wrote that "Mrs. 
Kelley has said the 40,000-
member University campus 
should have representation on 
our school board." -• 
, "We believe thje 55,000 tax­
payers of South Austin 
deserve a say in the operation 
of our public schools. We can 
stay home Saturday in the 
operation of our public 
schools. We can stay home 
Saturday, and lose our Voice 
on the school board, or we can 
go to the polls and vote for J. 
Don Smith," he continued. 
/ .Smith later said he did not 
mean to imply that the 
University community should 
not vote, but that South Austin 
should have a spokesman to 
speak to, the needs of its 
residents. * 
office is doing all it cafc to" 
place the employes with other 
University departments and 
state agencies. He said he was 
unaware of complaints from 
the employes. 
"Thus far very little has 
been done to place these 
employes in comparable 
positions within the Unlversi- 5 
ty System," Gutierrez said atf 
a press conference at La Raza 
^nida headquarters. 
:,V While some of the workers 
Tiave found other employment 
on their own initiative, most 
are facing the next month 
with little prospect of employ­
ment after May 15," he said. 
"We are doing everything 
we can to place these workers 
with the University or with 
other state agencies," Minter 
said in response to Gutierrez' 
statement. "We had an inter­
viewer at the Union all after­
noon for three afternoons last 
week." 
The 37 employes, in the 
Commons, Chuck Wagon, se­
cond story dining room and 
the law school dining area, 
Were notified in September 
that the remodeling would ter­
minate their jobs. Ron Man-
CUSQ, Union Dining Services 
manager, said. He estimated 
about 31 would require placer 
ment since several employes 
already intended to find other 
work. 
Worker Layoffs 
Renfro's accusation foltew-, faking a personal Kttadk.*1 ^^fossibility tlwt some of 
.J 1 iL. XT MllMf • 
M County Judge 
Candidates in the race for 
county judge responded to* 
charges made Wednesday by 
candidate Mike Renfro that 
endorsements in the judgeship 
race had been "unfairjy^and 
xinethically obtained." '' ^ C, 
^ At a press conference in the 
library of County Courthouse, 
Renfro referred to en­
dorsements of the University 
Young Democrats and Student 
Action Committee, and the 
West Austin Democratic Club, 
given, to Hubert Gill and Terry 
Weeks, candidates in the race. 
_ The Young Democrats, en­
dorsement was "ramrodded 
through" hy the leaders of the 
organization ̂ t-Renfro claim-
ed. * 
Wladislaw Krasnow 
Formerly Editor of Moscow Radio Foreign Broadcast 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Soup and Sandwich Seminar 
Thursday 12 to 1 p.m. 
University Christian Church 
' 2007 University Ave. 
ed an invitation by the Young' 
Democrats to speak at the en­
dorsement meeting March 14, 
with the condition that all the 
candidates in the race speak 
at the meeting. Weeks was un­
able to attend the meeting, 
and the YDs withdrew the in­
vitation. Renfro went to the 
meeting jafter learning that 
Gill was in attendance. Gill 
said Wednesday that hedid at- . 
tend the meeting but was not 
allowed to speak, since all the 
candidates were not in atten? 
dance. 
The endorsement of Gill and 
Weeks, by the West Austin 
Democratic Club on April 10, 
was, Renfro alleged, the 
result of "stacking" the club's 
membership with supporters 
of Gill. Renfro claimed that 
membership fees for 168 new 
members were paid in a lump 
cash sum on the day of the 
meeting. 
Gill responded to Renfro'^ 
accusations' saying "This is/^ 
just a matter of Renfro get-
tingaway from the issues and 
My campaign recruited nfr ^supporters may have 
new members of the West Coheir salaries or personal* 
Austin Democratic Club.'V^funds to pay, for.U>etaevLi 
Gill said. Some of my su{K Members' fees. v 
porters were notified by a Weeks said that he was not -< 
past president of the club^^ware of the "stacking" unti£ 
Phil White, that packing ofe'5-the day of the meeting. "Phil 
new members o|f the club wam^White contacted Larry Baie&< 
occurring, and they ditf^find Hubert Gill about it, but 
recruit new members to sup-^#e didn't get,in touch with 
port me," Gill admitted, ^^^sr any other ••candidate, 
Gill did not rule out- Weeks sait^-
^ 
Anttounom th« opening of His office 
 ̂ Ot 
V  - - V ' •  • - J - " . : / : '  ;  
f 
P. Wylie Jordan, M.D. 
m 
PSYCHIATRY,, 
The Jefferson Professional Building ... 
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riday « April 19, Municipal Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. I 
A limited number of tickets are available to optional fee holders for SO* 
through the Cultural Entertainment Committee of the Texas Union. 
Regular student tickets are $1 ;  ̂ , M 
fj| Hogg Box Office/10-^ daily/471-1444 








705 W. 29»h 
NELSON'S 
GIFTS 
. : 4612 So. Ongran 
Mmiw: 444*3814 




V OWN 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 




OF ARAB STUDENtS 
Dept. of Music and CEC  ̂
r' Solo Artist Series 
Present 
- 1'-  ̂
Ruggiero Ricci 
Violin Virtuoso 
April *23:- 8 p.m. 
Hogg Auditorium 
SAT., APRIL 20 
7:30 P.M. 
American Lebanese Association Club 




For Tickets Call: 
453-2200 
476-7020 
limited Number of Tickets 
iVill be Available at the Door 
' f ' l a 
Ticket Drawing , 
April 17-23/Hogg Aua. 
10 a.m. - 6 p.m./Mon. * Fri. 
PLAYS 
GREAT SCOTT JOPUN 









Friday night April 19th 
9:00PM , J 
s&ym 
' v Union Main Ballroom 
i V- • . " ' ̂  
t-T If 
Tickets/Hogg Box Office/lO-fi Daily 
Free to Optional Fee Holders April 15-19 
|M 
Jj; 
,s 5(K to students, faculty and staff April 17-19 
^ $1.00 general sales April 17-19 r / .. , 
' 4 • >1 * vfe •tmMMnMm&H. mtMIK,c"' -t.i ' - t  • '-J. 
\<h, fjjfl . A:s 
V V Tickets will be available at the door WfL ; ̂  ̂  
I  t i  (  l - M  «  I  I  I  l U  l  l  t  t  I  «I  I  I  I  I  t c  
Welcome Summer With 11 Smile! 
Just Shop Us 
THURSDAY NIGHT 










•v f ' i J «{. ' 1 1 
Public Tiekets/$3.50/At the door 
m 
Regular 17.00 
This Spring s most 
popular shoes now 
at special savings to 
you. Both of soft, 
^ supple leather on a 
stacked wooden 
heeli In camel, 
navy or white, by 
Carrie. 









S A L E  
•i : -.';'\,:-for Instant Load Cameras 
- 126 KODACOLOR FILM 
12 EXK&URE 
:fc, 
:̂ | 20 exposure $1.26 
KOOACOLOR  ̂f|f KODACHROME 
C 135• 20expi $1.2iP K138/128-
«llO • 12 up. .̂ 89  ̂ 20 mp. $1.48 
iî l.26 Supw 8 - KA464 2.29 C110-20«xp.. . 
Magicalnt .tT?1 «i.u 
SMILE SAVER Kit 
"Kodak Pocket Instamatic® 
10 Camera, camera ease, three 
megicubes. 20 exposure : 
Kodacolor II film, inetructfenm 
book, print frame, wrist Si 
strap and Magicube extender. 
S. SAVEtt.OO MORE 
15 Fox Photo $1.00 off Processing Certificate i 
'î L, AU FOR ONLY 
SALE PRICED 3 DAYS ONLY 
4 Convenient Locations 
3200 Guadalup4 4327 Martchaca 
7102 Woodrow 5244 Burnet 
tf 
D ' V ' M O N  ( ) J  f  O X  s  T  A N !  »  V  c . f o i o  f  







Humors Denied m 
A stuily being conducted by the Office of the Vide-Presitfent 
and Provost touched off rumors Wednesday that the evening 
classes of the University Division of Extension Education were 
going to,he cancelled. , > • _ * ~ -
" Asfar as those rumors go, it's news to me," Asst. Vic^v, 
President and Provost Gerhard Fonken said Wednesday. 
The Division of Extension Education, which receives funds"" 
from the University System thorugh the vice-president's office, 
is being compared in, the study to the Austin Community 
College. 
pk-.net c l i i b  
1* - April 20 
Claude & the Coyotes 
Tum. - Sat. April 23 - April 27 .* 
Silver Cit*Saddle tamps 
HAPPY HOT 5-7 PMINC '• 
' H! Open to th» 
AS THE r nqlish Airc APAR 
2101 B 
SPEND YOUR MONEY ON 
THE TOWN. NOT THE HOTEL. 
'::lbl:tfie''HliM-iGnmitiiii''jmp^.^ksal'.~iit'::tesics^ rFor.- well: -
live yw a iom jM bed aad lMm Taw batt beiiit mere footsteps 
fewfctfcefcaN. Mike M 48 art ''wiH p«tyooin« room bath. Ifilh 
or vriHwut, you're «a fcioMim wOia laby's Cafeteria and Et Poeo 
Loco-one ol 8k IBw's fivefiet neMspots.M rigM m the heart of 
Sao /MMM'S bcauMfrf Pasee <fd JGo. 
Hake yoor resemlkMs for a veekend. Or a week. At the bold that 
Scares you set BOK lorjrwr moMy 
By SCOTT TAGLLUUNO 
Texas Staff Writer 
Endorsements by Austin 
political organisations of can-
didates involved in the May 4 
primary have been clouded in 
recent weeks by hints and ac­
cusations of vote "packing." 
"Packing" or "stacking^ 
depending on one*s ter­
minology, is a method used by 
candidates to ensure an 
organization's endorsement. 
In this method a candidate 
packs a political club's en­
dorsement meeting with 
enough of hisf votes to ensure 
endorsement. ' 
To do this, the candidates 
either solicit known sup­
porters who are members of 
the club or their own sup­
porters: join before the 
meeting. Many times the can­
didate must also fork over 
money for new dues or 
promise delinquent members 
reimbursement for their new­
ly gained interest. 
- THEREFORE, IN many 
ways "packing" is actually a 
show of force by the can­
didates to see who can get to 
the meeting with the largest 
number of supporters. 
However, the "packing" 
process is a little more com­
plicated than making sure two 
million supporters draw up for 
an endorsement meeting. In 
fact, thatiS just the probleiin: 
Each candidate, once he 
decides to pack a meeting, 
must determine the least 
number of supporters he 
needs to defeat his opponent 
Otherwise, if a candidate 
would show up with a com­
pletely outlandish number, 
the "packing" would be too 
pbvious and the endorsement 
could be Voided or dis­
credited. 
So the political "packing" 
game becomes one of strategy 
and psychology. It becomes an 
individual battle in the elec­
tion war, with candidates try­
ing to outguess each other as 
to how many "packees" they 
need: the winner is usually 
the best strategist as well as 
the endorsed candidate. » 
THIS "YOU get your sup­
porters and I'll get mine and 
we'll see who can get there 
with the most" brand of 
politicking has been gojuig on 
for several years according to 
Robert Young, executive 
director of the Travis County 
Democratic Party head-, 
quarters. 
"Candidates have always 
done it, and if something is not 
done, tliiey always will. The 
word gets around that one or, 
another candidate is packing, 
and they iitt pack," Young 
said. 
iKUM 
St" ew Year's Eve's 
, r Solution to the 
Mid-Morning Munchies 
Youafc said candidates 
usually get supporters that 
are either old unactlve, un­
paid members of the club or 
could-be members, If they 
wanted to, under normkl con­
ditions. 
"In these regional clubs, my 
information is that the 
packees are usually residents 
of that area, and they are 
usually old members that are 
inactive throughout most of 
the year," he added. 
- JtTHE CANDIDATES usually 
^wt the UU for membership 
dues in most instances, or the 
dues are paid for by one of the 
candidate's rich "sugar dad-
Young said. 
s perfectly legitimate 
candidate to pay the dues 
for members either Yrorn 
campaign funds or private 
sources. The only problem is 
how to report it on their finai* 
cial statement," Young 
plained. 
ONE OF the more re6ent 
and blatant episodes of 
"packing" involved the West 
Austin Democrats' enddtse-
ment meeting last week which 
saw 168 members join the day 
of the endorsement meeting. 
- West Austin Democrats 
president Frank Wright said 
" packing" by some of the can­
didates occurred because of 
news which circulated earlier. 
UUIUIU 
ts." •It'a  
"Q the day that the meeting 
was "packed" by U.S.Rep. 
J J. "Jake" Pickle and county 
judge candidate Terry Weeks. 
Young, who attended the 
meeting,1 said there were 
definitely Pickle people there 
that had never been to a 
meeting before. 
"These included Lucy 
Nugent, Pat Nugent and J.C. 
Kellam, who floor-managed 
the Pickle supporters. Pickle 
and Weeks were just a little 
more subtle about their pack­
ing than the other can-: 
didates," Young said. 
Tony Proffett, Pickle's 
campaign manager, denied 
there was an organized effort 
from his office to pack the 
West Austin meeting. 
Wright reported the club 
had signed more than 50 new 
members within the previous 
week.' &S» . . 
ex- i^liDr. Philip White, past presi­
dent of West Austin Demos, 
said he contacted supporters 
of State Hep. Larry Bales, 
Pickle's opponent, and Hubert 
Gill, Weeks' opponent, the 
night before the endorsement 
and told them the meeting 
was stacked with Pickle, arjd 
Weeks supporters. , '§$§$ 
THIS NEWS resulted ift 
both -Gill and Bales forces 
showing up at the meeting 
with 80 paid members apiece. 
according • to Steve (iutow, 
Bales* campaign rhanager. 
, Wright said the club only 
requires members to pay 
their dues and join aj. least-
eight hours before the, e?-, 
dprsement meeting. J.: 
Sn contrast to Young's infor­
mation, Wright said from the 
new list of members it 
appeared many were not West 
Austin residents. 
.'We were just a victim of 
our success in getting can­
didates elected. Some Can­
didates recruited special 
• members just to get our en­
dorsement," he said. • 
AT THE endorsement 
meeting, which drew the 
largest crowd in the group's 
history, the West Austin 
Demos endorsed Bales and 
gave a dual endorsement to 
Weeks and Gill. 
"The candidates made a. 
calculated political decision, 
whether they gained or lost by 
it is hard to tell. I think the 
candidates really lost by its 
effect," Wright said. 
Tom Philpott ,  co-
chairperson of the Northeast 
Austin Democrats, which en^ 
dorsed the night before the 
West Austin Demos' meeting, 
said there was a minor effort 
to pack his group's meeting. 
) Philpott advocates area 
resident restrictions on 
members, y-jtfe^iireveiit^ 
-•oacking;®!!t 
--H'THE CLUB should accept 
ohly those registered in their 
precinct as members, and no 
one should be allowed to join 
more than one regional 
organization," he said. 
Currently, the Northeast 
Austin Demos require a 
member only to be a 
registered voter and to have 
joined at least 24 hours before 
the endorsement meeting. 
In the endorsement battle, 
there also exists a group 
known as the "mobile ma­
jority." This term, according 
to University Young. 
Democrats presideht Stacy 
Suits, describes a group of 
people who end up joining all 
the area clubs and travel 
around during endorsement 
time to vote. 
"The mobile majority is a 
combination of people in 
political campaigns and peo- ^ 
pie in political organizations s 
that try to see all the liberals 
vote the same way," Suits. 
said. 
As one political observer' 
put it : "Political clubs don't 
have membership drives any 











Serving from 11:00 A.M. 
J* M 
AesKMOnt 
"N. 6Dor:• J" J-
Second Level, Dobie Mall, 21st 8> Guadalupe 
free parking in the rear 
Remember. • • 
\ ̂  - -ft 
I 
When the school board in your town said 
that only "bad girls" went braless ... 
or the civics teacher (coach) who said 
that marijuana would lead you into a life 
of sin and degradation ... 
and that all long-hairs were "hippy-
felll commie-freaks"? 
Times have changed — and with your 
help they will keep on changing. Help 
elect a progressive schoolboard for 
Austin. 
VOTE FOR 
f DeCourcy Kelley, Place 2 
June Karp, Place 4 
i i> -
Tf k l f 
SATURDAY! APRIf 20 
M. for by Student Action Committee, Robert Howerd, ChpMi; ftp 
Young OemocrMs. 8taey 8uHs. Praeident, 901 W. 24th. . r' ̂  
PwWWwd <n TBP BuikHng. April 18, 1*74 
en >,"Wt 
1, 
.v* IT^ * fe 
UOERTHAN 
YOU THINK. 
On May 3 1 time runs out for you to 
enroll in the 2-year Air Force ROTC Program on 
this campus. And here's what you'll be missing: 
• $100 a month, tax-free, during your junior 
and senior years. 
• the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship 
(including tuition, lab fees, the works). 
• a challenging job as an Air Force officer upon 
graduation. 
plus 
• a future where the sky is no limjt. 
Contact Copt. Joe Date or TSgt. Jim Walkar 
at RAS 115 - 471-1765 or 471-1776 
(Available only to college juniors or students 
having at least 2 academic years left before 
x graduation.). ..•» •• 
Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC. 
AMERICA* INDIANS N0W TEXANS 
^SililfAlNll 
-
MEETING UNION 104 
TONIGHT 8:00 
Rally Union Patio 
Butty St. Marie • Fri. t p.m. 
Z 
EVISKIUNE ADMITTED FREE TONITE 
(' rmiriiB 
NAVASOTA 
NO COVER MONDAY-THURSDAY 
OPEN 8 p.m. • *10th/Lamar 477-3783 
tirkickirk 
'W**£tr t  
m 
nOEBIlIS 
Dobie's right next to campus. Just across the 
street from the main academic complex .. 
i and a fast dash to the Tower. 
Dobie has space. More room |Jer room than 
you'll find in all but the most expensive 
apartments. Extras . . . like a bath with each 
bedroom. Space! to study, to relax, to LIVE, 
Dobie serves 19 delicious meals a week (or 
take only 10 and save) ... in a spacious, 
well-iighted cafeteria .. . real food like eggs 
cooked to order .. . not overcooked dorm 
fare and plenty of choice. ; 
Dobie has a friendly, personal atmosphere. 
A fine group of Residents . . . conscientious 
security .. . and a staff that CARES about 
YOU. 
Dobie has the Mall. A delightful selection of 
shops, entertainment, essential services, even 
a double-screen movie theater ... 
conveniently located right downstairs. 
Dobie prices are competitive. Thanks to 
^ expert professional management^it doesn't 
*rJ' T ' cost any more to go First Class. 
Slngl® 
Doub ° '̂ la 
'Long Session "Summer Session (6 wks.) 
" *1860 22S3* 
/ $1485 , 'J iv vsMif&'i#6 ^ 
si6oot; 
•Plan A 19 meals pft week 
- <0> $ 
'15 inwals per week 
Live Smajrt„. 2kt 
Tower • 21st at Gw^lipe • 






















Happy birthday, Eeyore! 
<*#?e again Eeyorer toSi 
ackadaisicai donkey of 
A.A. Milne's "Winnie the 
;., Poob/.' is inviting everyone 
?\io his birthday celebration 
j at Pease Park 
It will be Eeyore's 11th 
ibirthday party in Austin, 
^^jwd party-goers can expect 
00 kegs of beer, a birthday 
cake, balloons, a lollipop 
tree and much, much more 
^during the annual celebra-
.Ilipdni' 'Jyfr 
Organizers of the event 
ll&rt invitations throughout 
the world to various 
dignitaries, and as one 
.might guess the Pope 
didn't bother to RSVP 
•again, this year, and 
! Princess Anne will not be ; 
o attend. Former 
New York City Mayor John 
Lindsay , who almost came 
last year, hasn't been 
heard 
drop in.-f 
President Nixon was not 
invited again this year 
because Eeyore likes to 
keep politics out of his par-
• -..M 
Wb 
5,^»w« *w beginning the 
'party has grown from one 
keg of beer to an estimated 
cost of $2,500 this time 
around. 
ABOUT 3« faculty 
members, students and ex-
students are sponsoring the - : 
event. "Anyone who comes 
in my office, hands me $10 
and says he wants to be a 
sponsor can be one," Or. 
James Ayres, assistant 
dean of the College of 
Humanities, said. 
^"Eeyore's birthday par­
ty is for anyone who. 
believes in the mystery and * 
excitement and joy of be- j 
ing alive, and in sharing,;',; 
everything with st 
everyone," Ayres said^ 
****** 
A DONATION of ?l is " 
asked, and all proceeds go 
to paying for the party. To 
add to the festive mood, 
those attending are asked 
to wear costumes: ; 
"This year's parly will 
beat Pease Park instead oft 
Eastwoods Playground 
because Eastwood^ 
became a bit too small for. 
growing crowds, and 
ecology groups have urged 
us to help preserve plant 
life there," Ayres said. ;>>> 
"Residents in the areain 
Eastwoods have complain-
ed about the noise, tl?e 
parking and the conges- J 
tion. To avoid that problem J 
at Pease Park those com- £ 
ing should not drive a car, » 
since no parking spaces.£ 
will be available and 7 
Austin city police will tow ,5 
away violators," he said, 
-,V'So hike or bike, but * 
don't bring a car," Ayres * 
added. S 
Formsjackage 
A new Drom*am nranosed bv .!nn»« nt<nn»Ptv aV<hisM si p gra p oposed#
the State Insurance Board will 
allow businessmen to combine 
different types, of coverage 
into one package policy which 
would mean up to a 30 percent 
3, discount in insurance costs,V 
* spokesman for the board said 
H- Wednesday. 
* ||||"In years past there were 
mm 
(M wm 
MT#Atfracfs. Graduating ̂ Sisters 
By DEBBIE POPE 
Two sisters with an interest 
: in math and computer 
^technology have been ad-
dmitted to the University 
I Uiey will be able to graduate 
together. 'r v 
After seven semesters, 
Coleen is. ranked second and 
„ . Deborah is ranked third in a 
' , "College of Engineering a t Ui e class of 440 students. "There 
P^^ibiWty ,thartVUtb-:Jfirl^";-
ranks will change when the 
spring grade reports come in, 
but in all probability they will 
remain in the top fiv6," a 
spokesman for Anderson High 
said Wednesday. 
The sisters';* Coleen4 
\ Deborah Collins, are both 
seniors at Austin's Anderson 
High School. By attending 
§ summer school and taking ex­
tra courses thorugh the year,-
"Not only were the sisters 
accepted, but each will 
receive a $700 scholarship for 
the 1974-75 academic year. 
The -Engineering Foundation, 
the Jesse Jones Foundation 
and the electrical engineering 
department all contributed to 
,the scholarship. ' 
.. "Having the sisters in the 
}%•-'% 
>t. 
19 PLACE A TEXAN,.., , 
CLASSIFIED AD *.f 
CALL 471-5244 
John J. Monfrey Wine and Liquor Co. 
Distributor of Pafcst BhwlQItbon and Andsksr Ittr Svpranw . 




mm Show A Dance 
TONIGHT, 8:00 p.m. 
? t Tickets $3.50 
EAGLES 
Show 
* APRIL 21, 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets $5.00 
Happy Hour 4:00-7:00 
In the Opry House Annex 
FRIDAY, APRIL 19 
ALVIN CROW 
—Every Sunday*— 
FREDA AND THE FIREDOGS 
All Advance Tickets On Sale at: 
River City Inn: Joske's; Inner Sanctum; 






• • Choose a shop. 
. ..Choose a Speciail it. 
SHOP NO. 1 
MU1TI.IHKDIA 







Submarine Sandwich r ^ 
Potato Salad v* Potato Sala<f?? f°"P or Potato 
Fountain Drink Fountain Drink S»^a|n Dr|nk 
or Beer ; 99 
2821 Sail Jacinto 
O 9m 
0 
No. 2—2604 Guadalupe 
SJiop No. 3— Doble Mall 
fih» 8anrSVltoh dĥ B>eJ 
m 
:9m •MiM 
University College of '  
Engineering is significant 
because they are top 
graduates from an Austin high 
school, they are women enter­
ing electrical engineering and 
they are outstanding 
students," a spokesman for 
the Department of Electrical 
Engineering said. 
laws permitting different 
types of coverage to be com­
bined in one contract," Ned 
Granger, chief clerk of the 
board, said. "The new policy 
permits combining ail .casual­
ty and liability into oneiric 
iverage." 
Various endorsements will 
lie prepared -for apartments, 
motels, manufacturing plants 
and commercial offices so 
that the program will fit each 
, .situation specifically. 
^flM^Some businesses will be 
more concerned with liability 
coverage thap. others^ 
Granger said. 
It is hoped the program'will 
go into effect this year, but 
the board has run into several 
problem^, explained Jack 
For Information on Austin 
Tomorrow Neighbor­
hood Meetings, call 474* 
i?iv4877. Neighborhood 
meetings will last until 
SHAKEY'S 
S2915 Guadalupe 
|jp ' presents 
ALVIN CROW 
1 
The Neon Angels 
Tonight Only ^ ^ 
 ̂Beer, •• Wine, 
11 and Pino ' 
BIO CATCH 3.50;* ' ^AlF CATCH 1.9^ 
prkM. Oaiwrwi Mrvlngl of boWwl OwH Shrimp on and 
•at.Cstktall MU<. and huthpupptttg tM. 
K»  
Oyster Bar and Seafood Restaurant 
SOU Burnet Road at Hancock 451-8174 





1 v » y % » 
t  * t V*"* 
: IS t r 
we±erbed Show 
- April 17.20 DOBXK. 
J* 
^ pf r 
t 
m ' "7^1 * 
If your idea of a warterbed is a modified Baggie, you're in for a surprise. 
Come sample the latest in aquatic comfort direct from Waterbed Systems 
International.. . Round, waterbeds. Square waterbeds. Even baffled 
waterbeds, for active sleepers and those with a tendency toward seasickness. ? 
You'll find that waterbeds aren't the only relaxing thing about Dobie The ; 
unhustled, unhurried atmosphere makes doble perfedt for shopping, meeting 
friends, or snagging your favorite food or beverage. 
Parking's free with any purchase ,.. so come see what Dobie has to offer. ^ 
Dobie Mall • a gallery of distinctive shops • 21st and Guadalupe 
$ 
The FIJI'S, Present 
A 
5 ^hV 
A»^ j? * 
;<? •. if -* TONIGHT! 
" •, %. 
»msr 
•>2, t M 
-Doug Clark & the Hysterically Funny 
M 
Ad the Beer You Can Drink! 
Advanced Ticket Sales at ithe Carnival 
Tickets al?o at the1 Door>| ' 
TONIGHT AT? 
WOMAN'S FEDERATION BUILDING^ 
24th & Son Gabriel - m '•J-
Jo es, property actuary. 
One problem will  
deciding whether to 
Texas or national policies^,; 
In some states aircraft 
damage coverage applies only 
when an aircraft actually hits 
a building, while Ui Texas, 
even effects of sonic'boom are, 
c o v e r e d ,  G r a n g e r  s a i d / ^  
"Most Texas policies allow 
broader coverage than 
national policies* so the. State 
Insurance Board will have to 
decide which are most ap­
propriate in each case,'' 
Granger-- said. 
RETURNS MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM! 
THURSDAY S MAY — 8:001 
' AU. M&IIVfOt $6.00 ;̂, 
Both RAYMOND'S DRUGS Mb 
RAYMOND'S DRUGS N«#*® 




WEST SIDC TAP 
MIXED DRINKS 
^4th and RIO GRANDE' 
I A 
i Tkkmt* 
Now on so lot Monday, April 22, 8 p.m. 
AUSTIN CITY COUSEUM RAYMOND'S DRUGS 1 & 
... ., r Gonaral aami»»lon - $5 .S| 
x from Entortoinmont Concoptĵ  
i < i' i i < < < i < i i i <' 
' '̂A WORK OF GENIUS! 
m 
.NiwYorkMtguIi* mi 
il«Not lo be missed!* 
•Archtr Wintt«n, Ntw York Post 
jglorylj 
—Penelope GlllMt, New Yorker 
Fellini's best since '8Vfc \*/"A wonderful movie!" 







April 19 & 20 
Student Gov't. 






Sat. in Burdine And; 




A wide-angle image ol life 
more revealing than lile 
itself, Mr. Eustache is doin 
what he wants, and that 
accounts for the beauty of 
this absolutely marvelous 
Marathon of a film!'< 




ACHIEVES A FRANKNESS 
AND FRESHNESS RARELY 
FOUND ON SCREEN. 
The torrent of talk is ;  • 
unceasingly fascinating:^ 
The acting is superb. Thn 
movie is well worth a visit. 
•Fr.ir i f i Hcrruirjf. N V Past Wa 
"POSSIBLY THE MOST ® 
IMPORTANT FILM OF 1973!' 
BHimtiiii's Monaci ' 
The New Vc - 1 • iJj1! " », »1WBB 





MA8TERPIECE. A GREAT 
FILM. Its start art 
electrifying. You must find 
k. .ths timo to SN It or miss 
^ , out on ONE OF THE 
IMPORTANT CULTURAL 
ACHIEVEMENTS OF YOUR 
LIFETIME.", 
-WRVR J§ 
t^A THOROUGHLY \ 
EXCELLENT FILM. 
An intenss, InWIigsnt, 
1 innovatlvs and stunningly 
»4SBElfi!!?•"«*• one OF .g^THE MOST IMPORTANT 
& FILMS OF THE YEARJ" 
Vfr-Crawdaddy ij$i 
f^Jssn Eustachs shows ttw 
Influsncss not only ol 
Softolucol^mt Rohmor 
,«•. .-but also of Godard and 
Warhol In a work that ia 
^ Mv*rttwl«ss very much his 
m own. Thoro's a stark 
boauty and honesty. HIS 
loading playsrs aro ' 
Impaecablo in Uwlr: 
ravslatlon of solf!" 
—Judith Crltt, 
:te Ntw York Magairina 
i!AjClassic." 
"A CLASSIC OF 
SEXUAL INTIMACY! 
The script is so rich that it 
pushes the movie even 
deeper than Last Tango'. 
A long, funny and finally 
frightening glide into the 
marrow of modern sexual 
feelings. Many people, 
especially young people 
deserve to see a movie 
^thafcuts to the quick of 
HHHH| human emotion!" 
HHJ£p|j|cago Dally Nev^pct 
§P^NT?TUGENT. FUNNY, 
S DEMANDING WORK BY 
1 AN EXCELLENT 
• FILMMAKER. The talk is 
Knnarvelous — extravagant, 
SB ironic, witty. Francoise 
Lebrun provides the richest I and most beautiful performance. But neither 
Bernadette Lafont nor 
Jean-Pierre Leaud have 
ever been betterlfgiigg 
•Roger Gre^ri' iP'..". P,.nthuu'ffi^B 
"AN IMPORTANT, NEW 
ONTROVERSIAL WORh^ 
I found it fascinatinq'^B 








GRAND SPECIAL JURY PRIZE 
Starring • tunwbtt* lofmit • Jwn îsrra UMMI • Lebrun 
Produced by Pierre Ceitrell 
l|i.w YoHnr nbttRsltMo' ^ 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY/ FRIDAY in Burdine ^ud. J 
APRIL 19-20 fimncb with tubnties SATURDAY in Bfltti Aud. 9 
Cinema 40 8:00 ONLY Adm. $2.001 
: 
*> 
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^ > W-SHsuKSJiJf-if 
MMMMliMteaaiaiAaflai J&Sk 
By Suzanne Shelton 
Almost 200 years separate 
^jthe two dance works currently 
^Sonstag^. in "Dance! Dance}: 
^DanceJ" at the Dram^ 
Building Theatre Room. p 
"La Fille Mai Gardee," the 
1789 ballet restaged by Igor 
Youskevitch, shares the stage 
with Powell Shepherd's tecent 
"Magical Mystery of John 
Faustus, Ph.D," 'if-
What one might want to ask 
is swhere we have come in two 
centuries. 
"FILLE" Js"a charming 
ballet based on the stock, 
theme of true love thwarted 
by parental supervision. 
Youskevitch has worked 
within the framework of the 
original ballet to tailor 
choreography to his Universi­
ty dancers* 
„ brilliant bitlf work by Denniî TfclQUgh. he. is attentive to hfos# coherent, whole., One of tH£--
' Higgins as the Idiot, fine ac- Lises, the paftnerwork aeems ̂ problems seems to be ldck'df L 
ting by Jess .Walters as the 
poling mama and a corps de 
under-rehearsed, 
.the ra 
'ballet of radiant villagers! 
There's even a 
especially big forms. The good moments 
come in bits. 
IN BETWEEN; there's a 
one great deal of running, strarige 
looking evDsies "Ted "bV "thl^admires Youskevitch's light games and rituals, tableaux 
vWaSu?Vrbara Barker touch< Ms deft use of Oncers, which dissolve into laughter; 
and a liltine oiano scorl of undeveloped technical abili- weird props and gobs of gold 
SutffuB ffiv!? by Unfortunately, by the time ;«unjes? 
^d Paula Stevens ^C'Fille Mai Gardee- gets What'F, .. . 
, «>onstage, part of the audience . is interesting movement^ 
, Lise. the "poorly guardedv;^as ieft. _ , ^ ideas. The movement 
jeune^fille, is danced on alter^>t For "The Magical Mystery^ vocabulary seems restricted 
toate evenings by Kevyn JoneS Gf John Faustus, Ph.D." runs \'to the most accessible, often 
and Denny Beroardoni. Miss one hour and 35 minutes, non-.. banal, of sources: some 
Jones is an exceptionally light stop, and it's first on the' 4-Eockettes high-kicking, lots of 
dantfef, while Miss Bernar-. program (which should be hip wiggling, fighting and 
doni .excels in dramatics, changed). Along about 9:30 biting. Most of this is spdof. 
Each performs delightfully,- p.m., it's not quite as magical but spoof can surfeit. Often 
aided by Whit Haworth, a as jt could have been. Afjjprops substitute for move-
professional dancer on loan 5 } Shepherd has attempted a '^ment, as in the "Seven Deadly 
from Houston Ballet. f|^|^^total theater wort?, including Addictions" dance when the 
: HAWORTH is a 'manly modern dance, song, prose^Midea of heroin is expressed 
His ballet'mdv&s^wif tly A€olin. with free, easy leaps lighting and inventive musical throughatangsizeplasticnee?^ 
with light comic touches, a and an engaging confidence.,, accompaniment, including an die. 
array of special effects such.H There are a few arresting' 
as tearing paper. Vcimoments: the point at which 
This is a work full of iri^fthe daiwiers ring the rim of the 
teresting moments, but they" - stage, expanding that space, 
somehow don't combine into#^and Faustus' and Mar^-
Margarette's cosmic swirl) 
on an; emtfiystakk" • 
.y. .V/"- "j.vr *Y-. ; 
V MARY SAMES, as Marjr 
Margarette, manages to 
maintain an intensity of feel­
ing which is one of the few 
connective threads in the 
work, and Daniel P. Jones as 
Faustus manages a serious 
What "Faustus" is short on afld solid performance. 
fife INTERSTATE THEATRES 
m u s t: wes pe c t 
Shepherd's — and contem­
porary choreographers' — 
attempts to find new ways of 
moving, new food for dance 
and theater thought. -We can­
not continue to move as we did 
in the 18th Century. 
i* * 
But Wheri;^'Fille Mai 
Gardee" seems theatrically 
more advanced than one of 
these modern works, one must 
conclude that we still have 
much to learn from the past. 





j Cote toy TECHNICOLOR 
* A flmmount Pictures 
GENE HACKMAN IN | 
® MM 1 
i,  ̂ The^n* 
Convwsobon 
VNNA. Product lOtftctod bv 
After the sun has set 
and the night wind has dried 
comes the hour of... 
i Lou Shaw Produdfon'TThe Ba|PeOple',s»arnng t 
Stewart Moss • Marianne McAndrew • COLOR BY DELUJ 
o-starring Michael Palaki r- Paul Garr • Music by Artie Kane jjj 
Written and Produced by Lou Shaw - Directed by Jerry Jameson 
it- X 











and the Mob v 
never had it 
so BAAAA01 
.•jHjT'wgowiiir ,.i fSUGAR HRJ.' 
v MARK) E)EY -ROBERT QUARRY -DON PEDRO COLLEY > amyamne «BBS »qH*BOUMMON ZMMCULLY 
• »•».•« tmmu.r awMkium Km 







s^'Dance! Dance! Dancef" 
£dntinues< nightly through 
April 27, except Sunday 
evenings. Tickets are 
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( \ WONIMBRBflND 
HCIUSIVE 
SOUTHWESTERN PREMIERE! 
gonel/ the romance 












i- x t Sis&m 
" The annual spring concert 
of the University A Cappella 
Choir will be presented at 8 
p.m. Thursday in the Music 
Building Recital Hall. : 




1930 USI RIVBtSIN DRIVE 
44Mt* 
BEST SUPPORTING 
actor ^ a 
John Houseman 
140-3:25-5:3Q-7:35-9:40-$1.00 til 5 
TRANSi^-TEXAS 
U R N E T  m e / n  
Bare* toad -46W933 
OPEN 7JO Ft A. t-M ' 
COME EARLY DINE WITH US 
TWO ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS 
„ TATUM O'NEAL JACK LEMMON 
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS BEST ACTOR 
•VUI flKU s | JackLemmoninhis ^ 
v mo5tknportant 
. * Etf dramatic role since 
1 w TheDaysof 
• Wineamd Roses!'& 
"MTU 





•moon-'S/VE THE TTGEK' 
AT ccHtMng JACK GILFORD 
8:30 & Ijg kcoui*Aiwwaum ncn* 
12:20 S AT 10:30 ONLY ilt 
TRANS-A-TEXAS  ̂
,11 j'v 11,1 HCIUSIVI OPEN 1:45 
>11 Wit if 11 AUSTIN FIA. 2-4-44-10 
2280 HMtsctJMn—4SH641 «<0WIN6 REDUCED PRICES TIL 4:15 
FROM THE MAKERS OF "SOUNDER" 
I 
FEATURES: 6:35-8:10-9:45 
• CANDY BARR 
AND A HOST OF OTHERS IN 
"THE EROTIC FILM 
CIRCUS" (X) 
Unlike the ''Best of the Netv York Erotic Film Festival'..., the ma­
jority of pictures in this group are both erotic and amusing ... 
"The one to wait for, without a doubt* is 'Apple Knockers and 
Coke', a short stag film made around 1948 with a very young, very 
abject-looking Marilyn Monroe. She walks in front of the camera, sits 
down beneath a fake tree and commences q slow strip-tease, later roll­
ing an apple up and down the famous torso and sipping a coke." 
Doria Mills, Washington Star News 
$1.00 til 5 MONDAY thru FRIDAY 
ON ALL FEATURES EXCEPT 
MUSKETEERS 
Village Cinema Four 








i«j " s»wM« ii»« -<#n32 
This time the bullets 
Are hitting pretty - «flHD 
cfosetohome! »-TiCHHICOU»a 
FEATURES 
I TRANS + rgXAQ 











00 til 5MON.-FRI 
H 
NOSTALGIC LOOK 
AT THE FUTURE 
WM •, 1:40-3:20-5:00-6:40 
8:20-10:00 
r*St5S5s5wJB 
ft MHURI,: •3-.504J0-»:20 
$i oo m s woii.-ror. 
TO 
SfpSZSB! 
FRANKIt HOWERD1TUP POMPEII'' 
_CmfM WkltidHoiim BtfanMntrty LmiPtrdra BBI 
I April 18, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
Gordon. Lamb,. the 52-voice 
mixed group, will perform a 
program which includes Dello 
Joio's "To St. Cecelia," 
Gabrieli's "Beata Est Virgo," 
Brahmn'is "Nanie," Gail 
Kubik's "Little Bird" and 
Juan de Esquivel's "O Quam 
Gloriosum." 
: The event is open to the 
public free of charge. \ 
The Universi ty Varsity 
Concert Band and Honors 
Concert Band will present a-
joint concert at 8 p.m. Thurs-
,day in the Texas Union Main, 
Ballroom. 
ij James G. Hejl, assistant' 
director of bands, will direct, 
the Honors Band, and John* 
Hammerle, assistant to; 
Director of Bands yincent R. 
DiNino, will condudt the Var­
sity Band. 
The program will be open to 
the public free of charge. 
THIS TIMt rHtUttlMTSAU 
MI F TWO mm emu ro 














1*30 IAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
441-54W 
'I havenl hod such o good time 
at a new ma/ie in years." 








SEE THE WORLD'S LARGEST 
PAINTING OF "THE 
THREE MUSKETEERS" 111 
12:30-2:40 
IIIIF .,4:50-7:00-9:15 




1:2 5-4:05 . 
6 4 5-9:25 
BARGAIN MATINEE 
MON.-THUR. 





IF YOU CAN m§ 
NAME THIS W* 
MYTHOLOGICAL FiOURE • 
iJl YOU CAIN WIN FREE POPCORN-* 
He's ^ 
X ra tea ,  
and 
animated! 
 ̂IIMMII fi>imin nnu. 
;< 
A 





Where the Ulles Bloom;" produced by Robert B. Rad-
«"«; directed by William A. Graham; screenplay by Earl 
Hamner Jr.starring Julie Gbolton and Ham Dean Stan, 
ton; at the Americana. 
By PAUL BEUTEL 
Texan Staff Writer 
The trouble with a movie like "Where the Lilies Bloom" i$ 
that it's so simplistic and unpretentious that even though 1 
didn't really enjoy watching it, I can't bring myself to 
sincerely knock it. Thus, I suppose the least I can do is pass., 
along a bit of warning. \. . 
The film was produced by Robert B. Radnitz^ long time 
producer of "fatfifly-type" films who finally hit the Big Time 
with 1972's "Sounder." Radiate' films generally have been 
regarded, as good entertainment for children and moderately 
interesting for adults — stories which are relatively realistic 
and void of Disney-esque cutesies and special effects, 
iff. "Where the Lilies Bloom" attempts with partial success to 
capture the same type of sentiment as did the excellent 
^'Sounder," but since the screenplay was adapted (from the 
dewberry Award-winning book by Vera and Bill Cleaves) by 
"The Waltons'," Earl Hamner Jr., we get a share of that 
particular cute-and-warm style of sentiment and tyimor, too 
THE- STORY concerns a present-day family of 





, a , 
Sen. Sam Ervin will be the 
guest on "The Dick Cavett 
Show," Thursday's Wide 
World of Entertainment 





7 The Waltons 'i -
v',', » The Advocates , '*'• * '• -
. ' 24 Chopper One 





three girls (onfe an appealing 16-ish, one a level-headed li-
year-old and the Other afrreschool Adorable Cherub) and j*: 
boy (whom I would guess isaround 12) have been motherless 
.for a good while. 
When their sickly but hard-working father realizes be is 
going to die, he takes 14-year-old Mary Call aside and tells 
her it will be up to her to keep the family together. 
He makes Mary promise not to bring in any doctors,s 
preachers or undertakers, as any news of his death would 
esult in the children being sent to an orphanage. Further-, 
ore, Mary is not to ftermit the eldest daughter to marry 
m^vaiser Pease, the landlord whom their father regards as 
^nothing short of a scoundrel. 
Thus, the bulk of the film concerns the children's efforts to 
^maintain the family, make a living and keep their father's 
Afteath a secret, and the tremendous physical and emotional 
f/^jburden the ordeal places upon Mary. 
RADNITZ CAST the film almost exclusively with non-
j%rofessionals, producing mixed results. For a while, the 
#iatural freshness of the children (particularly Julie Gholson 
Mary) is affecting — their lack of professional technique 
sJ^eems appropriate for the unspoiled nature ortheir surroun­
dings. 
Eventually, however, the nonprofessionalism becomes 
orritati^g, and the gee-but-they're-trying-so-hard syndrome 
w"'' in. 
William A. Graham's direction Is merely functional; we 
get the feeling he was working heavily under Radnitz' con­
trol, thus confirming the suspicion that "Sounder's" success 
Was due more to the success of Martin Ritt at the directoral 
helm than from Radnitz' serving as producerv 
Radnitz is one of the few producers around whose name 
above the title — like Ross Hunter's — supposedly, signals a 
certain quality of production and box office response. In fact, 
"Lilies" is billed as "a.Robert B. Radnitz film/' ' 
lUTT KNEW how to wring the emotions effectively % 
"Sounder." He and his excellent cast dug right into the meat 
of the feelings — both adult and child. We were able to get in­
side the characters and Experience the emotions of family 
love from their sources. 
Graham and Radnitz maintain, perhaps inadvertently, a „ 
slight quality of distance from the sentiments' of these 
children in "Lilies." Part of this stems from Mary Call's f • 
John-Boy Walton style of narration; apart from the 
limitations of the cast: 
But as I said earlier, the simplicity and lack of aspiration 
of the film make it difficult for me to brand it a,failure, 
because within the limitations of its Own terms, I don't think 
it is. ^Lilies" doesn't aim its sights at a high target of 
success',, It's a "small" movie, and there's really nothing 
wrong with that. 
MANY PEOPLE well may enjoy the film as such. And it's 
certainly a better movie to take children to than a lot of re­
cent Disney studio products. 
Yet after the extraordinarily rich emotional experiences 
of Radnitz and ftitt's- "Sounder" and Ritt's current 
"Conrack,'* I felt cheated. 
Shucks. -' 
..ft; 
 '' »( * ; ' 
mmm 
9 War and Peace® 
24 Kong Fo S 
34 Ironside ksEaVsS 
24 The Streets 6T San FranclseaS 
36 Music Country, U S.A  ̂
10 pjll. ''.'O.v";-. '.! • -•I':-" -1.': • ' 
1 9 Book Beat, •» ' 
24, 36 News ' ' -
10:90 pin. -
7 News " • ''1 ' 
9 Nova • ' ••y-
• 24 Wide World of Entertainment;, 
"The Dick Cavett Show" , v 
36 Tonight Show ,v' - VJ 
11 pj« 
W7' Movie: "Waco," starring Jat\e 
.• Russell and Howard Keel 
11:30 p.m 
" 9 Oay at Night , . 'M, 
1  A 3  
(tdltor'i Not*: Panlon and Dawn 
Splv»y, who pwpoi»d rtib column, an 
Meal oitr»loy«i» ip«t|nlhlng In natol 
cham, pmonal inl*nrl*w>, analyth and 
otlrology do«w».) ' 
ARIES: Combine goodwill and compassion 
when ̂ relating to people and 
situations today.' ; . 
TAURUS; A realistic approach makes 
j your friendships and interests more 
expansive ahd beriefIclal for all con­
cerned. 
GCMINI: Your desire for social accep­
tance becomes a reality as you gain 
recognition. 
CANCnti Your desire for harmony com­
bines with a certain brilliance and 
attracts admirers or followers 
LEO: There fs gain indicated. Don't give 
in to sensual gratification. 
Something of value evolves. *• 
ViROO: Success in mergers or , 
partnerships can be expected. Har-
mony prevails. An Intensity Is felt. 
UBRA: Be willing to offer the benefit'of' if 
the doubt, and love' eomes on your™® 
own terms. 
SCORPIO: Speculation could bring profit. 
A gain is indicated also through 
children or the theater. 
SAGITTARIUS: An Internal conflict 




. • In T«x#iil||f| 
from *2.25 up 









710 E. B«n Wlito»444-2?>6^* 
—HELD OVER 
2nd BIG WEEK 
:. BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:30 
If SHOW STARTS DUSK 
VHO WIU. SURVIV-. 
(SWAMP BBflND-HBL AHEADl 
• need to expand brings change.' ":-
CAMKOKN: You get what you want nov( 
• : almost as a "gift." Whatever It Is, 
cherish it! 
 ̂AQUARIUS: Not satisfied to be merely 
'Uj, secure, your strength and will power 
5%;' are hecessary  ̂to succeed. • . 
nsccs: There rs a combination now of ex­
travagance and an appreciation for 
the "good life." 
I We're Not REDNECK 1 
{ Barbers I 
MEDICAL ARTS 
! BARBERSHOP 
2915 Red River 477-0691 j 
iNrtwwSTwuBts KLeAsenanai 
One beautiful man. His story is true. 
PANAVISION* 
COLORS* DELUXE" 














D E C S  
GO WEST  ̂:30-6:45 
DAY at the RACES 3:00-8:15 
NIGHT attlwOPEAAs :00-10:15 
$1.25 p*r feature 
$1.00 per film for 2 or more 
II 
40-10 
m TONIGHTI TONIGHTl 






«s «; '-V l V « 1 r 
QUARIUS-4  
roo vnt andcmch omk ui«a 
MtWP Stl tttlMf-lfcO ' -L 
•̂•1: ON UUMT Win MMt M4-IIII 
M " MATUR* TU«S •' ; 
«j«M:»Mi0O4:4O.lt9S.1OiOi 
UFPC 
OUR 20th ANNIVERSARY 





directed by Jean Rioueh 
,yA> a film maker, Jean Rouch hat been at the forefront of every 
major technological InnowoHen In sixteen millimeter, and, more Im­
portantly, at the center of an' African world changing from 
colonialism to neo-colonlal independence," 
trts and Theatre Committee 
UNANIMOUSLY ACCLAIMED ASl 
'ONE OF THE ALL TIME GREAT FILHSI' 







7 & 9 P.M. 





If8 tr ^ F* * 




The ultimate in 
Martial Arts adventure 
and excitement! 
S.-NN, ALEC FIUINNESS -ANTHONY QUINN JACK HAWKINS -JOSE FERRER' 
ANTHONY QUAYLE CLAUDE RAINS ARTHUR KENNEDY «IH OMAR SHARIF -S7 
mtrwJuCing PETER O'TOOLE I! UWRUCE- Scnmpliy by ROBERT BOLT Produntf ty SAM SPIEGEL I 
DirMM by DAVID LEAN Pheiogrbph«d 10 SUPER PANAVISION 70* 
' '• • « AH««on PiclurainTECHNICOLOR* 
Tonight - — $1.00 Students, 
' hwlty, SfaH 
7 P-m- . *] S0 Members 
Tonight! 
SECOND BREATH n 
• v/trflrfo// -Av 
"Melville's SECOND BREATH it 
classic of its kind), a meticulously 
premedited film that never appears 
purely functional in its progression 
towards final slaughter and redemp. 
tion... - *** 
Cowie. 70 Years of Cinema 










4 Smtvlcw tt tht Dtpitmitt of 
jf' i WHERE WERE YOU IN THE 
TONIGHrA^I2:( 
COME AND HUDDLE WITH. 








*\710 E. B«n WMW4<4.22»6/7 
HELD OVER  ̂
4th AND FINAL WEEK 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:30 
1 SHOW STARTS DUSK } 
BUTCH & THE KID 
RE BACKlJ 
Just for the fun of it! 
NEWMAN 
PLEASANT VAUEY 
JUST OFF EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 444-3222 









"BUTCH CASSIDV AND 
THESUHDANaKIP" 
; P»n»yi»ion* • Color by 
J.M 




BEST STORY AND SCREENPLAY (Original) 
BEST FILM EDITING • BEST ART DIRECTION 




A GEORGE ROV HILL FILM 
M7HE STING" 
AMCHARDD.ZANUCKA>MCFIROMMnCttNWnQN 
«Wl> l«Wk - )' 
ID S. WARD GEORGE RCVHBi TONY BILL MICHAEL 
,*bnd JUUA PHILLIPS Ttttwctxos* *uMvt(«4pioiu« Hi 4D-
" "  " •  • •  » • » » » » m%"e 
HEIO OVERI 
FEA. 2 -̂6.8-10 
MITCH ftimiODAMMCXI 
'BUTCH CASSISY AND 
RawMo< •Color by 
$1.Wlil«|M« 
. KATtIRt Tim$ 
CWSo(ly " '"Diaiu - [• 





SATURDAY NITE ONLY.taion 
P/us Famous W.C. Fields short 
$1.50 . 
Jester Aud, 
m Thursda#April 18^1974 THE DAILYjraXJ^^Pa|Viii 
Benefit for Notional Organization 






















i'ui " RATES 
15 wprd minimum ' SiC 
Each word one time i.&i&i.. <f .10 
Each word 2-4 time*. Sir At...! .09 
Each word 5-9 times — S .07 
Each word 10 or more times.. i .06 
Student rate each time&/»...s .75 
Classified Display 
1 col. x 1 inch one timrfwrt;.. $2.94 
1 col. x 1 inch 2-9 times. . . . .. .*2.46 
1 col..x 1 .inch tin or more times S2.37 
OBAOiMC SCHSOUtl 
Monday TtxOn hWov , ,...100 p.m. 
Tuesday Taxon Manoay ...,10:00 a.m. 
. W<d»*»doy T«ran Tvatday.. 10:00 a.m. 
thunday Taxah W«dn*w lay .10s00 a.m. 
Friday T«xan Thvnday. ; .10:00 a.m. 
"In tha avanl of trrc ir» nwdo in an 
•dwertkoAwif, immtdMi notkormitt bo 
«IVIA a* tho pwUithm «r 
: only ONt loeowet mwrtti 
o responsible hi 
MI. Andbimtfer 
odjirtlmMH iKwU bo. mode not later 
- HMd~30 d«yt aftor pubU tarten.^< ^ 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
IS word minimum each day . .* .75 
Each additional word each days .05 
1 col. x 1 inch each day.. S2.37 
"Unclassif ieds" 1 line 3 days . SI .00 
(Prepaid; No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipts and pay in advance in TSP 
Bldfl. 3.200 (25th & Whitis) from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 









s-FURN. APARTS. • FURN. APARTS. B FURN. APARTS. 1 FURN. APARTS. H FURN. APARTS. • FURN. APARTS 
StHE WIZARD'S JAR 
klftvites you to its liquidation sale April 16 
- April 27. we have to vacate our store on® 
April 28 so this is it folks. Our entire^ 
stock of old and antique clothes, iewetry.g; 
and housewares will be cut tothe bone - ,no... -... 
dealers' prices to the public of 40% off 708 W. 34Tn 
' retail. Come between 10:30 • 5:30 p.m. ... 
(except Sunday) to get in on the tremen- y 
' 1716 San Antonio St.fi 
SKJiS 
Jul"1 1% v" u' 
I* 





Your time is valuable 
TREES & VIEWST- TANGLEWOOD 
EAST I EFFICIENCIES ' ^>ce 2 bedrooms furn. or unfurn only FROM J119 plus E. 
min from downtown, 5 mm. from UT. "• -''W BPHOnnMs^W • wni 
Largewalk-mj, extra storage; private I DC U IvUwIVliJ.iSj I T .  I P R U  I  I _ I .  I R R W  •  U .  
' balconies, lots of glass From $179 plus - CUMTTI A "URRY* MURRY-.I^GJ^ 
:.E. OAK KNOLL, 620 South 1st fuse" FURNISHED OH SHUTTLE immor 
iiTlmbercreek entrance). 444*1269, 47?-, ; ^ 38TH 8. 
Cen'ra I* AI r^Heat* ^|T ~ - ^ BarrJ °^pany- GILLINGWATER CO.' 
Dishwasher 
f- - Fully Carpeted 








ZIG ZAGS $56 
FOR SALE) 
Auto 
f&^<3&TRIUMPH SPITFIRE Mai* II. 1966.: 
".-^Recently rebuilt, needs some work, will. 
tiate. 3000 Catallna, affer 5:00. 
'̂-1973 PONTIAC FIREBIRD. 12.000 miles, ' 
^ cylinders, 3-speed stick transmission, 
-*V '.w,kAM/FM stereo, orange and white, low 
L-- .^gasoline consumption. $2995. Call 478-
,5265 • 
l- \ , tim VOLVO 1800E. Automatic transmis-
< . iion, AM/FM radio, leather upholstery, 
'air conditioning. S3,000. Keep trying 474-
•I' •• -2022. " 
1964 BUICK La Sabre. Superb condition, 
o - • ."fine engine, air conditioning, great tires; 
..new muffler. M00.'471-5093. 
•  •  • '  •  :  •  '  
'{ ' '69 LTD, dean, auto, air, 17 mpg., must 
sell immediately. S700. 385-0837, John, 
after 5. 
1963 SPITFIRE 4. Semperit radlais, 
''mags, roll bar, tow bar, new interior, 
, many extras. 38 mpg. Excellent body 
and mechanical condition. $1200 or best 
'offer. 476-7998. 
, 1966 PLYMOUTH BARRACUDA. AC 
AT, RSiH, good transportation. $395 or 
make offer. 258-1015. 
1966 MUSTANG 2 plus* 2 Fastback 
" custom interior, 289,3speed, s850, Phone 
. 327-0925. 
Jusf received in original factory-cartons 
3 Zig 2ag Singers that make buttonholes, 
sew on buttons, do decorative stitches 8, 
monograms — much more. Inspect to-;; 
day, UNITED FREIGHT SALES 6535 
W. Lamar, Mon..F,ri. 9-9, Sat. 9-6. 
TOP CASH PRICES'pald for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Olamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-6877. 
FOR RENT - Cameras, Lens, Prolec-
tors, Accessories. The Rental Depart­
ment at Capitol Camera. 476-3581, Dobie 
Malt. 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing. All sizes to choose from. $3.00 • 
up. 2201 Airport Blvd. 
.70 CARAT FLAWLESS Diamond ring• 
set. Must sell, accept any reasonable 
offer. 451-2241 after 11 a.m. 
MUST SELL CANON FTQL with 
50mm/1.4 lens, $200. Vivitar 90 - 230mm 
T4 zoom lens with adapter, $135. Vivitar 
180 flash with recharger, $25; Vivitar 
skylight and polarizer filters, $7. Will 
„ sell separately, or all together as a 
whole, $385. Call Zag, 452-1551. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, side 
railings, curved foot boards. Doubles, 
and singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
WATER SKI. Western Wood competition 
Slalom. Maharajah bindings. New, 
W.W.'s best ski! $75. Caly, 453-1078. 
CAME RAS30%-50% OFF. Olympus OM-
.1, fl.2. List $579, only $280.. Camera 
,Obscura, : 478--5187 evenings. 
BankAmericard, MasterCharge. 
BAR SIZE REFRIGERATOR, $65. «" 
black light with poster, $15.3-speed win­
dow fan, $10. Fischer ski's, poles, 8> 
boots, $50. Polaroid camera, $10. Air in 
Walk 
711 W. 32nd 
Buckingham 
Square 
T BR Furn - $145 t * i 
ALL BILLS PAID 







$£<£ weekends , 5 
™$155 ABB 
1 bedrooms 
shag • paneling 
giant walk-Ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 
s * v Barry GMIIngwater Company , 
4'j BLOCKS TO CAMPUS 
1907 SAN GABRIEL t 
SUMMER-FALL RESERVATIONS 
Upperclassmert; :air conditioned, T 
.bedroom, full kitchen, bath, quiet, lots of 
parking, amid 1 person $130 mo., 2 per-. . 
•isoris $135 mo. plus electricity. Summefv' 
•'Rales $5 mo. less per person. .453-32354?^ 
Start Now! 
2 BR Furn. $140 
1 BR Furn. $120-$125-r1 i 
Nice shag carpet - central air-
Large pool 







• • <•»*<. 
J-;- ^ Summer Rates Sfart Todayilfesv 
- "'>!•» lUOMi BA; 3 BR, 3 BA» 
2604 Manor Road 477-1064, 
1 BR, 1 BA; 2 BR, 
$155, $210, . $290 
Large Pool • All Bills Paid 
Move In Today! 
• Best Rate on thevLake ; 





^ ; - '> '. ,•. y; 
Special Student Rates 
1 BR $115 - $125 
• Small friendly complex &:! 
• Pool and patio area '• 
• Shuttle bus corner 
3501 Speedway 472-4893-. 
Motorcycles 
'72 SUZUKI 380. $675; 478-2690 mornings. 
Included Bell helmet. 
1971 HONDA 350CB. Excellent condition, 
extras. Best offer over $500.453-3666,451-
4484. 
1969 HONDA 160cc Reliable, Great Con-
> dition. $225. 474-5244. 
LEAVING IN MAY. must sell. 1471650cc 
Triumph TR6, $595.471-2487, 1313 Jester 
West. 
HONDA CB450. Excellent condition, 
$600. 474-4424 afternoons, evenings. 
Stereo 
PIONEER CS-64 10". 3 way Speaker 
system. 2 months old. New $240, asking 
$185. 454-1324 before W ajn^ after t:R 
p.m.' ' 
MUST SELL Pioneer <28 amplifier 
receiver. Also pair of 6C( speakers. Best 
offer. 47645>9. 
MC-2000 REALISTte component stereo. 
AM/FM Garrard turntable 3" tweeter, 
7" woofer. SiSO. Hoover Dial-a-AAatic 
vacuum, attachments $30. 451-4817. 
BOGEN stereo ampfifier, Rekokut 
manual turntable, both in excellent con­
dition, $100. 47*4162. after 5 p.m. 
MARANTZ 4060Quad amplifier. Total 60 
rms. Never used. Ust $300; sell $195. In 
like-new condition. Prices negotiable. 
After 4 p.m., 476-8634. 
M' GLASSPAR G-3 boat and trailer, 60 
horsepower Mercury. All skiing equips 
ment. Like new condition. $950 or best . 
offer. 476-8634 after 4 p.m. 
TC110 SONY cassette recorder. 2 weeks 
old. $90. 475-3856, 459-5917 after S. 
INDOOR ANO TROPICAL plant sale, 
r 4407 Avenue H. On Waller Creek across 
from Elizabet Ney Museum. 
FRESH GULF SHRIMP. 478-6316 after 
5, weekends. "Delivery over ten lbs. 2Vi 
and 5 lbs. boxes. 
SAILBOAT, Dolphin Jr., New sail, 
sailbag, car rack. 47^9284. 
BEDROOM FURNITURE. Che*t, 
dresser with mirror, nightstand, white 
oak and good condition. $50. 2835 San 
Gabriel. 472-0670. ' 
TAKE PICTURES of your "Aura," with 
a Kirlian photography kit. Large quanti­
ty shipment expected. For more infor­
mation call 474-4879. 
EXQUISITE EMERALD CUT, 86 pt. 
diamond solitaire, below retail. Write 
Classifieds, P.O. Box D-l. Austin 78712. 
NEW LEATHER Basketball, must sell, 




1 BR Furn. $120 • $133 
Shag Carpet, Central Air, Pool, Shuttle 
Bus Corner 
1315 Norwalk Ln. 
478-1874 
Chez Jacques ' 
Apts. 
SUMMER & FALL LEASING 
1 BR, Furn. $135 plus Elec. 
BRIGHT SHAG CARPET 
DISHWASHER, POOL 
1302 W. 24th 477-1292 
SHUTTLE $US CORNER 
Long view Apts. 
Special Student Rate 
1 BR, $135 2 BR, $160 
Central air, fully carpeted, nice pool, 
patio area. 
Shuttle Bus Front Door % 
2406 Longview 472-531? 
^ AAARK IV APTS. 
SUMMER RATES NOW 
. 1 BR Furn., $130 
/Small friendly, complex. Pool. Fully 
carpeted. Water S. Gas Paid. Central air 
conditioning 
s 3100 Speedway 477-1685 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
.'108 plus E 
•  Color fu l  Shag 
Carpet 
• Central Air -
. • Pool .; -
• Shuttle Bus 3 Blks 
•  Summer Rates-
Start Today 
RETREAT APTS. 
4400 AVE. A 459-0058 
MOVE IN TODAY! 
LA CANADA APTS. 
Signing Summer Leases 
1 BR, $150 2 BR, $180 
' ' ALL .BILLS PAID 
Pretty shag carpet, dishwasher^ pool 
Shuttle Bus Corner Walk to Campus 
1300 W. 24th 472-1598 
-. kENRAY Apartments and.Townhouse* , 
_^ujnder new.oiMn«cshlp,-2l22 Hancock Dr^-s.i 
next to Americana Theater, walking dls-
•tance of North. Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuffle 
-£nd Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
. townhouses, extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
pickUp, pool, maid service if desired, 
• ,'i.woshateria in complex. See owners. Apt. r. 
113 or (all 451-4848 
LIVE NEAR CAMPUS 
SUMMER -  FAL£  
RESERVATIONS NOW 
Air conditioned, 2 bedroom efficiencies 
for 2 or 3 persons, quiet, parking, maid. 
$75 month each 2 persons, $60 month 
each for 3 persons. Fall rates - SS/month 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
4 Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
.apartments available. Carpeted, 





926-7107 affer 5:00 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar.. Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED in-
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all' 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music, 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 




Summer Leasing Now 
1 BR, $110- $120 
Small, friendiy complex, pool, new shag 
carpet, water 8, gas paid by owner. 
1307 Norwalk Ln„ 472-2627 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
Establishment 
§ Apts. 
- SIGNING SUMMER LEASES 
$110 
SMALL, COZY, BUT BRIGHT 
AND HAPPY, TOO! 
SHAG CARPET - DISHWASHER 
4400 AVE. B 451-4584 
SU ROCA 
APTS. 
SUMMER & FALL LEASING 
1 BR, $135 
Dishwasher • Nice Pool 
Covered Parking - Paneling 
2400 Longview 478-5203 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
KINGSTON VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
2 B«20° $230™' "°'repl«ce 
TANGLEWOOD 
NORTH 
Summer Rates Start Today . 
1 BR $140-$155 
2 BR $165 - $175 
•  A/C Paid 
• Bright Shag Carpet 
• 2 Large Pools 
• Shuttle Bus Corner 




Summer Rates Start Now 
2 BR Furn. $125 - $135 
1 BR. Furn. $115r 
Central Air Conditioning, Carpeting, 
Large Pool 
Ride Bike to UT 
2401 Manor Road 
474-4665 
$240 
All Bills Paid and 
Cable TV 
6855 U.S. 290 E 
Berkman Dr. Exit 
$250 
WHY 
MCINTOSH 5100 amp, Marantz 115 
tuner, large A vents. Kenwood audio 
scope. AR turntable V-15 type-tl. Im­
proved fantastic sound, all equipment 
like new. $1175 Or best offer, 47M985. 
MUST SELL BSR 810 turntable with 
Shure M91E. Perfect condition, $110 or 
best offer. 441-7572. 
COMPONENTS. 
1974 Component sets (only 3) complete 
with speakers and dust covers. To be 
sold lor $88.00 each. Cash or terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 6535 N. 
Lamar. Monday-Friday 9 to9, Saturday 
9 to 6 
AX-7000-GARRARD 
Garrard's famous professional turntable 
is the heart ot the AX-7000-Garrard 
stereo system 250 watt amplifier and 
precision AM/FM multiplex stereo tuner 
with FET circuitry, AIR SUSPENSION 
3 way 10 speaker system. Features 
heavy duty 8" woofer, 5'«" midrange, 4" 
horn tweeter, and 3' a duocone tweeter 
in each speaker enclosure, l year 
guarantee on parts and labor. Lists at' 
SS29 tut-witt sell at $299. Cash or Terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 6535 N. 
Lamar. Monday-Friday 9-9, Saturday 9-6 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
GIBSON ES335, $325; 50-watt Marshall, 
month old, four 12" Lansings, $600. Must 
sell. 472-9495 before 1:00. 
ZANE BECK PEDAL steel guitar. Top 
model single-neck. 5 pedals, knee lever, 
perfect working order. 471-7616. 
RCA CONSUC - beautiful color TV, 
stereo, AM/FM radio combination in 
solid oak cabinets. Excellent condition. 
$550. 477-3001 after 5p,m. 
THE VINEYARD 
& SNOOTY FOX 
New Ultra Modern Apts. 










ALL BILLS PAID 




24 Hour Phone Service 





MYRTLE" -  W ILL I  AMS &  
ASSOC. 2900 Cole 
472-7201 324 South Congress 
'&•••>•• WOODWARD APARTMENTS .? 
i 1722 E Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
1, 2, or 3 bedrooms 
•unfurnished or furnished ' • " 
From $140 - $265 » '< 
i"2 swimming pools; playgrounds, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
•to UT, minutes to B.A.F.B., steps from' 




MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
' bus, new shopping center, 290 and 
Koenig Lane. Call today. 
\S .  > ,  -  r  472-8278, 9-6 and ~ V '  "  
892-2215, 6-9 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only, 
Town Lake Apartments will give a 
substantial rent discount to UT students. 
. On Town Lake, cable, all bills paid, 
disposal, telephone iacks, laundry 
; facilities, club room, pool, pets, spacious 
efficiency.: 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus. 
Lease now; mike this a great summer. 
1500 East Riverside, 444-1458, 444-3750. 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. 
Summer rates, Start $135 - $185. Also, 
leasing for fall. 2 bedroom 2 bath, V 
bedroom 1 bath. Close to campus; shuttle 
bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range;- disposal, refrigerator, 
large closets, private, pantry, storage, 




Luxury 1 bedroom and ef­
ficiency apartments, with cen-
t r a l  a i r ,  ca rpe ted .  
D i shwashe r ,  l aund ry  
facilities, TV cable. - i 
Walking Distance UT 
'/3 Block to Shuttle Bus 
Fantastic Reduction 
On Summer Lease . 
NOW $105 to $119 
Water & Gas Paid 
Manager Apt. 103 
104 E. 32nd 
476-5940 If no answer, call 345-4555 
4105 Speedway 
451-2832, If no answer, call 345-4555 
FALL LEASE NOW 
EASY WALK 





LA CAS ITA 
APTS. 




311 East 31st 
451-6533 
Why waste time on a 
, •*; Walk to class. 
Old Main Apartment' '< 
Unique Efficiencies. Fur­
nished. All BillsPaid. 25th and 
. Pearl. SI25 and up. 477-0770. 
i PALO BLANCO 
APARTMENTS 
( Furnished one bedroom apart-
) •'; ment. 3 vacancies.f. s.---, 
r.\: 911 Blanco 
* 47W'039-:";'3ISvil.:? 
A DR A • * PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
AK BA 'UN . efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near S H UTT infield shuttle. SI 10 nlus Elect. 1211 
Huge & 2 Bedrooms furn. or unforiî ; 
with large walMnS/ beautiful landscape - - -
Ino. From $154 ABP. 1100 Relnli. 452- P,l-E^UR DE^^LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
.J™, a„ iM- qiirrv filiHnftwntrr Cam. '.$W0«»t. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to >, 3202, 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater Lom- campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
HIpHLAND M^LL, 
Enfiel $1 p
West-8th (Off Blanco) 476-3895, 472-4162 
Barry Gillingwater Company. 







NEED A COMPANION? Beautiful AKC 
Irish Setter pu 
282-1708 after • 
ppies. Best in Austin, $75. 
• 5 p.m. 
Garage 
MOVING SALE. Friday-Saturday, April 
19-20: 383-D Deep. Eddy Apartments. 3 
AC s, washer, much more. 
FURN. APARTS. 
NOW LEASING new efficiency 




$l35/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd,; 477-4118. 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201. 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam ceiK 
Ing, shag carpet throughout, all bullt-ln 
kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. $134.50 
bills paid. 452-5533; 451-4533. Central 
Properties inc. 
RIDE BUS TO UT. 4 bedroom, 2 bath 
home, large tlving area and big hobby 
room. All for $24,500. Located North. 
Feather Homes. 451-7697. 
$10,500. USE YOUR VA. Two bedroom, 
one toJ»th home only 10 blocks from UT, 
off 19m Street. Clean home with pay­
ment less than $100 month. Feather 
Homes, 451-7697. 
HUGE FENCED YARD, immaculate 
three bedroom, 1V» bath home. CA/CH. 
Located South, one UocK city bus. $21,-
800. Feather HOmes, 451-7697. 
• ATTRACTIVE,, old large brick family 
home on quiet, tree-shaded street. Easy 
walk to UT, $28,500. call 478-1763 
.. evenings for appt. 
•TTw-xSr MOBILE HOME. FumKheA 
AC, washer, dryer. Shag, very 
reasonable, located UT Trailer Park. 
474-1308. 
EFFICIENCIES. $115 plus electricity. 
Pool, AC carpet, paneling, no pets. Hun­
tington Viile. 46th and Ave. A. 454-8903. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments: Good location, near cam­
pus, shopping center, and shuttle bus 
All bills paid. For more information, call 
454-9475. 
$149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533. 451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
...$i 
SUMAAER RATES NOWI Six blocks 
: from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom $150; one bedroom $120. AC 
^carpet, dishwasher, disposal walk-in 
. closets. 32nd and Interregional. 477-0010 
Off GL3-222S 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two ; 
bedrooms. Close.,to campus. Fully % 
carpeted, CA/CH.-rlch wood paneling, 
all bullt-ln kitchen. From SU9.J8." 
6309 BURN$ ........451-4561 
Stafford House 
Apts. 
1 BR Furn - $112.25 
2 BR Furn. - $128.00 
Small Friendly Complex 
Fully Carpeted 
2500 E. 22nd 476-5421 
CONTINENTAL' 
APTS. 
LEASING FOR SUMMER 
*£' 2 BR. Furn., $150 
Golf course across street, pool, central 
air cond., dishwasher. -
910 E. 40th 451-4373 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER « 
DIPLOMAT APTS. 
SIGNING SUMMER LEASES ' 
1 BR Furn., $125 
; Small; friendly complex. Central air, 
Nice shag carpet. 
1911 San Gabriel ° 474-2703 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
ANTILLES Mi 
SSooV 
TKAViS HEIGHTS DUPLEX AND 
MOUSE. Facing 2 streets, sharing 2 
iiory duplex. 2 bedroom, bath (, 
separate dining room in each 
•partment: sweet 2 bedroom house fac-
" *' oc-iifctng other street. All furnished. Fully  
:;<y!itupled, total price, $47,750 • low dawi 
' payment, easy term*. Large oak trees. 
o<g rent. IdMt home and Income tax 
5heiiv».>H-itwitfrv» totta^CaUHagy 
Avenue A.451-6533,454^423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. l  2 bedroom efficient. 
: cles, Nice pool area, study room, orien­
tal furnishings. From $IJ9 ABP 




1) , 405 East 
^  ,  -  < ,  2  Barry: -
Gillingwater Company » 
OUIET ENFIELO AREA. One bedroom 
with wilt-Ins. vaulted ceilings. Small 5a 
community living. $139.50 plus electricl-' 
'ty 101 Wat Lynn 4774871, 472-4J62 
aarry Gillingwater Co. , 
SIGNING'SUMWieff LEASES 
1 BR FURN$170-$180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
2 NICE POOLS f 
DISHWASHER FULLY 
CARPETED 
2204 ENFiELO RO. . 47M609 
SHUTTLE BUSCORNER 
^ THE WILLOWICK, 
'' ̂  _ Live in Wooded Seclusion ^ 
Larger Apartments-with shag ctrpets, 
_ modern Uvfltfure. accent wall and Con-; 
îjenient central location , " ̂   ̂̂  
I Bedroom ̂  'I .̂<r 




Efficiency, 1, 2, arid 3 
bedroom apartments.. 
Offer the solution to. 
your housing. 
The South Shore's ^entr l̂ location 
provides easy access to U.T; . 
Come by and see our new efficiency and 
1 bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town Lake. Complete with shag 
carpeting,.; accent wall, modern fur­
niture/ plus an individual deck overlook-
ing the water. 
From $145 — all bills Jfaid 
300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
., You Belong At 
EnglishAIre 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, Z and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and ail the extras 
you expect -r like laundries,, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
•be a water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, too. Come join us 
now! * prom $145 i,' . 
444-1846 
2101 Burton Dr. 
s (off East Riverside^ ' 
EL CID APTS. 
1 BR. $130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
SHUTTLE BUSiFRONT DOOR 
' , 'n ' Y . V; --
MARK XX APTS. 
1 BR - $130 2 BR - $150 
Summer Rates Start Today 





WEST OF CAMPUS 
New semt-efflclencies 
• Shag carpet, cable, gas, ' ; 
water furnished 
RED OAK, 2104 San Gabriel 
$121 Summer Rates 
477-5514, 476-7916 
MARK V 
SUMMER RATES START TODAY 
1 Br. $130 
Luxury one bedroom Apartment, fully 
carpeted, dishwasher, pool. . 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
3914 Avenue D 
,iv 453-1084 
• SUNNYVALE 
* * APTS. 
» #2 Br. Furn. 
- l Br. Furn. - $130 
% Summer Rates Start Today 
f v' >\ Private ' 
Balconies • Dishwasher 
Poof - Central Air. 441-6584 
" ^Hulp'l̂ aMS C,0RNE|,.^, 
Nicely furnished with dishwasher, dis-
Sosal. Between Lamar and Guadalupe 1 lock North of North Loop. 606 Franklin. 
Call 453-2835 or 451-4352. 
SU CASA 
203 West 39th 
451-2268 till 6 
Now leasing for summer 
; Quiet atmosphere 
' Shuttle on corner 
Pool, party room & Bar-B-Que 
. Water and Cable Paid 
1 BR, 1 BA. - $135 
2 BR.. 2 BA. - $230 
WILLOW 
CREEK 
' Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 
Summer Rates Start Today 
1 BR $155 : ... 2 BR $190 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Shuttle Bus Route 
Dishwashers - 2 Large Pools 
Security 
Clubroom, Volleyball Court 
' ,, v Move In Today . 
1901 Willow Creek- " 
444-0010 
THREE OH FIVE APARTMENTS 
Large new contemporary efficiency 
apartments leasing for Summer. $125 -
$129.50 plus electricity 
' • Walk-in closets and outside storage 
area 
• Pool • Cable 
• Laundry and parking 
• On shuttle bus route 
• Optional studio couch or double bed 
451-4364 
305 West 35th (6 blocks to campus) 
SUMMER RATES 
From $115 
910 West 26th. Large efficiencies and one 
bedroom apartments available for 
summer. CA/CH, all built-in kitchens, 
completely furnished. Walk or ride shut­
tle to University. Paneling. 
4764609 or 4516533 
Central properties. Inc. ^ 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
commun i t y  l i v i ng .  F i ve -
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 all bills paid. 
1501  K i nney  Ave .  No .  I l l  
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
SUMMER RATES 
AT CIRCLE VILLA 
, . 2323 Town lake Circle ; ̂  
SIGN A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET 1 
MONTH DURING THE SUMMER FREE 
• 1 Bedroom - unfurnished - $130 plus electricity 
2 Bedroom - 2 Bath - unfurnished - $170 plus electricity 
Shuttle bus, muzik, pool, shag carpet, small complex, 
very clean. 
Call 441-0014 or 441-3020 
HELP WANTED 
has 
• 2 'J/s Number 1 « 
positions available for 
cashiers 
• We offfer flexible hours 
• Food discounts i 
• Excellent scholarship program 
• Company profit sharing 
Apply in person after 2 p.m. 
3918 N. Lamar 
We are now taking applications for part-
time noon help. We offer: , 
$1.70 starting pay 
Scholarship program 
V2 price on food 
Profit sharing 
Apply at Holiday House No. 5 




-1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large walk-in closets 
' Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping -
405 East 31st 
472-2147. 472-4162 
. Barry Gillingwater Compan/ 
CONSUL 
ON TOWN LAKE 
New Roof - New Management 
2 and 3 bedroom townhouse and falls 
trort S180 all bills paid. Summer from 
S16S. On shuttle bus route, dishwesher, 
disposal, central air, pool, game room,?; 
Call '444-3411, or come by 1201 Tinnirt 
Ford Road, Apt. 113. Turn East off IH3S 
*E. Riverside Drive. 
Immediate Openings for help, 3, A, or 5 
days/week. Hours pf work, 4 or 5 p.m. to 
11 p.m. or i a.m. Starting wage, $1.80 per 
hour. Business administration majors 
and some retail experience preferred but 
not essential to qualify. Applications 
available at all retail stores*and district 
office, 2805 Rogge Lane. Call 926-6765 for 
appointment. 




H U N T I N G ?  
O P E N  H O U S E ,  .  
S A T U R D A Y / A P R I L  




1 All Bills 'Paw 
"irit.Sti:" • 
1IM tgmithed:1 
V.I . P i  
APARTMENTS 
St 3Jrd * Speedwey .<• 
;;?^eik UT or snuttie «i door. r 2506 Manor Road 
iput level luxuiV living. Beautiful studio: ; ^ Students Welcome 
unite destoned for 3-5 mature students,?";; Walk or bicvcle to dais 
New contemporary decor. Walk-in»p-S^«tEK c:fflripnr[(i& nrtlv 
pool, cable TV, shag carpat. Qulehien V 
(leyant atmosphere. ' • viwA, $50 deposit 
J(|ng site one bedrooms a^so avalleWe f̂e Lowest Rates In town 
-^4-5550"" P-"'d 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.-? 
-Choose from over 10,000 units. ' 
. Advantage Point Apt. Locate? 
s • Free r >>  




and 3 bedroom flats and townhouses. 
Fall rates - $180 and up $3 
Summer rates - $165 and up?, 
• 
fCome by The Consul on Town Take at 1201 It 
3Wn SV Tinnln Forcfl' M 
'"^(Turft east on Riverside Drive o^f ItiAM
L#a" F*" 1 Br. Forn. S160 
Dishwasher " Shao Carpat 
Central Air ft Heat ' 
477-365TT~^ 
1403 NorwfllK . 
"WDTTLS BUS CORNER 
472-9614 
Call 444-3411 U H35.) 
I^age Thursday, April 18, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
M 
FURN. APARTS. •  [URN. APARTS. 
W®r 
ffiwjgjS 
TYPING HELP WANTED SERVICES WANTED 
VILLA 
ORLEANS 
206 West 38th 
ill1 
•.fcor 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
UT. Beautiful Pool and Patio. 
Reasonable, Shuttle '/> block. 
452-33M 459-992; 4S3-4S45 
dishwasher,' 
C®SKllM W. CA/CK MM). 
HON'ESTfW 
'Sm 
North of 27th & . 
iBi EASY) LABidR 







^Lease Now for Fall to get a 
gift of one month rent. 
Students and singles will love 
our garden, pool and 
clubroam. Your own .private 
bus, sfroup trips, and many 
' other adventures for fall. i 
.'Rats and Studios from $125 ; 
308 East St. John 
, 451-8155 452-5326 
'' THREfc ELMS 
* 400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. ' 
Summer rates,-Start *135 - sits. Also 
leasing for fall. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1 
bedroom, 1 bath. Close to campus, shut­
tle bus, extra large, shag carpet, dls-
hwasher, range; disposal, refrigerator, • 
< large closets, private, patios, storage, 





RESERVE YOUR.APT. FOR SUMMER 
& FALL. Shuttle bus service at your 
;,£&« EFF. No rent till May. Walkina 




Typing, Multillthing. Binding 




wffftor without picture*^ 
' 2 Day Service • J, 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
Telephone sol ici tor s. Hours 
fj#;00 - 9:00, Mopda.y 
^frhiysday, 9;0Q - 1 :-00, 
Saturday, ;tCan be ad\$. 
justable). . 
VW PARTS AND S&RV.ICE^' 
Quality work at reasonable pr ices: Tunfeb 
,!»> up sio.SO plus parts. Free diagnosis. 
- * Estimates:, and compression checks. 
Please try usMWehave moved to tOW 
Sage Brush). Forintormatlon call83»^ 
3171. Overseas Engine and supply;; 
Thankt!. 
m 
*144, ONE BEDROOM Sao Paulo 
Apartments. Shag, pool, balconies cwsft 
H,L1- ACTS., 2520 Longview. Now ! ...... 
Km5ur5„.!!?.'•]!.•_ >»r9« !• aWM* *esponsiv«Typ|ng Service 
.carpet, 
courts. Vi block 
rates, 477-8741 
TYPING 11 
Dishwasher, disposal* i 
pool, laundry, l block tennis . hrilsSt! r 
IC shuttle. Summew-Siv. 
NOW LEASING for summer. One;f 5^4<« 
bedroom apartment and 2 bedrooms.' ' -
22fi W, J&° .W apartments. Jjsrge Fast 
CA/CH, l'A trom UT Law School, 
-..-.tie bus route, ABP. Casa Del Rio 
-Apartments. 3212 Red River, 478-0672. • 
Call  444-1930 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
One agent wilt be added #our stiaH ih 
. jtthe Austin area. Extensive training in 
f>sSe*'ate planning and business Insurant^. 
gitiFavprable, competitive positions of our 
»#£ompany means greater earnings tor 
'4^Guadalup«-i'j%-T*Erel®n,,l"ve$' Base salary of S400 -
isfeWSK • ••••':•*• "WOOand incentive bonuses for the person 
'fWSy/ wh0 Quel'Hes by passing aptitude test 
Professional 
No Hassles 4 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM. Walk to 
... , a
, . and thorough investigation. Phqne.igr .. 
. 7>v,''.appointment. 474-7757. ; "< VR 
Help Needed 
MOTHER EARTH 
Xerox or IBM ^ 
4« COPIES 
j»i(sfe:The»is-Dlssertation Reproduction, 





PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH ' 
-«nd wife seek apartment or. 
house In Austin TO r*nt for 4-4,;-
weeks in May and June. (Ap*:, 
troximately I2/May -K 0/June). Please contact : 
/Charles Ross, 617-B Madison 
Ave., Charlottsville, Virginia^? 
22903 
DRUMMER LOOKING tor estaMUNd 
band or other musicians wanting to es­
tablish a band. Gary, 454-7532. Kaep try­
ing. 
LUXURIOUS FURNISHED HOME. 
Three_b«droom, huge entertainment 







doorstep. Rentals begin at $135, all bills 
paid. Spacious efficiency, one and two 
bedrooms. Closets galore.' Party bars & 
^EXPECTED VACANCY. Large, fur^ 'every 
'•TnirSrt.?r^^rM8?n',i S»mpus^g5i!jJield for 15 years, will take meticulous 
ih^n ?'*PO*al^B5care to type law briefs, research papers, • 
"TSSL'Tft, reports, theses, and dissertations 
Manager Apt. 201.451-1375, 451-2832,34^.\tff accurately. observing proper forms.. 
. iii'.Latest model IBM Executive carbon 
sssrlbbon typewriter. All work proofread. 




On tht Drag - Next to Gourmet 
Apply in person between ll J~'' 
i^.a.m. and 2 p.m. weekdays. 
'sts«^h;and LaWar RBC/Bond Paper Super 
REWARD 120 Enfield. UT area. OI< 
Place wanted >100 and under. 478 
before ! p.m, > 
120 REWARD, want garage apartment 
north of campus. Robert, 472-307*. 
HOME FOR GOOD DOG. Collle-mU, 
housebroken, 3 yrs. old. Loves people all 
ages. 472-<2l7. 
476r|tta 
_7 _ _ jng 
eiK 7 a.m, -10 p.m, M-F 






COPY SHOP II 
m  i 
Copies 
4123 
wet bars. Private patios & balconies. 
Clubroom, game rooms, saunas, two 
pools, individual heating and cooling. 
Professional resident management. )I45 
Burton Drive at Woodland. Second red 
light east of IH 35, take Woodland exit.-
Phone 442-67(9 
" VERY SECLUDED 
*130 ALL BILLS PAID 
Efficiencies, 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments, perched on a cliff overlook­
ing a creek in one of Austin's prettiest 
shag carpeted, CA/CH, 
EFFICIENCY, carpeted, one biock-Law< 
School, S95/month. 2700 Swishery<: 
Manager apartment no. 203. 47M550. «<' 
GREAT OAK APARTMENTS. Two 
bedroom, two bath luxurious 
apartments. Near campus, one vacan­
cy.. *2*0 up. 477^33M. 
$124 - $159. GAS, WATER, and TV cable 
pald.Oneand 2bediroom, poob paneling, 
and dishwasher. Two blocks to shuttle. 
West 39th and Avep^p 45*^360, 452-
a? ' 
CAVALIERS APITS. 307 East 31st. 2 
bedroom furnished, pool, maid and 
anltor services. Walking distance to 
UT, ALL BILLS PAID. Summpr rates 
$140 up. Fall rates $210 up. 474-2791 
evetiings. 
THE CROCKETT co. 
INTERVIEWING,! 
Need a part time income? Set 
^ vyour own-hours. Be-yoor own 
IlSboss. Come by„- will give 
feisdetalls arid train. Thursday 
"" 9am - 5pm. Hancock Center, 
TEXAN DORM. 1905<1907 Nueces. Dou­
ble available at $4}.00/month. One single 
available.' Dally maid service, central 
air. Refrigerators, hot plate* allowed. 
Two blocks from campus. Co-ed. Resi­
dent Managers, 477-1740. 
BEST ACCOMODATION, single room, 
AC. 1 block campus. Summer rates. 
>t JO 
Fa(| A|fi|»HM»D'|| 
Students ""wishing to- participate %Y the fait Worit-a ^ is s in vt  ll w irttudy 
program offered by the Student Financial Aids Office must 
have their applications In by May 1. - t , - SCfgi 
The program is based on financial need and ̂ ^ sttidmsW^ 
opportunity to work on campus while attending classes. 
'"We try to place students in a department where,ihey can 
work in their own area of interest," said Jackie Smith, ad­
ministrative clerk in' the financial aids office. 
^Positions offered to students include academic assistants, lab 
research associates, reporters and cameramen for KLRN and 
law clerks in the students' attorney's office. 
Salaries range from $1.82 to |3.43 an hour, depending upon the 
" position, with students working an ayerage of 15 hours a week. 
The minimum course. load required is si* hours for grflri^atf 
students and eight hours for undergraduate students, 
There are 670 students participating in the program this^spr-
ihg and there will he 400 to 6ftP,j^rt|cipaiting in, toe sumiper 
Interested stiidentS Can go to ttie Studeni Financial Aids Of-
Mustang, 20S West 
4092. 
20th. 472-1M1. 453-
fice, 2608 Whitis Ave., and fill out„a . 
needs analysis forms 
Guadalupe TUTORING 












Complete set of OFFICE SUPPLIES* 
Drive thru wlndow fbr quick service < 




pool, built-in kitchen, beautiful fur- o«je Rcnonnu om Ann 
ni^re.513Pecan Grove, 442-809^^-;,;°^^?^ 
65M Central Properties, Inc " Speedway. 454-9294. 
. 1 : : NEAR CAMPUS. Furnished one 
bedroom. CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, 
etc. Reduced rent April • August. 476: 
5940, 451-2832. 
GREAT OAK APARTMENTS. One 
block to Law School, quiet. Luxury, two : 
bedroom, two bath, shag carpet, 
sund^ck, pool. Now renting for summer 
. ahd^ereWter. 477-3388. 
NOW LEASING super summer rates, 1 
and 2 bedroom, pool, grills, tennis courts 
dose by. *125 - *165.1200 West 40th, No. 





Located by UT courts givl i . 
nis courts In your backyi Of course, 
there are 2 swimming pools,-barbeque 
pits, and all of the other things you want. 
AND ALL AT REASONABLE RATES: 
ASPEN WOOD 
4553 Guadalupe \ 
Phone 452-4447 1 
THE BLACKSTONE , 
$64.50/ month 
Apartment living 'A block from Campus 
Individual applicants matcned with 
compatible ropmmates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
A Paraaon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. 1 block to shuttle. $149.50 
- $169.50, ABP. 
472-8253 r 472-2518. 
STUDIO APARTMENT, fireplace, 
skylight, CA/CH, cable, convenient, 900 
East 51st. *134 plus electricity. 451-3464, 
472-5219. 
LEMON TREE APARTMENTS. Ef-
fldency, quiet residential neighborhood, 
shag carpet, all bullt-ins, GA/CH, In­
dividual storerooms, laundi-y center, 
shuttle bus. Water, gas, TV cable paid. 
*123;50, Summer *iTo. 4406 Avenue C. 
459-7401, 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
SUMMER 
SPECIAL: $139 
Make a little money go a long way xtur- -
Ing Woodside's summer speciab effec'. 
tive June 1. See our spacious one arid two 
bedroom apartment with huge closets, 
beautiful decor and optional fireplaces. 
Sundeck, pool and cabana are available 
for your total relaxation. Lovely view of ; 
Austin's hills. On the shuttle bus route, 
just minutes .from the University, and 
downtown. From *139 to *204, furnished, 
WOODSIDE 
. 2200 Wiliowcreek Dr. 
444-6757 * 
ONE BLOCK from Law School. Tower-
view Apartments. Large, nicely 
decorated. Gas, water; TV cable paid. . 
*110, No pets. 472-0191. S 
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER. One 
bedroom studio, River Hills. *165 ABP. 
No deposit. 447-3091. 
QUIET ONE BEDROOM, near shuttle, 
i CA/CH, patio, *127.50 plus electricity. 
3707 Tom Green. 478-7957, 476-5694. 
TYPING 
ONE BEDROOM, kitchen, pool, three 




Austin Parachute Center \ 
For information Please call 
272-5711 anytime 
LE MARQUEE 
Close to campusi Luxury efficiencies 
S115, one bedroom *130, two bedrooms 
*170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
- 302 W. 38th 
451-2461 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated , separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom, contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
.OAK CREEK Is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced,from *129. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394. Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
FACULTY 
AND 
Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins. 6413B Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry Gilllngwater Com-
pany. . 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, , 
Highland Mall, 8. Capltol Plaja. Large 1 
& 2 bedroom with ail the extras. From 
*137.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453-7914, 472-4162. Barry 
Glllingwater Company 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new,1 & 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES, secluded location In 
Northeast off Manor Road. From *159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162. Barry Glllingwater Company. ? 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from *139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Uwn. Barry Glllingwater Company. 477>-.. 
7794, 472-4162. 
GREAT PEOPLE I Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur« 
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, *149.50 
monthly, *75 deposit; Convenient 
Bergstrom arid Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
4162. -
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - *155.00. 
.Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue, 474-1712. ^ , ; 
NORTHEAST. Huge orie and- two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From *125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
453-6308.' 472-4162. Barry Glllingwater 
Company... . 
LARGE ONE and two bedroom*. 
CA/CH, disposal, dlshvtasher, pool, shut­
tle. *150 up, ABP. -Now leasing. Ver­
sailles Apartments, 44tt Airport, 452-
8385, 
LAW SCHOOL - one block. Large one 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool: *150 up. ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. 
SAVE *40 to *50 per month on summer 
raites. Sav« slip to. *240 on year leases. 
BERMUDA 
1 TRIANGLE 
An annotated bibliography is now 
available analyzing the books, magazine 
articles, newspaper articles, cor­
respondence,' and govt, documents .on. 
the Bermuda Triangle. *1 per copy. Berr 
muda Triangle Research Center, P.O. 
Box 284, Manor, Texas, 78653. 
: PERSONAL , 
Orion - Preparations for our celestiof ex­
travaganza proceed at a meterotlc pace. 
Sidney Omar, Jean Dixon and Criswell 
are ail expected. Perhaps even an ec-
toplasmic visitation from Edgar Cay.ce 
or Harry Houdini. Reserve your seai In 
the sky on a Texas International *15 
flight-to Dallas Love Field. Evenings 
and weekends. Cassiopeia. 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zuni Indian 
iewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478- -
2079. 
PAWN LOANS made on most anything 
of value, 613 West 29th. 476-2207. 
ROOMMATES 
ROOMMATE SHARE new 3 bedroom, 
m bath house with two male graduate 
students. *72.50/month, furnished, no 
deposit/lease. 837-0304 
COOL FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 
large 2 bedroom, own bath. Shuttle. 
Pam, 474-5931, ext. 203.8-5.447-1428 after 
•S-' • 
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE share 2 
; bedroom furnished apartment. *75 plus 
electricity. Call 477-4611 after 5:00. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE. June 1 or 
earlier. Own bedroom/bath. *110 ABP. 
Town Lake area. 447-2014, 454-3781 ext 
268. Kathy. 
SUMMER ROOMMATE to Sha'e 2 
bedroom apartment on CR rbute. *79 50 
plus VI electricity. No deposit. Rick 451 
ROOMMATE NEEDEO after July 6th to 
share two bedrtiom apartment. Behind 
Capital Plaza off Cameron Rd. CR shut­
tle. *77 month plus electricity, Call 459-
9641 after six. 
rt-
ood 
A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
—law briefs 
—term papers and reports 
Prompt, Professional 
Service 
453-7577 . " 
Pick-up Service Available 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing (50* page), Printing and Binding. 
Orie block south of Riverside. At the 
' Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
• Reports, Resumes ' f S 
Theses; Letters 
All University and > c 
r" " business work 5 
Last Minute Service 
Operi 9-9 Mon-Th 6. 9-5 
SERVICE Frl"Srt 
472-8936 30A Oobie Center : 
A to Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
4720149 
Theses, Dissertations, Themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, Resumes 
- Muitilithina, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. -2507 Bridle Path, Lorraine 
"Briidy, 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFiELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
disseftations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
MABYL SMALLWQOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex-
perienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090, 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work; Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124.- ' ' 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenlg 
Lane. 459-7205. • . 
NEAT,:ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
60 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
'• 447-2737.' • 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A com-
plete service from typing through bin­
ding. Available until 10 p.m. Experienc­
ed in all fields. Near campus. 1401 Mohle 
Drive. 476-3018. : y-
CAPRICORN TYPING SERVICE. 
Reasonable rates. Quality work done on 
all student papers. Phone 477-8092, 
. 4 MENTAL HEALTH WORKER > 
1 SOUTH AUSTIN 
The Oaks unit of the Brown Schools 
>: has an opening for a person to work with 
male student* and a residential treat-
' ment center for emotionally disturbed 
: students ages 6-18. Must be able to make 
sat least 1 yrs. work committment. Must 
be over 21, have very neat; clean 
vappearance and some college preferred.-
Must be capable of providing phone 
' supervision of male students and be will-
Ing to learn and work with techniques.by 
^treating emotional disturbances. All 
: applicants must be able to work a varle-
" ty of shifts (mostly 11 p.m. - 7 a.m.). 40 
'hours per week. Starting salary 
sl.BO/hour. For information, to apply, 
:: call 478-6662, Monday - Friday. 1 
FROGS DQN'T FLY 
but crazy captions do catch the eye. Be 
happy doing the things you like best, 
talking to. people on the telephone. New 
t offices, 5 days a wiek, free parking, 
friendly atmosphere, bonuses plus 
salary, Call 451-2357 between 9:00 a.m., 
and 1:00 or between 5:p.m. and 9:00,, ; -
m" 
PROBLEM Y 
t  H P  R E G N A N C •  
Austin Maternity -Counseling Servicer 
offers residential and non-residential, 
programs. Located-2 blochfeJrom UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 47tob1. 
. Vye have been in this bu*lness, 
i ' * 51 for 50 year* ^ 
4* copies^ : 
PRESS ON 
THE TEXAS UNION 
COPY CENTER  ̂-
MATH TUTOR ING that you can Onders-
tend. 476-07S7. 
EXPERIENCED LAOY tutoring 
BlolMy 302, 303, and Chemistry 204, 301, 
302. Call 472-438* after $:00. 
PHYSICS TUTORING by experienced 
graduate student. Problem solving. 452-






ROOM & BOARD 
SELLSON DORM for Men. Excellent 
home-cooked meals. Air conditioned, 
meld, swimming pool. Now taking reser­
vations for summer and fall. 2610 Rio 
Grande, 474-5680. 
. FOR RENT. One bedroom furnished 
basement apartment.. Six blocks from : 
campus. (ISO/month, bills paid. 477-2731. 
• FEMALE HOUSEMATE 3 bedroom, 
own room, furnished, yard, shuttle, ISO 
month,-bills. 4S2-1688,1100 Clayton. in 
M-F' 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
Srices, paid daily- Call 453-7156 or come y 4301 Guadalupe. 
FLOWER SELLERS needed Thursday, 
- Friday afternoons, all day Saturday, 
Sunday. Freshest flowers, highest com­
mission. 476-3060, 453-1508, 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Union 314 
471-3616 
*Xerox, •* . 
Transparencies, 
Multilith I 
; FOREIGN CAR 
REPAIR 
Service and repair on 240-C Toyota, 
voivo,'Opels, and VW. Major Datsun, 
tuhe 
TELEPHONE OPERATORS, must 
: speak well, have neat appearance, no ex­
perience necessary, will train. Apply In 
person only. 300 East 11th, Room 134, 9 
: a.m. to 9 p.m. *1.75 per hour guaranteed 
commission plus bonus. 
WAITERS, WAITRESSES - full time 
and also temporary for May, June, July, 
August. Inn of The Hills, .1001 Junction 
Hwy. Kerrvllle, Texas or call Mrs. 
O'Hara, 1-896-2300; Reasonable housing 
available. 
ihr EXPERIENCE b, CHINESE, 
waiter/waitress. Speak fluent English. 
Part-time, full-time. .Call between 4:00.• 
p.m., 5:00 p.m. 452-5704. 
COOPERATIVE NURSERY seeks mor-
ning pre-school teacher for -well-
established school. Willing to work with 
strong parent group. Competitive salary 
offered. 453-2048 or 478-W8D. 
IMMEDIATE or surnmer iob driving 
school-type bus afternoons. Chauffeur 
license required. Apply in person. Austin 
Bowl-O-Rama. 517-SoUth Lamar. . 
RAMADA GONDOLIER HOTEL needs 
full time desk clerk, Experience 
preferred but not necessary. Apply in 
person! Mr. Boiles, lOOl South 
Interregional. , 
THE MOVlE-STAR'needs dancers *6.00 
per hour. Also Interviewing for full time 
cocktail servers, *150 per week, and part 
time clean-up person. Apply in person 1-
3, 1602 San Jacinto. 
TYPIST,.,must be fast, accurate^ 
80/wpnrv 8:30 - 5:00 Monday, Tuesday, 
Friday. Also need typist 10 p.m. - 4:00 
a.m. Monday night. 345-2271. Mr. Ray. 
EXPERIENCED PROOFREADER. 
Monday - Tuesday. 345-2271. 
AUSTIN'S FINEST new restaurant and 
club opening soon. Need 
hostesses/hosts; cocktail 
waitresses/waiters. 442-5074 between 8-
10 a.m.; 2-6 p.m.' 
PART TIME salesperson. 
Demonstrating cosmetics. Call 345-2346 
after 7 p.m. 
DISHWASHER and general 
maintenance. Hard work, but pleasant 
conditions. *2.00 per hour, Tuesday thru 
Thursday nites: 5:30-12:30 Saturday: 
days. Start Immediately. Cafe Camille. 
3704 Kerbey Lane. 
i -up *16.50 plus parts. Free 
diagnosis, estimates, compression 
checks. Please try us. For Information, 
836-3171. 
FREE RIBBON 
With any typewriter or 
adding machine repair 
Reasonable Rates 
Sales, Service, Rentals • 
MasterCharge BankAmericard 
Call 474-6921 or 474-4239 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. 
i" 607 San Jaclntp Blvd 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. Ex-
pert repairs, moderate prices 
Guaranteed work. 1024 Airport. Call 385-
9102. - • •;' 
PRO-LIFE ALTERNATIVES. Call 472-
4198 for help In pregnaiKyxleciftons. 




Plenty of parking. Only 5 blocks from :; 
campus. 477-9487. 
WE REPAIR electronic equipment.:; 
Reasonable arid guaranteed: Lafayette ^ 
Radio. 2901 N. Lamar 474-6441. 
GUITAR LESSONS. Learn finger plck-
ing techniques of Leo Kottke, AAance 
Lipscomb, and Kurt Van Sickle. 
Beginners • advanced. 478-5197 or 447- ,j 
2358. : 
SMALL LICENSED NURSERY has 
openings for 2 or 3 year olds. 454-7375. UT area. • • . • 
UNF. APARTS. 
run ouaincaa wr i ui uniirn 
ty. Approximately 2500 sq. ft  bas n 
area. Ideal for, office storage, typing
vice, etc. *450/month including utll  
Just North of 27th 
Guadalupe 
& 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with " 
^ good grades! --r-
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
H 
LOST & FOUND 
SUMMER TO SHARE 2 bedroom ai 
ment townhouse with one person. ' 




, Also taking 
study roii 
i tance 
Ki Fall leeses. Swimming pool, 
oom, security, no pets, Walking 
to UT ahd Capitol. 1802 weft 
enue. Phone 476-5558, 
WALK TO CAMPUS. Newly remodeled 
rooms *75.. all Wlls paid. (908 West 29th, 
in the rear). Efficiency apartment 
*99.50, all bills paid. 2907 San Gabriel 
Apt. C. Centril Properties Incorporated.. 
451-6533. '" ' 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for 
summer. Rlverhills 4-2 apartment. 
S76.25/month. No bills. Own room. 441-
6117; 
FURN. HOUSES 
AVAILABLE MAY - AUGUST. 
• Northwest Park area. 4-2 Central air, 
all appliances, garage. 8300/month. 
Dependable family only.; 454-2808. 
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER: Spacious 3 
bedroom, 2 bath. Private, In quiet 
' neighborhood off Bpring*. *230 plus bills: 
441-1407. : 
LAKE AUSTIN - 15 minutes cam-
pus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile-homes. *85 to *140. Mack's 
Marina. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
. , . . , ̂ _ ASE, Beautiful targe 
house three biocla from campus. 4-2. 
LOST: 45th and Red River. Un-
catchable, smallish, black calico cat 
with clear flea collar. Lost April 8. If 
seen, please call 451-1879 after 6. 
LOST: SOLID WHITE German 
Shepherd puppy. Lost in North Riverside 
area. Call 444-5877 PLEASE. 
*20 REWARD TISR10 Calculator taken 
Friday from University- Lutheran 
Center. No questions asked; -Leonard, 
471-2023. 
LOST SMALL, female, .(urey/: poodle. > : 
Answers to the name of Krissee. Please 
call 472-6562. Reward. .v.-
MALE ST. BERNARD. March 25th, 
Pease Pirk. 3 year,s. Ft. Worth, 1973 
rabies tag-. Please help. Reward offered. 
477-3209, 477-3246. 
DELIVERY. Light, local delivery. Earn 
up to S60/day. Neat appearance, own 
car, know city. Full or part-time. Apply 
in person only. 300 East Uth. Room 134. 
9am • 9pm dally. 
NEED PERSONS-for permanent or 
surtimer work. Some welding experience 
necessary. Free to travel from lob to 
lob. Top-pay plus living allowances. 444-
4995: _ .p 
PERSONNEL: For the Creative Living 
Center. Experience or Interest In 
meditation, sensitivity, fine arts. 454-
2261. 
STEAK AND ALE needs day bus help. 
Possible advancement to 
waiter/waitress. Apply only if planning 
to work through summer. Call Lee 2-4, 
453-1688. '.S 
NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHER begin- & 
ning fall. Prefer someone with child 
development background and/or pre­
school teaching experience. 5 day mor-
ning program, Send resume to- 6108 
Jtney Dr., Austin, TX., 78731. 
NEED 4-6 STUDENTS part time to help 
me with my business, Pick your own 
hours, excellent pay. Call Gary Joyce, 
477-3757. " 
PART TIME salesperson demonstrating 
cosmetics in beauty salons. Call 345-2346 
after 7 p.m. 
NO RENT UNTIL THE FIRST 
I BORM - 1 Bath, *127.50 plus Elect. 
2 BDRM - I'-j BAth, *149.00 plus Elect. 
On Shuttle Bus Route, Convenient to 
Capital Plaza. Gas, Heat 8, Cooking, 
CA/CH, Free Cable Television, Pool, 
Laundry Room, Shag Carpet, Pets 
allowed. 
KAILUA VILLAGE ARTS. 
S2I1 Cameron Rd. 
451-3044, 834-6967 ' 
APRIL FREE. Sublet unfit August. One 
bedroom, unfurnished, shuttle, dis­
hwasher, pool, CA/CH, cable. *135 ABP. 
442-0815. 
THE PUB mmm 
^presents 
\ - « i?aWXFZW# 
wmsk 
DEE MOELER 
and Lynn Langham 
Chicken 






TONIGHT - SAT 
2 SHOWS 7 & 10 
j8SEt£tSW 
ONE BEDROOM STUDia Study. 
Law School. EC bus. *140 plus ele 
tv. Begin June 1. 478HW15 
477-428% 452-2121. 2706 Cole, 
Near 
^ , j *  l  lectrid-
i -40 or manager 
No. 203. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, *125 plus 
bills. *50 deposit. 2402-C Rio Grande. CalL 
Beth at 477-4622. 
APRIL FREE 
2 bedrooms, 2 bath, CA/CH, full shag 
carpet, drapes, all electric appliances, 1 
block from shuttle. 1900 and 1901. Valley 
Hill Circle off Burton Drive. 
*225 Water Paid 
' tc t 
^ "*4 DOUG 
. 892-0154 after 6 p.m. weekday*'' 
anytime weekends iSfii 
ONE MONTH FREE 
With our year lease. Gas and 
water paid. 2 br. and 1 ba. 
North near IH35 arid Chevy 




TIME EMPLOYEE for truck 
tashlng operation. 30-35 hours/week, 
.fternoon and weekends. 44im48. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
PART TIME painter's helper. Mostly 
work with Disc Sander. *2/hour. Needed 
preferably from 1-5 p.m. Call 477-2653 
after 5:00 p.tn. <>wi>iii{jw4r»ilwi38M»rta» 
TRAVEL 
SUMMER St 
o u i i  . t h r w • «  ̂• •  i  
Deposit required. 4^6-3715. 
UNF. DUPLEXES 
NE60 TO FILL new efficiency 
walking distance UT.. 
, 451-7937. » ' , 
.apartments. 
*129.50.. 
3312 SOUTH OAK. Quiet 2 bedroom 
duplex, carpet, garbage, disposal and 
fenced yard, *140 monthly. 454-0087. 
. :i .J.,'1 . 
LOST: Black female miniature poodle-?: 
without tall. Lost in Wast Tarrytown -
area. Call 478-4071. 
*25 REWARD. Return Irreplaceabley 
tildes from canvas bookbag removed 'i 
Architecture lobby. 452-2976. 5006 West p 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
.ONE JBEDROOM furnished duplex. 
-Modem, ideal for single graduate, in 
nice, quiet South Austin.. See to ap­
preciate. 385-0855, *160 ABP. 
IE 
EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA 
% ' Student flights all year round. 
I . CONTACT:. 
ISCA 
4035 University Ave. No. ft 
San Diego, C« 
•TELi 
... tallf. 92115 
(714 ) 287-3010 
(213) 826-5669 
Piano need tuning? 474-5153 (early). 
2br-2ba apt*, for summer 477-33(8. -
2bd-2ba apt. one vacancy 477-3388. 
ESS ami. 1 Hells *400. 454-3074. 
•Free kittens 478-3172. ; 
Fender twin Gibson ES335. 472-6362. 
Harp for your wedding? 478-5589. 
;Sears 3 spd. great shape 472-3684. 
- - I patch leans TTH «ve. 2774295. 
:1971 SuiUkl 250STR *425 451-5918. " 
Ward's mower never used. 3854nfT 
Old quality drum *•» 8100.47M048: r 
1959 Stratocaster guitar. 451-7680. ~— 
,Get your piano tuned today. 477-5151 
KERSHAW 
ADVANCED TICKETS AT DISCOUNT RECORDS! 
AND INNER SANCTUM * 
CELEBRATE RQUND-UP 
AX.NEW YEARS EVI 
, :f UVE MUSIC MONDAY-THURSDAYk 
PROVIDED BY BOBBY DOYLE TRIOM 
A large yellow sign in a win­
dow of the Consumer Counsel­
ing Services office, '307 W. 
Seventh St., reads: "Free 
Assistance for the Consumer; 
Educat ional  Mater ia ls  
^Available." 
To resolve the complaints of 
consumers informally and to > 
Inform them of "things to look 
trot for" before they buy is the 
purpose of Consumer Counsel-
ing Services, Tom Bick, direc­
tor, said Wednesday. 
Consumers may air their 
Complaints by calling the ser-^ 
vice at 474-6554 or by going td||| 
' the office, 
"WE DO not require that f 
"' complaint form be filled out,^*| 
but we do like to see anjy| 
papers, such as cancelled!. '! 
checks or contracts, ,related to;s ; 
i : \the complaint," Bick said. 
)|k| "If evidence showing the^ 
M Validity of the complaint can^f, 
5'?t'not be brought to the office^" 
• we go out  and see thd • 
evidence, such as a' bad paint _ 
carpeting job," he added 
Once the service, is con^ 
f^Vinced of the complaint's 
' .^validity, it contacts the 
^businessman involved and | 
''"tries to work out a settlement | 
cthe same day the complaint is §: 
received.^ 
ft IF THEN complaint cannot 
1 be resolved informally, Uie 
service refers the consumer, 
to an attorney or advises him, 
'to go to the Small Claims 
"" Court. When warranted, the ;• 
" service staff may testify -on 
^behalf of the consumer or 
. write letters attesting to the 
t validity of his complaint. 
> The service attempts to 
.-/educate the public through 
speaking engagements at high 
^ schools, business colleges, the 
Universi ty  and civic  £ 
meet ings,  through radio « 
broadcasts and through dis- . 
persal  of  educat ional  
materials. 
IT WILL furnish the con­
sumer with an Aust in  
Jf businesses-to-be-avoided list, 
1? ;?car repair prices, official used 
car prices, product ratings, a 
" -^gas mileage guide and JCetir^. 
' ment guides. ' 
The service, which is funded " 
by the Citjrof Austin, has been 
in operation for approximate­
ly six months. During the first 
three months of this year i|s 
resolved 437 complaints. ' »< 
"Ten to 20 percent of the 
complaints we receive come 












<>? l- . r MUSIC OF 50'$ & 60 s 
PROVIDED BY 
BABDY POOWAH 
& th« Wadells 
 ̂ COVER: $2.00/PERSON 
SHOWS: 8:00 FRI., 9:00 SAT. 
BRING YOUR SWMTHiMT OUT TO £AT, 
THEN NMMER WITH US THE MUSIC OF THE PAST 
Free kittens. 477-1531. 
EUROPE-ISRAEU-AFRICA, Travel dis­
counts year-round.. Student Air Travel 
Agency. Inc. 201 Allen Road, Suite 410. 
Atlanta, Ga. 30328. (404) 258-4251. 
Etectrophontc speakers *25.474-5*79. 
AKC WIemareners males *75. 928-1321 
Greatgarag^.sala.404 E.34th Satoniy. 
E«tyMg|hnj, 
• Hair Stviine 
• Wayne 
For 
Both Sexes < 
2301 S. Ctngms 441-4151 
THE HURDY 
GURDY 
Song & Dance 
Company 
in a, 
Folk FestivflL .. 
t 45 \ 
SUNDAY.̂  
&1- Details in 
Friday's Texan 
sfe-
Thursday, April 18, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN Page 15 
HHSH 
Held 
WASHINGTON (UPl), — Overturning a, March 29, a ^federal grand jury in 
low$rc<kirt decision, the Supreme, Court 
ruled Wednesday that the families of 
students shot in the 1970 Kent State 
Violence mayoress damage suits against 
National Guardsmen and state officials in­
volve*!. 
. The 8-0, decision .held that an old com­
mon law doctrine of executive immunity 
is only a limited, not an absolute, barrier 
to personal liability lor official actions. 
IT REINSTATED for lower court action 
two damage suits that a"§K $11 million in 
damages from former Ohio Gov. James A. 
i Rhodes, former Kent State University 
Cleveland indicted eight former National 
Guardsmen- on criminal charges of 
violating the civil rights df thos? killed arid 
wounded. P ffe 
THE COURT Wednesday 'dia not rule on 
father* 
THE SIXTH U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals had dismissed the spits, citing 
both the 11th Amendment to the Constitu-^ 
tion and ^common law doctrine of e»> 
ficutive immunity. £jji 
• The 11th Amendment bans suits by in* the merits of the two Kent State lawsuits • 
before it. It merely reinstated them in the ii dividuals against sta'tes, and the executive 
U.S. District Court in Cleveland. Immunity doctrine says government of-
Both suits represented test cases filed ficers are immune from personal liability,^ 
by the families of three of the four for damages arising out of official actions,:~ 
students fatally shot. One had been filed mm That ruling closed all avenues of ap|li 
by the family of Sandra Scheuer of ^proach to the complainants, but the 
Youngstown, 0. r the other by the families Supreme Court decision written by Chief 
of Allison Krause of Pittsburgh and Jef- Justice Warren E. Burger raised the ex^ s 
President Robert I. White and other of- . fr;ey Miller of New York. . ^ecutive immunity barrier a notch. 
ficials and National Guardsmen involved , "Now I believe our system of justice is ;?|3 Exploring that issue, it said "these con- * 
working," said Mrs. Sarah Scheuer, San- osiderations suggest that in varying scope a 
dra's mother, when she heard of the high 
court decision. Other parents and civil 
liberties attorneys involved in the case 
reacted similarly. . 
''Now for the'first time we can get Gov. 
Rhodes and the generals in an open cour­
troom,'.'^ said Arthur Krause, Allison's 
in the May 4, 1970, campus shooting 
Four students were shot to death and 
nine wounded when National Guardsmen 
|||i fired on demonstrators protesting the sen­
ding of U.S.troops into Cambodia. 
jl® In effect, the high court ruling put the 
||f|Kent State controversy back before the. 
14courts at a second level. , 
qualified immunity is available to officers 
of the executive branch of government^ 
the variation dependent upon the scope of 
discretion and the scope of responsibilities 
of the office and all the circumstances as 






Stans makes point in trial 
mM Proposed Finance Article i mm 
Fund Provision Taxes 
<$• , -By BILL GARLAND .„ 
; Texan Staff Writer 
-f - - (Editor's Note: This is the fourth in a 
;;; series dealing with articles tentatively -
; approved by the Constitutional Conven-
•/,j' tion prior .to its April Si-May 6 "cam-
-A paign recess.") 
Constitutional Convention delegates 
X voted 82-60 in March to adopt a Finance 
V .^Article overgrown with technical foliage 
J/'fbut stuffed with several clearly defined, 
^^controversial provisions. 
£ No. 1 on the controversy list is the provi-W* 
.^..i sion governing the Highway User Revenue^ included: 
|tFund- : /V;). : • 
Delegates spent an entire day debating 
would be necessary to compete with in­
creasing costs to repair the staters'ex­
isting 70,000 miles of highway. 
Other delegates against the amendment 
argued that any future mass transporta­
tion would involve existing highways. 
Waco Rep. Lane Denton told delegates 
"Wake up to the realities of 1974." 
Traffic moves slower in Houston during 
rush hour than it did in 1900, and existing 
roads will not relieve the situation, he 
pointed out. 
Other defeated highway fund proposals 
^whether to leave the fund as originally 
%•.^structured by a 1946 amendment to the 
1876 Constitution. 
Three-fourths of the fund, consisting of 
t 'revenues from the 5 cents per gallon gas-
oline tax and motor vehicle registration 
< - fees, goes to the highway department and 
/•, 'One-fourth goes to free public schools. 
£_.\ Worth more than $700 million annually, 
the fund was successfully defended 
throughout the convention by lobbying ef­
forts of the Good Roads Association, 
; whose members include major oil com-
panies. trucking firms, chambers of com-
»'*. merce and many groups whose income is 
affected by highway transportation. 
'/t Among proposed amendments batted 
' down by the convention was a provision 
i which would have included mass transit 
•among legitimate fund expenditures. 
»* , Houston Sen. Chet Brooks spoke against 
the amendment, stating all money ap-
} ' .propriated to the highway department 
A provision to grant a higher portion 
of the funds to education. 
• An amendment calling for elimination 
of the fund from the constitution on 
grounds the provision is statutory. 
a > A provision placing a "lid" on the 
fund. 
Texas has the lowest gasoline tax in the 
country/and any increase would continue 
to be distributed in the same three-
fourths, one-fourth ration , under the 
current provision. 
A "lid" amendment would stipulate that 
any increase would go to general 
revenue^. 
After adoption of all 11 sections Of"the 
article, delegates returned to the highway 
fund and voted 89-76 to let the electorate 
decide the "lid" issue. 
On the ballot for adoption or rejection of 
the entire documentt the "lid" provision 
will be listed as a separate item on which 
voters can directly decide whether to in­
clude the provision." -
On other finance topics, delegates voted 
to improve the state's choppy property tax 
provisions which have come under heavy 
criticism for lack of uniformity. 
In.Section une4 a provision clears up the 
value on which property will be assessed 
. by limiting it to "market value." 
Also, the provision calls for periodic ap­
praisals for all taxable property in the 
state, with the appraisals provided by a 
county agency according to guidelines to 
be established by the Legislature. 
Section Three of the proposed article 
offers what has been described as a "tax 
cut" for the timber industry. • ; 
It stipulates that separate appraisal* 
rates may be established by the 
Legislature to "promote the preservation 
of forest land devoted to timber produc­
tion." 
: A "separate formula" rate is also left 
open for agricultural land, but agriculture 
has a similar provision in the 1876 docu­
ment. - ' 
Delegates • adopted another provision 
which Austin Rep. Larry Bales said was 
aimed at The Daily Texan. 
A new constitutional entity,'the section 
states**" No public funds or public credit 
shall be used to influence the election of a 
public official." 
Bales said a court ruling would define 
"public funds" if The Texan or some other 
publication were ever challenged. 
A subsection of the state debt provision 
directly .affects the .University by listing 
building use fees as a portion of the debt. 
University Regent Frank C. Erwin, 
representing University regents, sent a 
letter to Finance Committee Chairman 
Neil Caldwell of Angelton asking that the 
use fee be excluded from debt definition. 
Sen. Lloyd Doggett of Austin said the 
main effect of fee inclusion would be a 
stabilization of the charge, making any in­
crease unjikely. I 
Under the convention article, to incur 
Ji 
..P|L 
NEW YORK (UPI) — A calm, soft-" 
Spoken Maurice H. Stans took the witness) 
Stand Wednesday in his federal conspiracy 
trial and disputed the testimony of five 
.. .major prosecution witnesses linking hint 
^iwith influence peddling t • 
The millionaire businessman' denied 
/^testimony that he stipulated the $200,00Q * 
Contribution to President Nixon's 1972 re*.. 
s election campaign by international finaw ; 
# cier Robert L. Vesco was to be made 
^ffHsadi;• effectively concealing its isoiiroe;^^ 
|&? Stans, the President's chief fund raised 
^jthat year, also disputed testimony by 
if government witnesses that he engaged in •. jpj 
T«mlinMn:k\efforts to conceal the contribution and ||| 
i, .-arranged to have his co-defendant, formel; |ff 
} Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell, use his im 
~7~' ? fluence in Vesco'srl^^ltespsiif^^fStll? 
IN HIS testimony, Stans took issue with ;|f 
the testimony of former White House 
rtcounsel- John Dean, as well as Danidt.% 
•' Hofgren, a former White House aide; 
• Laurence Richardson, a Vesco aide; Hugh - I 
- Sloan, who was treasurer of StansT 
/Finance Committee;, and Harry Stars, a 
• , v prominent New Jersey Republican and 
onetime Vesco aide.' 
any new state debt would require a two-', Dean had testified that Stans, after con-
Slwtch by 
thirds vote of each house and a majority 
. vote Of the electorate. 
"Other sections, involving the appropria? 
tion process and public spending, remain 
similar though more concise in the con­
vention document. s 
neuis 
Bar Group Investigating Nixon 
NEW YORK (AP) — The New York Daily News says a committee of 
the City Bar Association is investigating President Nixon and four 
Watergate figures in proceedings that could lead to .their disbarment* In-
the state. -
The News said in a copyrighted story that the probe afeo involves 
former Atty. Gen. John Mitchell, David Young, former co-director of the 
White House "plumbers" investigating uftt; Gordon Strachan, former 
aide to H.R. Haldeman, Nixon's former chief of staff, and an unidentified 
attorney. . • 
The investigation committee, the News said, is headed by Joseph 
Bonomi, a former Manhattan assistant district attorney who is chairman 
of the American Bar Association's National Organization of Bar Councils 
on Coordination of Watergate Discipline. 
Stocks Up for Second Day 
NEW YORK (AP) — Hopes for an end to the recent surge of interest 
rates carried the stock market to its second straight advance Wednesday. 
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials closed at 867.41, on a volume of 
14.02 million shares on the Big Board, adding a 6.18-point gain to its rise of 
more than 17 points Tuesday. V , V; 
suiting with Mitchell,. had ordered the 
, Vescocontributionto berecordedas being 
made by "J.M." <r '' >r ,» - ,l 
Stans testified that "on the spur of the 
moment and for the time being" he 
ordered the contribution to be put down : 
under Mitchell's niame. 
' He said he did not mention this to 
Mitchell until months later, and when he 
told the former attorney general, Mitchell s 
replied, "What in hell did you do that 
for?" / ; 
Earlier, Stans testified that he met with. • 
Nixon's younger brother in March, 1972, to, 
discuss the $200,000 contribution. 
STANS SAID the meeting with Edward 
Nixoara Vesco employe, took place on 
March 29,1972 and was at Edward Nixon's 
. request. He said Nixon wanted to know if 
Vesco could get maximum anonymity if he' 
made the contribution in cash: Stans said 
he could. 
Stans said Nixon told him he had been 
asked by Vesco to see Stans about the 
matter. v.'' 
The former commerce secretary said 
Nixon told him: "Vesco wants to know 
whether you want it in cash. He wants 
maximum anonymity before April 7." 
"I said: 'Ed, I want to get this very 
straight. You go back and tell Vesco that I 
don't care what form he gives it. He can 
give it in cash if he wants to and get max­
imum anonymity.' " 
Stans and Mitchell are accused of trying 
to impede a securities and exchange com­
mission investigation of Vesco in return-
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An Open Letter of Endorsement 
Dear Friend, ' : r 
In the School Board run-off election Saturday, we endorse 
JERRY NUGENT as the better candidate for Place 4. 
We fe,el NUGENT'S strengths as a school trustee would be many. 
—He has the education and experience. He's a graduate 
of-the UT Law School and received the outstanding senior 
award. He has worked for two Federal courts, including 
the 5th Circuit on school ihatters such as desegregation, 
discipline, teacher and student rights, academic freedom and 
other constitutional issues. 
—He has done his homework. He has attended School Board '• 
meetings for the past year. He's visited with many teachers, -
students and staff in nearly every school in the district., 
—Ife is committed. His own two young children in Austin 
schools make his educational- concerns.,intensely personal. 
We are voting for JERRY NUGENT and heartily endorse 
his candidacy to you, because we feel he is the type of 
School Board member who- will,listen.. .and- be listened to. ; 
He is the type of person who can work with other trustees 
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